
 

 

 

 
To: Members of the Communities 

Scrutiny Committee 
Date: 

 
23 June 2021 
 

 Direct Dial: 
 

01824 712554 

 e-mail: democratic@denbighshire.gov.uk 

 
 
Dear Councillor 
 
You are invited to attend a meeting of the COMMUNITIES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE to be 
held at 10.00 am on THURSDAY, 1 JULY 2021 BY VIDEO CONFERENCE. 
 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
G. Williams 
Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services 
 
 
AGENDA 
 
PART 1 - THE PRESS AND PUBLIC ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THIS PART OF 
THE MEETING 
 
1 APOLOGIES   

 

2 APPOINTMENT OF VICE CHAIR  (Pages 5 - 6) 

 To elect the Committee’s Vice-Chair for the municipal year 2021/22 (copy of 
the role description for Scrutiny Member and Chair/Vice-Chair attached). 

 

3 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  (Pages 7 - 8) 

 Members to declare any personal or prejudicial interests in any business 
identified to be considered at this meeting. 

 

4 URGENT MATTERS AS AGREED BY THE CHAIR   

 Notice of items which, in the opinion of the Chair, should be considered at the 
meeting as a matter of urgency pursuant to Section 100B(4) of the Local 
Government Act 1972. 

 
 
 

Public Document Pack



 

5 MINUTES  (Pages 9 - 18) 

 To receive the minutes of the Communities Scrutiny Committee held on 13 
May 2021 (copy enclosed). 

10:10am – 10:15am 
 

6 SECTION 19 INVESTIGATION REPORT ON THE FEBRUARY 2020 
FLOODS IN DENBIGHSHIRE  (Pages 19 - 210) 

 To consider the Section 19 Flood Investigation Report (copy attached) from 
the Head of Highways & Environmental Services and Flood Risk Engineer on 
the 2020 floods in Denbighshire. 

10:15am – 11:00am 
 

7 COUNCIL HOUSING TENANTS SURVEY  (Pages 211 - 252) 

 To consider a report (copy attached) by the Lead Officer - Community 
Housing, on the feedback from the STAR survey of Council tenants and the 
Council’s Community Housing Service’s proposals to respond to the Survey’s 
findings. 

11:00am – 11:30am 
 

~~~~~~~~~~ Break ~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
8 COVID-19 RECOVERY THEME - COUNCIL BUILDINGS  (Pages 253 - 282) 

 To receive an update report (copy attached) from the Head of Finance and 
Property on the progress of the Infrastructure – Council Buildings recovery 
theme. 

11:45am – 12:15pm 
 

9 SCRUTINY WORK PROGRAMME  (Pages 283 - 302) 

 To consider a report by the Scrutiny Coordinator (copy enclosed) seeking a 
review of the committee’s forward work programme and updating members 
on relevant issues. 

12:15pm – 12:30pm 
 

10 FEEDBACK FROM COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES   

 To receive any updates from Committee representatives on various Council 
Boards and Groups 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MEMBERSHIP 
 
Councillors 
 
Councillor Huw Williams (Chair) 
 

 

Brian Blakeley 
Rachel Flynn 
Alan Hughes 
Tina Jones 
Merfyn Parry 
 

Anton Sampson 
Peter Scott 
Glenn Swingler 
Graham Timms 
Cheryl Williams 
 

 
COPIES TO: 
 
All Councillors for information 
Press and Libraries 
Town and Community Councils 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000 

 

 

 
Code of Conduct for Members 
 

DISCLOSURE AND REGISTRATION OF INTERESTS 
 
  

I, (name)   

  

a *member/co-opted member of 
(*please delete as appropriate) 

Denbighshire County Council  

 
 

 

CONFIRM that I have declared a *personal / personal and prejudicial 
interest not previously declared in accordance with the provisions of Part III 
of the Council’s Code of Conduct for Members, in respect of the following:- 
(*please delete as appropriate) 

Date of Disclosure:   

   

Committee (please specify):   

   

Agenda Item No.   

   

Subject Matter:   

   

Nature of Interest: 

(See the note below)* 

 

 
 

 

   

Signed   

   

Date   

 

 
*Note: Please provide sufficient detail e.g. ‘I am the owner of land adjacent to the application for 
planning permission made by Mr Jones', or 'My husband / wife is an employee of the company which 
has made an application for financial assistance’. 
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COMMUNITIES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the Communities Scrutiny Committee held in video conference on 
Thursday, 13 May 2021 at 10.00 am. 
 

PRESENT 
 

Councillors Brian Blakeley, Rachel Flynn, Merfyn Parry, Anton Sampson, Peter Scott, 
Glenn Swingler, Graham Timms (Vice-Chair), Cheryl Williams and Huw Williams (Chair).   
 
Cabinet Members – The Leader Councillor Hugh Evans, Lead Member for the Economy 
and Corporate Governance, Councillor Mark Young Lead Member for Planning, Public 
Protection and Safer Communities and Councillor Brian Jones Lead Member for Waste, 
Transport and the Environment.  
 
Observers - Councillors Meirick Lloyd Davies, Alan James and Gwyneth Kensler.  
 

ALSO PRESENT 

 
Corporate Director: Economy and Public Realm (GB), Head of Planning, Public 
Protection and Countryside Services (EJ) Strategic Planning and Housing Manager (AL), 
Head of Highways & Environmental Services (TW), Waste & Recycling Manager (TD), 
Scrutiny Coordinator (RE) and Committee Administrators (SJ and SLW). 
  
 

 
1 APOLOGIES  

 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Mabon ap Gwynfor and Tina 
Jones. 
 

2 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  
 
None. 
 

3 URGENT MATTERS AS AGREED BY THE CHAIR  
 
No urgent matters were raised.  
 

4 MINUTES  
 
The minutes of the Communities Scrutiny Committee meeting held on 11 March 
2021 were submitted.   
 
No matters were raised in relation to the minutes. 
 
It was: 
Resolved: - that the minutes of the meeting held on 11 March 2021 be 
received and approved as a correct record. 
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The Chair advised that in response to a request from the Leader, and with the 
agreement of all relevant Lead Members and officers, the order of business on the 
agenda would be varied.  Business item number 6, ‘Gypsy and Traveller 
Accommodation Assessment – Proposal to Establish a Task and Finish Group’ 
would therefore be presented ahead of business item number 5, ‘New Waste and 
Recycling Operating Model Progress Update’. 
  

5 GYPSY & TRAVELLER ACCOMMODATION ASSESSMENT - PROPOSAL TO 
ESTABLISH A TASK & FINISH GROUP  
 
The Leader thanked the Chair and committee members for adjusting the agenda 
order. 
 
The Leader, Lead member for Planning, Public Protection and Safer Communities, 
Head of Planning and Public Protection and the Planning and Pubic Protection 
Manager guided members through a power point presentation.  
 
Members were reminded that a number of reports on the Gypsy and Traveller 
accommodation had been presented to scrutiny on numerous occasions. It was 
noted that the Lead members and officers had addressed a number of the concerns 
that had been raised by councillors. A project board had been established between 
Lead members and officers to engage with members at the earliest opportunity. It 
was explained that the focus of the discussion had been to establish a balanced 
Task and Finish group to assist with the accommodation assessment needs. The 
board would create a clear process to ensure Scrutiny members had a clear 
understanding of the process prior to any decisions made.  
A brief background was presented to members. The last accommodation 
assessment had been completed in 2017, confirmation that it was due to be 
undertaken again.  
The Head of Planning and Public Protection stressed the accommodation 
assessment was a duty of the authority to be completed every 5 years. The Gypsy 
and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (GTAA) was a housing needs 
assessment. Welsh Government had observed a number of Gypsy and Travellers 
that required a culturally appropriate accommodation. The GTAA would assess the 
need for Denbighshire families and would assess the need for families traveling 
through the authority.  Welsh Government had set the methodology process to 
complete the GTAA.   
Members were reminded that the current Local Development Plan (LDP) had been 
adopted in 2013. Significant changes within the authority had been observed 
causing the current LDP to become outdated. Research and work to update and 
create a new LDP had begun to include the new GTAA. Emphasis was made, that 
the GTAA was a legal document required for the new LDP.  
Members were provided with a breakdown of the work that had begun in line with 
member’s requests and suggestions.  
 
The Lead Member guided members through the information provided on the 
proposed role for the Task and Finish group and Communities Scrutiny. The 
purpose of the Committee would be to support Cabinet and the GTAA project board 
with the development of a new GTAA. The importance on the objectives of the 
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group and proposed work was presented. The findings conclusions and any 
proposed recommendations would be reported to Communities Scrutiny for debate.  
 
The Leader thanked the officers and Lead member for previous work and continued 
work to develop the GTAA.  
 
The Chair thanked the Leader, Lead Member and officers for adopting the concerns 
of the Scrutiny feedback and providing further information to those concerns. During 
the discussions, officers and Lead Members expanded on the following: 

 The legislation to include the GTAA within the LDP did create pressure for 
officers. It was stressed the GTAA was an important element of progressing 
the LDP.   

 The timescale to present the GTAA to Welsh Government was February 
2020. The current LDP would remain in place until a new agreed LDP was 
formed.   

 The current assessment had identified a residential site was needed. That 
assessment remained in place. The new assessment would provide up to 
date information of what was needed in Denbighshire. Clarity was provided 
that any individual within the authority could approach the authority for 
support.   

 The process proposed by officers was a positive method. Members agreed it 
was a more professional position to progress forward. 

 The GTAA would be presented to Cabinet once the process had been 
completed with the support from Communities Scrutiny and the Task and 
Finish group. 

 The GTAA was required to advance the LDP process. It was felt the first 
stage would be to create the GTAA and present it to Cabinet and Welsh 
Government. Following that process further discussion of the GTAA and 
LDP would be required. 

 
The Committee: 
 
Resolved: to agree – 

(i) to establish a Scrutiny Task and Finish Group to assist with and inform 
work on the new Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment; 
and  

(ii) the draft Terms of Reference for the Group attached as Appendix 1 to 
the report. 
 

6 NEW WASTE & RECYCLING OPERATING MODEL PROGRESS UPDATE  
 
The Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the Environment introduced the report 
and appendices (previously circulated). He was accompanied by the Head of 
Highways and Environmental Services (HHES) and the Waste and Recycling 
Manager (WRM). 
 
The HHES stated the last time the report was provided to the committee had been 
in October 2019. At that meeting, members requested a follow up report providing 
an update on pilot projects in the authority and to examine information on the 
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benefit realisation plan. The HHES explained the project was complex and had 
many elements.  
The WRM summarised the benefits realisation plan update members had 
requested. The project had been launched initially to try and control increasing 
waste costs and prepare the move to the Welsh Government blueprint for recycling, 
with an aspiration to become the top recycling nation. 
The project had observed two key benefits. The first key benefit illustrated had been 
the predicted recycling performance from the service had been 68% slightly below 
the statutory 70% target by 2024/25. Showing more work was needed. It was 
confirmed that approval to purchase new technology providing officers more data 
regarding collections had been obtained. It was stressed that the intention to 
microchip the residual bins that will be supplied as part of the service change in 
2023. It was explained that work with Welsh Government on a new project for 
recycling absorbent hygiene waste had begun. It was explained that a tender had 
been advertised for a recycling facility of this nature in the authority.   
Another key benefit of the scheme noted had been the extended producer 
responsibility scheme. The scheme’s future aim was for manufactures and 
producers to be responsible for funding the cost to collect recycling and waste from 
their products. An organisation would be established to provide local authorises the 
funding for the collection, education work, research and enforcement work. The 
quality of recyclable material collected would determine the amount of financial 
rebate Denbighshire received. By separating the recyclable material collected 
would maintain the quality of the waste.  
 
The WRM confirmed two recycling projects had taken place one of the projects had 
been the trials of microchipping food waste caddies to assess resident’s 
behaviours. The findings had found that media coverage of the project had 
impacted the amount of tonnes collected even after the pilot had concluded. The 
media surge had encouraged residents to request food caddies and become more 
aware of food waste recycling. The learning that had been observed would be 
adopted in future pilot schemes of microchipping bins.  
The second project had been the ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’, unfortunately this 
project had to be stopped due to Covid-19 pandemic. This campaign had been 
aimed at encouraging residents to recycle material they were used to disposing of 
in the black bins. A 3 stage educational process was adopted. This campaign was 
intended to be run again in the West Rhyl area. 
 
The Chair thanked the officers for the papers and updates. The Chair had received 
a question from a member of the public and addressed it to the officers. The 
resident had concerns that dog fouling bags would be disposed of in the black bins, 
and collected ever 4 weeks. The resident asked what would be the procedure for 
animal waste in the future. 
The HHES acknowledged the concerns of residents, the position would continue 
that animal waste would be bagged and disposed of in the black bin waste. The 
HHES was not aware of any authority that offered a pet waste service. In his 
opinion it would not be a practical, it would be very difficult to employ individuals to 
collect pet waste. The HHES stated black bins do and smell. If residents cleaned 
the bins when needed it would reduce odours.  
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The Chair thanked the HHES and was grateful for the question from the member of 
the public. Following the introduction and discussions, officers and Lead Members 
expanded on the following:  

 The outer casing of the reusable bags would be the only microchipped bag. 
It folds and gets put away, smaller bags are supplied for individual types of 
recycling. On the day of collection, the smaller bags would be placed in the 
outer casing to prevent birds getting the waste or it blowing away. The 
microchip would allow officers to offer support and educational information. A 
choice of bags or boxes would be offered. The HHES confirmed that different 
options would be offered to accommodate resident’s needs. Members were 
informed properties that cannot store recycling or waste would also be on a 
different collection frequency to reduce build-up of waste in a limited space. 

 It may be difficult to run a trial for Community Scrutiny members as it would 
be difficult to run two different models for collection at the same time.  
Further investigation to trial systems with Committee members in the future 
could be looked into. The Corporate Director confirmed discussions with 
officers and the Scrutiny Co-Ordinator to see how a trial for members could 
be arranged.  

 Officers acknowledged vulnerable people may not understand the recycling 
and collection system. It was confirmed that exemption would be put in place 
if needed.  

 Communication with residents would detail the service plan change. It 
provided members with the plan of change including the swapping of 
household bins. Ahead of the service change the launch of the absorbent 
hygiene product service would take place. Communication with residents 
would commence Spring 2023. Communal properties would be transferred 
over first. 

 The preferred vehicle for collection are e-collect 26Tonne RCV. When the 
vehicles need updating all options including planned vehicles would be 
considered.  Discussions with Welsh Government to aid the purchase of 
vehicles especially the kerbside collection vehicles. Trials of electric vehicles 
across North Wales was due to start. The data received from those trials 
would support the amount of electric vehicles Denbighshire ordered.  

 The minimum cost reduction to the service of £500k included the cost of the 
prudential borrowing. Officers were hopeful the saving would be more. If 
members felt helpful a more detailed breakdown of the financial calculations 
could be provided.  

 The market for recyclables will have an impact on the business model. The 
income calculated from selling recyclable waste within the report had been 
generated by market analysis, but could change. The impact would be at 
least as great if the collection model remained unchanged. Currently the 
authority paid for recyclable waste was taken to plant to be sorted. If the 
market value for recyclables changed, the cost to have the waste sorted was 
also likely to change. It was felt the new model would protect the service 
from market changes better than the existing service. Any savings observed 
had not been assumed, so had not been included in the future financial plan.  

 The early roll out of trade and communal service included schools. The new 
model would be introduced to schools before the rollout to other residential 
groups. Support to set up recycling stations in schools to educate pupils so 
separate recycling would be offered to schools. The intention to work with 
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schools to educate and support staff and pupils to optimise recycling in 
schools. DCC serviced the collection from the majority of schools in the 
authority.   

 The frontline operatives have worked well with the public and have 
knowledge of how to control difficult situations. Conflict management training 
was also offered to staff. To support staff, leaflets and information was to be 
offered to the public to reduce conflict and aid residents understanding.   

 Discussions with Conwy County Borough Council to learn from the 
experiences they occurred with the change of service.  

 Welsh Government had not imposed the change on local authorities. 
Denbighshire had decided to change the model and had approached Welsh 
Government for support.  

 Officers had attended the Landlord Forum to communicate plans and 
proposed changes. The new Model had been presented at the last meeting. 
Landlords of West Rhyl had been informed of the changes and trials due to 
take place in Rhyl. The responsibility to have in place the correct recycling 
equipment for tenants was with the landlord.  

 The issues identified at the Denbigh depot planning site had now been 
resolved. The work was now able to proceed. There was no concern on the 
impact of traffic for the area.  

 Previously the bags provided for dog waste had not been biodegradable. As 
a service the bags would not be issued to pet owners. It was the 
responsibility of the pet owner to purchase waste bags. 

 Further research into Charities and the support the authority could offer 
would continue. The existing service was a household service, to introduce a 
policy to include Charity waste collection would be a cost to the authority. 
Communication with charities to discuss options would be offered. 

 
The Chair requested that an update be provided to the local MS and MP to inform 
them of the impending changes in the authority.  Members thanked the officers for 
the comprehensive and coherent report and detailed responses t members 
concerns.   
 
The Committee:  
 
Resolved: - having considered all the information provided and subject to the 
above observations – 
 

(i) to receive the information in relation to the progress made to date by 
the Project Team delivering the new Waste and Recycling Service to 
residents by the Summer of 2023; 

(ii) to endorse the Benefits Realisation Plan (Appendix II) and request that 
the Head of Highways and Environmental Services track the 
achievement of the benefits through the Annual Service Plan from 
2023/24 onwards; 

(iii)that the Head of Highways and Environmental Services brings a future 
report to Communities Scrutiny Committee on the pilot project 
outcomes in West Rhyl (use of microchip in waste containers) and 
Bron y Crest (communal bin service change); 
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(iv) that further detailed information on the financial implications for the 
Council of the service model change be circulated to members of 
the Committee; and  

(v) confirms that, as part of its consideration, it has read, understood and 
taken account of the Well-being Impact Assessment (Appendix VII) 
 
 

7 SCRUTINY WORK PROGRAMME  
 
The Scrutiny Coordinator submitted a report (previously circulated) seeking 
members’ review of the Committee’s work programme and provided an update on 
relevant issues. 
 
Discussion focused on the following – 

 The items listed on the forward work programme for the next meeting on 01 
July 2021 were reaffirmed. The Scrutiny Co-Ordinator confirmed the two 
agenda items on flooding would be available for the July meeting.   

 The Chair had agreed to defer the agenda item on ‘Flood Management 
Responsibilities in relation to the Rhyl Cut and Prestatyn Gutter’ to 
September 2021. 

 The Scrutiny Chairs and Vice Chairs had met and agreed for two reports to 
be included in the committee’s forward work programme. Those had been: 
1- Feedback Received in response to the Council Housing Tenants Survey 
2- Denbighshire County Council’s Flood Investigation Report into the 

January 2021 floods in the county. 

 A special meeting of the committee to receive the report from the Task and 
finish group for Gypsy and Traveller accommodation may be required for 
July. A meeting invitation and date would be issued closer to the date if 
needed.  

 The Scrutiny Co-Ordinator agreed to speak to the Head of Highways, 
Facilities and Environmental Services and the Waste and Recycling Service 
Manager to review a follow up Waste and recycling model report.  

 Members were asked to submit any proposal forms regarding topics for 
scrutiny. 

 Members were informed on the current difficulty in administrating a pre-
meeting briefing. If members felt, there was a need to hold a meeting before 
a meeting to contact the Chair and the Scrutiny Co-Ordinator to discuss.  

 
Resolved: - subject to the amendments and inclusions outlined in the report, 
and referred to above, to confirm the Committee’s forward work programme. 
 

8 FEEDBACK FROM COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES  
 
The Chair informed the Committee that he had attended the Flood Risk 
Management and Riparian Land Ownership Task and Finish Group inaugural 
meeting.  It had been a constructive first meeting with all organisations invited in 
attendance and indicating their willingness to work together in a bid to find 
sustainable solutions to manage and reduce the risk of flooding.    
 

The meeting concluded at 12.30 p.m. 
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Report to Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Date of meeting 1st July 2021 

Lead Member / Officer Cllr Brian Jones: Lead Member for Waste, Transport 

and the Environment / Tony Ward: Head of Highways 

and Environmental Services 

Report author Wayne Hope 

Title 9th February 2020 Flood Event – Section 19 Flood 

Investigation Report 

1. What is the report about? 

1.1. On the 9th of February 2020, extensive flooding occurred across Denbighshire as 

a result of Storm Ciara.  Council officers, as well as officers from Natural 

Resources Wales and Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water, have since carried out 

investigations into the flooding to understand the reason why the flooding 

occurred, the likelihood of it happening again and to assess whether measures 

can be put in place to reduce flooding in future 

2. What is the reason for making this report? 

2.1. Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act requires that the Council 

investigates instances of flooding in the county and subsequently publishes a 

report of the investigation’s findings. The purpose of this report is to introduce the 

Section 19 flood investigation report and its findings to members of the 

Committee and to seek their views and comments. 

3. What are the Recommendations? 

3.1. That the Council seeks assurance from Natural Resources Wales that the 

recommendations identified in Natural Resources Wales’ flood investigation 

reports will be carried out, and for anticipated timescales to be confirmed.  

3.2. That the Council seeks assurance from Natural Resources Wales that flood risk 

from main rivers in Denbighshire is being appropriately managed. 

4. Report details 

4.1. According to Natural Resources Wales, “February 2020 was one of the wettest 

on record for parts of North and Mid Wales. A series of successive weather fronts 
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including storms Ciara, Dennis and Jorge, as well as heavy rainfall over the 

weekend of 22nd February, saw most rain gauges recording over 200% of their 

February Long Term Average (LTA).  Several rain gauges recorded in excess of 

350% of their LTA, with Bala recording 407% of its LTA (extract from “Post flood 

event analysis North & Mid Wales February 2020” – Natural Resources Wales, 

see Appendix (A) of overarching flood investigation report). It is in this context 

that the flooding that affected communities in Denbighshire on 9th February must 

be viewed. 

4.2. Denbighshire County Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, has a duty under 

Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act to investigate flooding in its 

area. The Act states:  

(1) On becoming aware of a flood in its area, a lead local flood authority must, 

to the extent that it considers it necessary or appropriate, investigate: 

(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk 

management functions, and 

(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or 

is proposing to exercise, those functions in response to the flood 

(2) Where an authority carries out an investigation under subsection (1) it must: 

(a) publish the results of its investigation, and 

(b) notify any relevant risk management authorities. 

4.3. The purpose of this investigation report is to address the following key questions: 

 Why did the flooding happen? 

 How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

 What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

4.4. The main sources of flooding during the February 2020 event were the River 

Elwy, River Ceidiog, River Ystrad and River Clwyd. These are classified as main 

rivers and the responsibility for the detailed investigation of each flood location 

rests with Natural Resources Wales, as the risk management authority with flood 

risk management functions in relation to main rivers. There were four separate 

locations affected by main river flooding. These ranged from large communities, 

such as St Asaph and Llandrillo, to individual isolated properties. 

4.5. The Council’s overarching flood investigation report is included as Appendix 1 to 

this report. The investigation of flooding at each of the main river locations is 

included as appendices to the overarching report, with the exception of Llanynys, 

which was not the subject of a separate flood investigation, but is a matter of 

ongoing discussions between the Council, Natural Resources Wales and the 

residents affected by flooding at this location. 
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5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate 

Priorities? 

5.1. One of the Council’s corporate priorities for 2017 to 2022 is to provide an 

attractive and protected environment, supporting wellbeing and economic 

prosperity. One of the measures identified in the Corporate Plan to enable this is 

to reduce the number of properties at risk of flooding in Denbighshire. The flood 

investigation report has highlighted opportunities to help achieve this measure, 

some of which will involve working in close collaboration with Natural Resources 

Wales and Welsh Water. 

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services? 

6.1. The costs to the Council of carrying out flood investigation work are met within 

existing revenue budgets. 

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact 

Assessment? 

7.1. This report does not refer to a particular project, so a Well-being Impact 

Assessment has not been carried out. However, should the Council have any 

future proposals to carry out a scheme or project as a result of the flood 

investigation report, a Well-being Impact Assessment will be carried out. 

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny 

and others? 

8.1. The flood investigation has involved discussions, meetings and exchanges of 

correspondence with County Councillors and members of the communities that 

were flooded. Numerous meetings have taken place with officers from Natural 

Resources Wales and Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water. 

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement 

9.1 As noted in Section 6 the costs to the Council of carrying out flood investigation 

work are met within existing revenue budgets. Any additional works will be 

subject to normal Council approval procedures if required. 

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to 

reduce them? 

10.1. The Flood and Water Management Act places a responsibility on the Council to 

investigate flood events in the county and an implied duty to improve its 
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understanding of flood risk. If the Council fails in this, there is a risk of 

reputational damage and flooded communities will continue to be at risk. 

11. Power to make the decision 

11.1. The Council has powers in relation of flood risk and drainage matters under the 

Flood and Water Management Act (2010) and the Land Drainage Act (1991). 

11.2. The Committee’s powers in relation to policy development and review and 

scrutinising the Council and other public bodies’ performance are outlined in 

Section 21 of the Local Government Act 2000 and Section 7.4 of the Council’s 

Constitution. 
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Executive Summary 

 

On 9th February 2020, Denbighshire experienced heavy and prolonged rainfall, which 

led to the flooding of around 35 homes, 6 businesses and 12 caravans. The majority 

of the flooding was from main river sources; Natural Resources Wales (NRW), as the 

relevant flood risk management authority for main rivers, has carried out its own flood 

investigations. Natural Resources Wales’ flood investigation reports are included as 

appendices to this overarching investigation report. 

 

Over a two week period, three named storms affected the region, resulting in some of 

the highest rainfall ever recorded for the time of year. The first storm, storm Ciara, 

caused levels in the River Elwy, River Ceidiog, River Ystrad and River Clwyd to rise to 

the extent that flood water spilled out onto the flood plain, leading to flooding of 

property. 

 

The main communities affected by storm Ciara on 9th February 2020 were St Asaph, 

Denbigh (Brookhouse), Llandrillo and Bodelwyddan. With the exception of 

Bodelwyddan, all of the flooding was as a consequence of high river flows in main 

rivers. In addition, some isolated properties near Llanynys were flooded from the River 

Clwyd. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background to the Flood Event 

According to Natural Resources Wales, “February 2020 was one of the wettest on 

record for parts of North and Mid Wales. A series of successive weather fronts 

including storms Ciara, Dennis and Jorge, as well as heavy rainfall over the weekend 

of 22nd February, saw most rain gauges recording over 200% of their February Long 

Term Average (LTA). Several rain gauges recorded in excess of 350% of their LTA, 

with Bala recording 407% of its LTA (extract from “Post flood event analysis North & 

Mid Wales February 2020” – Natural Resources Wales, see Appendix 1). It is in this 

context that the flooding that affected communities in Denbighshire on 9th February 

must be viewed. Thankfully, there was no flooding of property as a result of storms 

Dennis and Jorge, however there were numerous instances of highway flooding and 

wind damage across the county as a result of these two storms. 

1.2 Purpose of the Investigation 

The purpose of this investigation report is to address the following key questions:  

 Why did the flooding happen?  

 How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

 What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

1.3 Legislative Context 

Denbighshire County Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, has a duty under 

Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act to investigate flooding in its area. 

The Act states: 

(1) On becoming aware of a flood in its area, a lead  local flood  authority must, to 

the extent that it considers it necessary or appropriate, investigate: 

(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management 

functions, and 

(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is 

proposing to exercise, those functions in response to the flood 

(2) Where an authority carries out an investigation under subsection (1) it must: 

(a) publish the results of its investigation, and 

(b) notify any relevant risk management authorities. 

The main sources of flooding during the February 2020 event were the River Elwy, 

River Ceidiog, River Ystrad and River Clwyd. These are classified as main rivers and 
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the responsibility for the detailed investigation of each flood location rests with 

Natural Resources Wales. There were four separate locations affected by main river 

flooding. These ranged from large communities, such as St Asaph and Llandrillo, to 

individual isolated properties. 

There was also some localised surface water flooding experienced at Bodelwyddan. 

The responsibility for the investigation of this event rests with Denbighshire County 

Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority. 
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2 The Flooding Locations 

There were 5 distinct flooding locations: St Asaph, Llandrillo, Denbigh (Brookhouse), 

Llanynys and Bodelwyddan. 

2.1 St Asaph 

According to Natural Resources Wales, Storm Ciara brought high winds and 

torrential rain during the wettest February on record, resulting in the highest ever 

recorded flow at the Pont Y Gwyddel gauge station (located on the River Elwy about 

17km upstream of St Asaph), higher than those observed during the November 2012 

flood event. 

Natural Resources Wales completed a new flood defence scheme in 2018 and has 

concluded that around 370 properties were protected by these defences on 9th 

February 2020. However, a number of homes, businesses and caravans did flood, 

but many of these were outside the defended area for the scheme. 

There was some flooding of homes and businesses around the junction of Glascoed 

Road and Lower Denbigh Road. This was due to a combination of high levels in both 

the River Elwy and Glascoed Stream. The flooding problem appears to have been 

exacerbated by the unauthorised opening of a non-return valve at the outfall of the 

Glascoed Stream into River Elwy, which allowed backflow from the River Elwy. There 

were also observations of surface water flowing off agricultural land, which possibly 

added to the flooding problem. 

Natural Resources Wales’ flood investigation report is included as Appendix B of this 

report., or can be accessed here: https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/our-

projects/flood-scheme-projects/st-asaph-flood-scheme/flood-investigation-report-st-

asaph-and-elwy-communities-2020/?lang=en. Please note that the report’s coverage 

includes the rural reaches of the River Elwy, including parts of Conwy County. 

Considering the three key questions to be addressed by the investigation: 

Why did the flooding happen? 

The flooding was caused by record rainfall levels in the region which resulted in the 

highest ever recorded flows in the River Elwy. As a result, the St Asaph flood 

defences were overtopped in some locations. The same rainfall affected the 

Glascoed Stream, which was full beyond its capacity. 

How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

The new St Asaph flood defence scheme is designed to protect against a 1 in 200 

annual probability flood event. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that there is 

slightly lower than a 1 in 200 annual probability of that scale of flooding happening 
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again. The Glascoed Stream and culvert beneath Lower Denbigh Road was 

designed to protect against a 1 in 100 annual probability flood event. 

What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

In its report, Natural Resources Wales makes the following recommendations: 

Recommendation 1.1 - DCWW – Review performance of the underground system in 

the Lower St Asaph area. 

Recommendation 1.2 – NRW – Work with the landowners around the Afon Elwy to 

maintain the flood risk management assets back to Fair condition.  

Recommendation 1.3 – NRW – All photos taken during formal NRW duties 

(inspection, maintenance, incident response etc.) should be time and date stamped. 

Recommendation 2.1 – NRW – Undertake a performance review for the 2018 St 

Asaph Flood Risk Management scheme. 

Recommendation 2.2 – NRW – Using the hydraulic model, investigate the flow 

mechanisms and sensitivity of various parameters which may be impacting water 

levels at St Asaph STW Embankment. 

Recommendation 2.3 - NRW – Consider the current incident response plans and 

address the resource & resilience shortfalls during such events.  

Recommendation 3.1 – NRW – Review policy and procedure regarding the roles and 

responsibilities of flood wardens both in an incident and during normal working times.  

Recommendation 4.1 – NRW – Model the effects of non-return flap operation on 

water levels in the Glascoed Stream. 

Recommendation 4.2 – DCC – Undertake a Flood Investigation Report for all non-

main river flooding in the St Asaph and Glascoed Communities. 

Recommendation 5.1 – NRW – Review the published flood map data for Wigfair Isaf 

Community.  

Recommendation 6.1 – NRW – Provide advice on Property Level Protection and 

Property Level Resilience measures for residential property in affected communities 

in the upper and middle reaches of the Afon Elwy catchment which do not benefit 

from a defence scheme. 

Recommendation 7.1 – NRW – Investigate through computational modelling the flow 

mechanisms from both the Nant Barrog and Afon Elwy, impacting Llanfair Talhaiarn 

Community in significant flood events. 
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Recommendation 8.1 – Nant Mawr Caravan Park Residents - Nant Mawr Caravan 

Park to be directed to NRW advice and guidance for site owners and operators who 

have sites at flood risk. 

Note: Regarding recommendations 4.1 and 4.2, the Council will work with Natural 

Resources Wales to better understand the interaction between the Glascoed Stream 

and River Elwy during extreme flood conditions. However, it seems clear that the 

flood defences at this location performed as intended, but were overwhelmed due to 

the extreme nature of the flood event. 

Note: Recommendation 7.1 refers to a community in Conwy County, so is not directly 

relevant to this report. 

2.2 Brookhouse, Denbigh 

The investigation has identified that the River Ystrad overtopped its banks, causing 

flooding of up to 9 residential and 1 commercial property at Brookhouse Terrace. A 

number of properties had individual property protection, but this was only partially 

successful during the event. 

Natural Resources Wales’ flood investigation report is included as Appendix C of this 

report. 

Considering the three key questions to be addressed by the investigation: 

Why did the flooding happen? 

The flooding was caused by heavy, prolonged rainfall falling on saturated ground 

which resulted in the River Ystrad overtopping its banks. 

How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

There is insufficient information available to determine the precise scale of the event. 

However, NRW’s flood map shows that the properties would flood in a 1 in 100 

chance event. 

What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

In its report, Natural Resources Wales makes the following recommendations: 

1. NRW should inform residents of Brookhouse Road that are not currently 

registered, of the process to sign up for Flood Alerts for the Clwyd Catchment. 

DCC should approach residents for assistance with obtaining Individual 

Property Protection if not already owned. 
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2. NRW will continue to work closely with the community of Brookhouse to further 

understand flooding mechanisms and where appropriate, liaise with 

Denbighshire County Council to identify options for flood defence for the 

village. 

3. NRW to consider the viability of the implementation of a river level monitoring 

site on the Afon Ystrad to assist in earlier warning issued to residents. 

4. NRW will undertake a topographic survey of both banks of the Afon Ystrad 

from the weir to below Brookhouse Farm. 

5. NRW will update the hydraulic modelling to take into account the findings of 

this 2020 flood investigation report. 

6. DCC should investigate the possibility for Non-Return Valve to be added to Mill 

Race Drain Outfall to reduce risk of water from Afon Ystrad entering field. 

Home owners are advised to assess whether further flood resilience measures 

can be installed at their properties. 

7. DCC should investigate the potential of seepage through wall on Left bank of 

the Ystrad from A525 to Brookhouse Mill Wall where wrack debris and 

evidence of pooling water were observed the day after. 

8. NRW will continue to complete reactive routine maintenance on the Ystrad, 

review schedules and takes where appropriate and make improvements if it is 

determined to be viable and proportionate to the risk. 

Note: Regarding recommendations 6 And 7, the Council will liaise with Natural 

Resources Wales to investigate the feasibility of implementing the recommendations. 

2.3 Llanynys 

Three isolated properties were affected when the River Clwyd overtopped its banks. 

Each property had individual property protection, which worked to varying degrees. 

Considering the three key questions to be addressed by the investigation: 

Why did the flooding happen? 

The flooding was caused by heavy, prolonged rainfall falling on saturated ground 

which resulted in the River Clwyd overtopping its banks at multiple locations. 

How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

Whilst no information is available regarding the severity of the flood event at this 

location, rainfall levels were some of the highest recorded in the Clwyd catchment for 

this time of year, therefore the likelihood of that scale of flooding happening again is 
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low. The River Clwyd has no formal flood defences at this location, which means that 

a flood could occur with less than a 1 in 100 chance. 

What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

It is unlikely that formal flood defences would be cost effective to defend a small 

number of isolated properties, which already have individual property protection 

installed. Natural Resources Wales continues to have discussions with affected 

residents regarding measures that can be carried out to reduce the risk and impacts 

of flooding.  In addition, the Council is in discussions with residents regarding 

possible improvements to highway drainage in the area. 

2.4 Llandrillo 

Heavy rainfall led to the River Ceidiog overtopping its banks, leading to the flooding 

of a single property. More extensive flooding was averted due to the prompt actions 

of local residents in diverting flood water away from properties. 

Natural Resources Wales’ flood investigation report is included as Appendix D of this 

report. 

Considering the three key questions to be addressed by the investigation: 

Why did the flooding happen? 

The flooding occurred due to high river levels following heavy rain. 

How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

Natural Resources Wales hasn’t reported the severity of the flood event or the 

standard of protection provided by its flood defences. 

What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

In its report, Natural Resources Wales makes the following recommendations: 

1. Due to the extent of floodwater flowing through Llandrillo, it may be 

appropriate to review and update the existing flood modelling study (2008) 

including the underlying hydrology. This review should look at the severity of 

this event, the effects of structures along the system (road and foot bridges, 

flood relief culvert and existing defences), effectiveness of current private 

defences and flood warning options. 

2. Following the flood modelling review, the initial assessment completed in 2009 

on potential flood alleviation measures for Llandrillo should also be reviewed. 
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3. NRW will continue to work closely with the community of Llandrillo to further 

understand flooding mechanisms and where appropriate, liaise with 

Denbighshire County Council to identify options for flood defence for the 

village. 

2.5 Bodelwyddan 

Heavy rainfall led to an unnamed ordinary watercourse overtopping its banks, leading 

to the flooding of four properties. The watercourse flows across privately owned land 

and is partly culverted downstream. 

Why did the flooding happen? 

The flooding occurred due to high watercourse levels following heavy rain 

How likely it is for that scale of flooding to happen again? 

No information is available, however rain gauge data suggests that this was an 

extreme rainfall event, so the likelihood of this scale of flooding happening again at 

this location is low. 

What improvement actions are needed to ensure flood risk in the County is 

appropriately managed in future? 

Further investigation of the culverted sections of watercourse is recommended. This 

will be carried out by the Council before next winter. 

3 Summary of Recommendations 

St Asaph 

Recommendation 1.1 - DCWW – Review performance of the underground system in 

the Lower St Asaph area. 

Recommendation 1.2 – NRW – Work with the landowners around the Afon Elwy to 

maintain the flood risk management assets back to Fair condition.  

Recommendation 1.3 – NRW – All photos taken during formal NRW duties 

(inspection, maintenance, incident response etc.) should be time and date stamped. 

Recommendation 2.1 – NRW – Undertake a performance review for the 2018 St 

Asaph Flood Risk Management scheme. 

Recommendation 2.2 – NRW – Using the hydraulic model, investigate the flow 

mechanisms and sensitivity of various parameters which may be impacting water 

levels at St Asaph STW Embankment.  
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Recommendation 2.3 - NRW – Consider the current incident response plans and 

address the resource & resilience shortfalls during such events.  

Recommendation 3.1 – NRW – Review policy and procedure regarding the roles and 

responsibilities of flood wardens both in an incident and during normal working times.  

Recommendation 4.1 – NRW – Model the effects of non-return flap operation on 

water levels in the Glascoed Stream. 

Recommendation 4.2 – DCC – Undertake a Flood Investigation Report for all non-

main river flooding in the St Asaph and Glascoed Communities. 

Recommendation 5.1 – NRW – Review the published flood map data for Wigfair Isaf 

Community.  

Recommendation 6.1 – NRW – Provide advice on Property Level Protection and 

Property Level Resilience measures for residential property in affected communities 

in the upper and middle reaches of the Afon Elwy catchment which do not benefit 

from a defence scheme. 

Recommendation 7.1 – NRW – Investigate through computational modelling the flow 

mechanisms from both the Nant Barrog and Afon Elwy, impacting Llanfair Talhaiarn 

Community in significant flood events. 

Recommendation 8.1 – Nant Mawr Caravan Park Residents - Nant Mawr Caravan 

Park to be directed to NRW advice and guidance for site owners and operators who 

have sites at flood risk. 

Denbigh (Brookhouse) 

1. NRW should inform residents of Brookhouse Road that are not currently 

registered, of the process to sign up for Flood Alerts for the Clwyd Catchment. 

DCC should approach residents for assistance with obtaining Individual 

Property Protection if not already owned. 

2. NRW will continue to work closely with the community of Brookhouse to further 

understand flooding mechanisms and where appropriate, liaise with 

Denbighshire County Council to identify options for flood defence for the 

village. 

3. NRW to consider the viability of the implementation of a river level monitoring 

site on the Afon Ystrad to assist in earlier warning issued to residents. 

4. NRW will undertake a topographic survey of both banks of the Afon Ystrad 

from the weir to below Brookhouse Farm. 
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5. NRW will update the hydraulic modelling to take into account the findings of 

this 2020 flood investigation report. 

6. DCC should investigate the possibility for Non-Return Valve to be added to Mill 

Race Drain Outfall to reduce risk of water from Afon Ystrad entering field. 

Home owners are advised to assess whether further flood resilience measures 

can be installed at their properties. 

7. DCC should investigate the potential of seepage through wall on Left bank of 

the Ystrad from A525 to Brookhouse Mill Wall where wrack debris and 

evidence of pooling water were observed the day after. 

8. NRW will continue to complete reactive routine maintenance on the Ystrad, 

review schedules and takes where appropriate and make improvements if it is 

determined to be viable and proportionate to the risk. 

Llanynys 

1. Natural Resources Wales to continue to have discussions with affected 

residents regarding measures that can be carried out to reduce the risk and 

impacts of flooding.   

2. Denbighshire County Council to continue discussions with residents regarding 

possible improvements to highway drainage in the area. 

Llandrillo 

1. Due to the extent of floodwater flowing through Llandrillo, it may be 

appropriate to review and update the existing flood modelling study (2008) 

including the underlying hydrology. This review should look at the severity of 

this event, the effects of structures along the system (road and foot bridges, 

flood relief culvert and existing defences), effectiveness of current private 

defences and flood warning options. 

2. Following the flood modelling review, the initial assessment completed in 2009 

on potential flood alleviation measures for Llandrillo should also be reviewed. 

3. NRW will continue to work closely with the community of Llandrillo to further 

understand flooding mechanisms and where appropriate, liaise with 

Denbighshire County Council to identify options for flood defence for the 

village. 

Bodelwyddan 

Further investigation of the culverted sections of watercourse is recommended. This 

will be carried out by the Council before next winter. 
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Post flood event analysis 
North & Mid Wales 

February 2020 

Hydrology & Water Resources Management Team 
www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk Page 1 of 20 

1. Summary

February 2020 was one of the wettest on record for parts of North and Mid Wales. A series 

of successive weather fronts including storms Ciara, Dennis and Jorge, as well as heavy 

rainfall over the weekend of 22nd February, saw most raingauges recording over 200% of 

their February Long Term Average (LTA). Several raingauges recorded in excess of 350% 

of their LTA, with Bala recording 407% of its LTA (Figure 1).  

Vyrnwy raingauge recorded 515mm of rainfall in February, making it the wettest February, 

and 2nd wettest 30-day period, since records began in 1908. The daily observer at Llanarmon 

Dyffryn Ceiriog reported that February 2020 was the wettest February, and the second 

wettest of any month, since the start of record in 1955. 

As a result of the rainfall, several rivers experienced significant peak levels/flows that rank 

within the top 5 on record. The Elwy and Teme experienced their highest river levels in 

records that extend back to 1974 and 2002, respectively. 

This report provides a summary of peak river levels, flows and rainfall experienced during 

the month of February 2020. It focuses on storms Ciara (8th - 10th February), Dennis (15th - 

16th February), Jorge (29th February to 1st March) and the un-named event of weekend 21st 

- 24th February. It should be noted that datasets have not yet been fully quality assured and

are indicative only at this stage, although rudimentary quality checks have been made where 

possible. 

Care should be taken when comparing recent peak river levels with historic data. For 

example, the refurbishment of Brynkinalt Weir in 1997 means river levels before and after 

this date may not be comparable. 

Appendix A
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Figure 1.  Rainfall as % of February Long Term Average, at sites across North & Mid Wales 

 

Natural Resources Wales monitor rainfall and river levels at several locations across North 

Wales. The locations of the raingauges and river gauging stations used in this analysis are 

shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. 

It should be noted that rainfall return periods often don’t reflect the scale of flooding that has 

occurred. Pre-cursor conditions such as soil saturation, starting river level and floodplain 

inundation play a big part in determining how rivers respond to rainfall. These factors are 

not specifically accounted for in rainfall return period analysis. Furthermore, the raingauge 

network is only able to provide data where raingauges are situated and isn’t necessarily 

representative of catchment rainfall. 
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Figure 2.  Locations of raingauges used to inform this report. 

 
Figure 3.  Locations of river gauging stations used to inform this report. 
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2. A note on long duration rainfall analysis 

February 2020 brought extreme rainfall to many parts of North and Mid Wales through a 

series of consecutive storm events. At some locations such as Bala and Vyrnwy, the rainfall 

was unprecedented for that time of year and in context of their long-term records. 

The Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) depth-duration-frequency tool on the FEH Web 

Service allows for return period analysis for durations of up to 10 days using the FEH2013 

rainfall model. Analysis of rainfall over this duration is included in this report for each of the 

February storms. The FEH Web Service also allows for return period analysis for durations 

of up to 16 days using the FEH99 rainfall model, but this has not been carried out because 

that rainfall model has been superseded. There are also concerns regarding inconsistency 

in results if two separate rainfall models are used for analysis. 

Monthly rainfall totals for several sites were compared against Tabony Tables, where 

available. Tabony Tables compare cumulative monthly rainfall excess/deficit against the 

long-term average, providing return periods for durations ranging from 1 month to 120 

months. For February 2020 the Tabony Tables yielded highly unrealistic return periods and 

so this approach was not considered appropriate. 

The Vyrnwy rainfall record extends back to 1908. Analysis of daily data shows that February 

2020 was the second wettest 30-day period on record, with the 30 days leading up to 26th 

December 2015 being the wettest. At Bala, February 2020 was the second wettest month 

since the start of record in 1961, with December 2015 being the wettest. The daily observer 

at Llanarmon Dyffryn Ceiriog reported that February 2020 was the wettest February, and the 

second wettest of any month, since the start of record in 1955. 
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3.  Storm Ciara (8th - 10th February) 

2.1 Background 

On the evening of the 8th of February, Storm Ciara brought high winds and heavy widespread 

rainfall across Britain. North Wales experienced large waves around the coast and most 

areas were affected by the rainfall. River levels rose accordingly, most notably in the Elwy, 

Conwy and Dee catchments, resulting in several flood warnings being issued and two severe 

flood warnings issued on the Elwy at St. Asaph. 

This section of the report concentrates on those catchments that experienced the most 

notable rainfall and river levels; the Elwy, Conwy, Glaslyn and Dee. 

 

3.2 River level & flow data 

The peak river levels and flows experienced over the 9th and 10th of February 2020 are 

summarised in Table 1 (below), along with their rankings against the long-term historic 

record.  

On the Afon Elwy, Pont Y Gwyddel gauging station reached its highest flow since start of 

record in 1974. The peak at Pont Y Gwyddel (3.652m) exceeded the November 2012 peak 

by 17cm. Unfortunately, the level gauge at St Asaph failed and missed the peak, but the 

data does suggest it was the highest peak on record here also (corroborated by the Pont y 

Gwyddel peak upstream).  Furthermore, on-site observations both during and after the event 

suggest the peak at St Asaph was in excess of 4.8m. 

In the Dee catchment, the Afon Alwen and the Afon Ceiriog experienced large events with 

Brynkinalt weir recording the highest stage since the November 2000 floods. 

It should be noted that there is some uncertainty in the accuracy of flow data at Cwmlanerch 

after the floods of March 2019, but the stage data appears to be OK. 
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Gauging Station River Date/Time of peak Peak stage (m) Rank Peak Flow (m3/s) Rank 
Record 

Start 

Pont Y Gwyddel Elwy 09/02/2020  11:30 3.652 1 220 1 1974 

St. Asaph Elwy 09/02/2020  15:30 
Gauge failed and data suspect.  But likely the highest peak on record, 

exceeding the previous maximum of 4.352m in Nov 2012. 

Ruthin Weir Clwyd 09/02/2020  16:30 1.129 3 22.7 7 1971 

Pont Y Cambwll Clwyd 10/02/2020  00:15 2.792 6 59.3 18 1973 

Cwmlanerch Conwy 09/02/2020 10:15 4.729 4 544 4 1964 

Pont Fawr Conwy 09/02/2020  11:30 8.406 7 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1999 

Beddgelert Glaslyn 09/02/2020  08:30 2.150 5 117 5 1967 

Druid Alwen 09/02/2020  10:30 2.176 5 131 4 1970 

Brynkinalt Weir Ceiriog 09/02/2020  12:30 1.449 3 52.6 7 1971 

Manley Hall Dee 09/02/2020  20:15 2.816 8 363 8 1969 

Table 1.  River levels and flows recorded over 9th & 10th Feb 2020 and their rankings in the long-term record 

 

3.3 Rainfall data 

3.3.1 Event specific rainfall 

It should be noted that rainfall data has undergone only basic quality assurance and that 

most rain gauges were in broad agreement with the adjacent storage check gauges. Data 

from Llanarmon DC and Capel Curig Tipping Bucket Raingauges (TBRs) was rejected due 

to poor quality. The Capel Curig storage gauge data appears to be OK and recorded 

190.6mm of rainfall over the first 15 days in February. This equates to 108% of the Long-

Term Average (LTA) for February (175.3mm). 

Data from most raingauges show that the most intense rainfall lasted around 16 hours, with 

event rarity diminishing after this time period. Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the highest rainfall 

totals experienced at each gauge for a range of durations. In addition, rainfall totals from 1st 

February to 10th February are expressed as a percentage of the February LTA. Rainfall totals 

at Brynhyfryd, Alwen and Betws Y Coed were particularly significant, with all 3 sites 

recording 100% of their LTA in the 1st ten days of February. Rainfall return periods were 

calculated using the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) Depth Duration Frequency tool on 

the FEH Webservice. 
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Raingauge 
Rainfall 
over  1 

hr (mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 10th of Feb 

(mm)  

%LTA 
February 

Gwytherin 18.6 5 74.2 14 16 101.0 87% 

Plas Pigot 16.4 4 57.6 16 11 71.6 94% 

Brynhyfryd 6.6 0 38.4 15 3 53.6 100% 

Clawddnewydd 9.8 1 50.6 16 7 72.6 87% 

Table 2. Elwy and Clwyd Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Ciara 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 
over  1 

hr (mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 10th of Feb 

(mm)  

%LTA 
February 

Alwen 10.6 1 67.0 15 20 104.8 107% 

Pant Gwyn 9.2 0 63.6 17 1 96.8 38% 

Table 3. Upper Dee Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Ciara 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 
over  1 

hr (mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 10th of Feb 

(mm)  

%LTA 
February 

Llanrwst 22.0 6 100.2 16 25 130.6 99% 

Betws Y Coed 13.6 2 79.2 15 14 107.8 100% 

Ysbyty Ifan 10.0 0 58.6 16 0 95.4 61% 

Table 4. Conwy Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Ciara 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 
over  1 

hr (mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

 
Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 10th of Feb 

(mm) 

%LTA 
February 

Cwm Dyli 15.4 2 117.6 12 4 170.0 77% 

Hafod Wydr 15.2 2 90.7 16 5 104.4 61% 

Table 5. Glaslyn Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Ciara 

 

Maximum return periods ranged between being commonplace at Ysbyty Ifan and Pant 

Gwyn, to 1 in 25 years at Llanrwst (Figure 4). Both Ysbyty Ifan and Llanrwst are situated 

within the Conwy catchment. Notable 1-hour rainfall totals were experienced at both Llanrwst 

(22.0mm) and Gwytherin (18.6mm) raingauges. Rainfall return periods reduce after the 16 
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hours duration, as the rainfall dissipated. Rivers also started recessing within 24 hours of 

the start of the event.  

 

 

Figure 4.  Distribution of maximum rainfall return periods across the area, Storm Ciara. 

 

3.3.2 Longer duration rainfall 

The FEH Web Service allows for return period analysis for durations up to 10 days using the 

FEH2013 rainfall model. Analysis of longer duration rainfall totals for the 10 days preceding 

and including Storm Ciara yielded no events more significant than already presented in 

Tables 2 to 5 in the previous section. 
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4.  Storm Dennis (15th - 16th February) 

3.1  Background 

On the morning of the 15th of February, Storm Dennis brought high winds and heavy 

widespread rainfall across the western area of the United Kingdom. Most North and Mid 

Wales catchments experienced high volumes of precipitation. River levels across the area 

were still recessing after Storm Ciara had brought flooding to parts of the region only 5 or 6 

days earlier. This section of the report concentrates on those catchments most notably 

affected by Storm Dennis; the Dee, Teme, Upper Severn and Clwyd. 

 

4.2 River level & flow data 

The peak river levels and flows experienced over the 16th and 17th of February 2020 are 

summarised in Table 6 (Dee, Clwyd & Elwy) and Table 7 (Severn, Vyrnwy & Teme), along 

with their rankings against the long-term historic record.  

On the River Teme, within the Upper Severn area, both level-only gauging stations recorded 

their highest levels since records began. There were some notable peaks in the middle and 

lower Dee catchment, with Bangor on Dee reaching its second highest stage value 

(16.249mAOD) since the record began in 1987. Farndon experienced it’s 3rd highest peak 

of 9.288m, with only the October and November 2000 peaks having been higher.  The River 

Severn at Buttington peaked at 5.403m, which is the 3rd highest peak since start of record 

in 1985.  The Afon Clwyd and Afon Elwy also experienced notable peaks.  
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Gauging Station River Date/Time of peak Peak stage (m) Rank Peak Flow (m3/s) Rank 
Record 

Start 

Pont Y Gwyddel Elwy 16/02/2020  06:00 2.817 4 138 4 1974 

St. Asaph Elwy 16/02/2020  08:30 3.922 3 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1997 

Ruthin Weir Clwyd 16/02/2020  08:30 1.143 2 23.3 4 1971 

Pont Y Cambwll Clwyd 16/02/2020  15:45 2.820 5 60.4 14 1973 

Weir X Tryweryn 16/02/2020  04:15 1.357 8 81.0 12 1992 

Druid Alwen 16/02/2020  06:00 2.176 9 123 8 1961 

Brynkinalt Weir Ceiriog 16/02/2020  07:45 1.458 2 53.4 5 1971 

Bangor on Dee Dee 16/02/2020 16:15 16.249 2 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1987 

Farndon Dee 17/02/2020 05:30 9.288 3 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1988 

Manley Hall Dee 16/02/2020  12:30 3.084 4 428 4 1969 

Table 6.  Dee, Clwyd & Elwy catchments. Peak river levels & flows, 16th & 17th Feb 2020 and their rankings in 

the long-term record. 

Gauging Station River Date/Time of peak Peak stage (m) Rank Peak Flow (m3/s) Rank 
Record 

Start 

Dutlas Teme 16/02/2020  03:15 2.535 1 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 2006 

Knighton Teme 16/02/2020  06:15 2.852 1 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 2002 

Caersws Severn 16/02/2020  06:00 3.371 12 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1986 

Dolwen Severn 16/02/2020  03:00 2.077 20 101 20 2000 

Abermule Severn 16/02/2020  09:30 4.174 7 351 3 1960 

Munlyn Severn 16/02/2020  13:15 3.909 4 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1998 

Buttington Severn 16/02/2020  19:30 5.403 3 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1985 

Llandrinio Severn 16/02/2020  22:15 7.061 4 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1994 

Berriew Rhiw 16/02/2020  02:15 2.184 9 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 2004 

Llanerfyl Banwy 16/02/2020  06:30 2.835 27 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1998 

Pontrobert Vyrnwy 16/02/2020  07:00 3.155 3 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1998 

Meifod Vyrnwy 16/02/2020  08:30 3.552 6 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1985 

Llanymynech Vyrnwy 16/02/2020  12:30 5.046 3 510 3 1970 

Table 7.  Vyrnwy, Severn and Teme catchments. Peak river levels & flows, 16th & 17th Feb 2020 and their 

rankings in the long-term record. 
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4.3 Rainfall data 

4.3.1 Event specific rainfall 

It should be noted that rainfall data has undergone only basic quality assurance and that 

most rain gauges were in broad agreement with the adjacent storage check gauges. 

Data from Llanarmon Dyffryn Ceiriog TBR raingauge, near the top of the Afon Ceiriog was 

rejected due to poor quality data. Pen y Gwely raingauge at the upper reaches of the River 

Vyrnwy, near Llanarmon Dyffryn Ceiriog has been included for comparison. Rainfall return 

periods were calculated using the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) Depth Duration 

Frequency tool on the FEH Webservice.  Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the highest rainfall totals 

experienced at each gauge for a range of durations. They also include the rainfall totals for 

February up to 17/02/2020, and how they compare to their respective February Long Term 

Averages. 

At most sites, the highest return periods were associated with a storm duration of 

approximately 24 hours.  The highest return periods of 1 in 8 years were at Bala and Rhos 

y Meirch raingauges (Figure 5). Most sites didn’t record extraordinary rainfall over short time 

periods. However over 24 hours, most areas recorded significant rainfall totals that 

contributed to flooding - particularly in catchments with rivers still elevated following the 

previous weekend’s rainfall. Notably Pant Gwyn raingauge at the top of the River Dee 

recorded 91mm over 24 hours. 
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Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 17th of Feb 

(mm) 

%LTA 
February 

Alwen 5.4 0 62.8 24 7 205.2 205% 

Bala 6.2 0 70.6 24 8 220.6 228% 

Pant Gwyn 10.6 1 91.0 24 3 258.4 102% 

Table 8. Upper Dee Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Dennis 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 17th of Feb 

(mm) 

%LTA 
February 

Clawdd-
newydd 

4.2 0 48.8 24 4 151.0 180% 

Brynhyfryd 5.2 0 44.0 24 4 118.0 220% 

Gwytherin 6.2 0 56.8 18 3 193.8 167% 

Plas Pigot 3.8 0 37.8 18 2 139.4 185% 

Table 9. Clwyd and Elwy Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Dennis 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 17th of Feb 

(mm) 

%LTA 
February 

Dolydd 7.8 0 78.0 24 3 218.4 122% 

Vyrnwy 5.4 0 73.8 24 4 255.4 175% 

Cefn Coch 4.8 0 58.0 42 2 144.8 148% 

Pen y 
gwely 

3.6 0 41.6 24 2 129.2 151% 

Rhos Y 
Meirch 

7.0 0 62.6 30 8 131.8 179% 

Table 10. Upper Severn Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, Storm Dennis 
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Figure 5.  Distribution of maximum rainfall return periods across the area, Storm Dennis 

 

 

4.3.2 Longer duration rainfall 

The FEH Web Service allows for return period analysis of durations up to 10 days using the 

FEH2013 rainfall model. Analysis of longer duration rainfall totals for Storm Dennis and the 

preceding 10 days (including the rainfall of Storm Ciara) yields some significant return 

periods that exceed the event-specific results presented in the previous section. These are 

summarised in Table 11, below. 
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Raingauge Rainfall (mm) Duration (Days) Return Period (Years) 

Alwen 166.8 8 17 

Bala 174.2 8 12 

Clawdd Newydd 128.0 8 10 

Brynhyfryd 103.2 8 8 

Gwytherin 170.2 8 8 

Plas Pigot 124.8 8 8 

Vyrnwy 194.2 8 8 

Pen y Gwely 125.4 8 5 

Table 11. Longer duration rainfall analysis for Storm Dennis and the preceding 10 days 

 

 

5.  Event of 21st to 24th February (un-named storm) 

4.1 Background 

Following Storm Ciara on 9th of February and Storm Dennis on the 15th of February, the 

prolonged wet weather over North and Mid Wales continued into the weekend of the 21st  to 

24th of February. The weather system produced frontal rainfall, which fell on saturated 

ground and caused river levels to rise again. 

This section of the report concentrates on those catchments most notably affected by rainfall 

over the weekend of 21st to 24th February; the Dee, Clwyd, Conwy, Teme, Upper Severn, 

Mawddach, and the Dyfi. 

 

5.2 River level & flow data 

The peak river levels and flows recorded at locations over the 22nd to the 25th of February  

2020 are summarised in Tables 12 and 13 (below), along with their rankings against the 

long-term record.  

It should be noted that there is some uncertainty in the accuracy of flow data at Cwmlanerch 

after the floods of March 2019, but the stage data appears to be OK. 
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On the Afon Tryweryn in the Dee Catchment area, Weir X recorded its 5th highest peak since 

the record began in 1992. Dolgellau level only site reached its second highest peak in record 

of 3.952m, with the previous highest level being recorded in February 2005. The River Teme 

has recorded its highest level three times during the various storms in February 2020.   

 

Gauging Station River Date/Time of peak Peak stage (m) Rank Peak Flow (m3/s) Rank 
Record 

Start 

Ruthin Weir Clwyd 24/02/2020  12:00   1.120 4 22.3 8 1971 

Pont Y Cambwll Clwyd 24/02/2020  19:15 2.690 11 55.7 20 1973 

Cwmlanerch Conwy 22/02/2020  02:00 4.677 6 528 5 1964 

New Inn Dee 22/02/2020  01:15 2.595 3 96.6 3 1982 

Weir X Tryweryn 22/02/2020  01:30 1.513 1 114 5 1992 

Manley Hall Dee 23/02/2020  14:15 2.526 12 299 12 1969 

Bangor on Dee Dee 23/02/2020  18:00 16.055 8 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1996 

Farndon Dee 25/02/2020  06:15 9.113 7 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1988 

Dolgellau Mawddach 22/02/2020  02:00 3.952 2 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1990 

Dyfi Bridge Dyfi 24/02/2020  11:30 3.915 7 353 13 1979 

Table 12.  Dee, Clwyd, Mawddach and Dyfi catchments.  Peak levels and flows over 22nd to 25th  Feb 2020 

and their rankings in the long-term record 
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Gauging Station River Date/Time of peak Peak stage (m) Rank Peak Flow (m3/s) Rank 
Record 

Start 

Dutlas Teme 23/02/2020  07:45 2.227 3 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 2006 

Knighton Teme 23/02/2020  09:45 2.157 3 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 2002 

Caersws Severn 24/02/2020  13:15 3.395 10 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1986 

Dolwen Severn 24/02/2020  11:45 2.552 5 152 5 2000 

Abermule Severn 23/02/2020  12:30 4.027 11 292 7 1960 

Munlyn Severn 23/02/2020  15:30 3.660 8 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1998 

Buttington Severn 23/02/2020  20:15 5.280 8 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1985 

Llandrinio Severn 24/02/2020  02:00 6.996 9 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1994 

Berriew Rhiw 23/02/2020  08:30 2.297 5 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 2004 

Llanerfyl Banwy 23/02/2020  07:00 2.835 9 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1998 

Pontrobert Vyrnwy 23/02/2020  07:00 2.913 7 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1998 

Meifod Vyrnwy 23/02/2020  09:30 3.586 5 LEVEL ONLY SITE n/a 1985 

Llanymynech Vyrnwy 23/02/2020  15:30 4.874 6 435 6 1970 

Table 13.  Upper Severn Area River levels and flows recorded over 22nd to 24th of Feb 2020 and their rankings 

in the long-term record 

 

5.3 Rainfall data 

5.3.1 Event specific rainfall 

It should be noted that rainfall data has undergone only basic quality assurance and that 

most rain gauges were in broad agreement with the adjacent storage check gauges. The 

exception being Rhydymain raingauge in the Mawddach catchment which recorded 14% 

less data than its adjacent check gauge. Data recorded after Storm Ciara at Dolydd 

raingauge has been deemed as good quality, however caution is advised when looking at 

totals for the whole month at that site. 

Rainfall return periods were calculated using the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) Depth 

Duration Frequency tool on the FEH webservice. Tables 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 show the 

highest rainfall totals experienced at each gauge for a range of durations. They also include 

the rainfall totals for February (up to 25/02/2020) and how they compare to their February 

Long Term Averages. Pant Gwyn raingauge recorded over 249mm of rainfall over a duration 
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of 120 hours, which equates to a return period of 1 in 51 years.  Llanymawddwy also 

recorded a significant amount of rainfall, with a 1 in 14-year event over a 120 hours duration. 

Maximum return periods for each raingauge for this event are shown in Figure 6, below. 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 25th of Feb 

(mm) 

%LTA 
February 

Alwen 5.4 0 85.2 120 2 303.6 303% 

Bala 6.6 0 96.8 60 5 357.6 370% 

Pant Gwyn 15.6 2 249.2 120 51 537.4 324% 

Table 14. Upper Dee Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, 21st to 24th Feb 

 

Raingauge 

Rainfall 
over  1 

hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 25th of Feb 

(mm)  

%LTA 
February 

Clawdd-
newydd 

4.6 0 52.8 60 2 
 

227.0 
271% 

Brynhyfryd 5.2 0 44.0 60 2 177.6 331% 

Gwytherin 5.0 0 97.2 120 2 301.6 259% 

Table 15. Clwyd and Elwy Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, 21st to 24th Feb 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 25th of Feb 

(mm)  

%LTA 
February 

Dolydd 9.6 1 176.6 120 6 415.4 231% 

Vyrnwy 9.8 2 156.8 120 8 436.0 298% 

Cefn Coch 6.8 0 78.4 66 4 255.6 261% 

Table 16. Upper Severn Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, 21st to 24th Feb 

 

Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 25th of Feb 

(mm)  

%LTA 
February 

Betws Y 
Coed 

6.2 0 144 120 6 366.2 277% 

Ysbyty Ifan 9.8 0 211.0 120 6 423.4 218% 

Table 17. Conwy Catchment Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, 21st to 24th Feb 
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Raingauge 
Rainfall 

over  1 hr 
(mm) 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Critical 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Duration 
 (hours)  

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Rainfall from 1st 
to 25th of Feb 

(mm) 

%LTA 
February 

Aberllefen
ni 

10.6 0 206.2 120 5 443.6 219% 

Rhydymain 9.8 0 154.8 120 3 311.4 202% 

Llanymaw
ddwy 

11.6 1 218.8 120 14 487.6 240% 

Table 18. Mawddach and Dyfi Catchments Summary rainfall totals over a range of durations, 21st to 24th Feb 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Distribution of maximum rainfall return periods across the area, 21st to 24th February 2020 
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5.3.2 Longer duration rainfall 

The FEH Web Service allows for return period analysis of durations up to 10 days using the 

FEH2013 rainfall model. Analysis of longer duration rainfall totals for storm of 21st-24th 

February and its preceding 10 days (including the rainfall of Storm Dennis) yields some 

significant return periods that exceed the event-specific results presented in the previous 

section. These are summarised in Table 19, below. 

 

Raingauge Rainfall (mm) Duration (Days) Return Period (Years) 

Alwen 170.4 8 19 

Bala 190.0 8 24 

Clawdd Newydd 130.2 8 12 

Brynhyfryd 106.0 8 10 

Gwytherin 172.0 8 9 

Dolydd 276.2 8 15 

Vyrnwy 226.6 8 26 

Cefn Coch 145.4 8 8 

Betws Y Coed 185.8 8 8 

Aberllefenni 297.4 8 10 

Table 19. Longer duration rainfall analysis for the storm 21-24th Feb 2020 and its preceding 10 days. 
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6. Storm Jorge (29th February – 1st March) 

The prolonged wet weather continued over the UK into the weekend of the 29th of February 

with Storm Jorge, which brought yet more heavy rainfall to saturated ground and caused 

river levels to rise again. For North and Mid Wales, the resulting peak river levels were not 

nearly as significant as had been experienced over the previous 3 weeks, and as such have 

not been considered further in this report. 

Analysis of long duration rainfall for the 10 days preceding (and including) Storm Jorge 

reveals some significant rainfall totals at several locations. These are summarised in Table 

20, below.  At Pant Gwyn, 354.4mm of rain fell in just 9 days. This equates to 140% of the 

February LTA and has a return period in excess of 100 years.  At Vyrnwy, 255.4mm of rain 

fell in 9 days, which gives a return period of 40 years. 

 

Raingauge Rainfall (mm) Duration (Days) Return Period (Years) 

Pant Gwyn 354.4 9 >100 

Bala 209.6 9 31 

Cwm Dyli 275.6 5 10 

Hafod Wydr 198.3 5 9 

Llanymawddwy 314.2 9 25 

Vyrnwy 255.4 9 40 

Cefn Coch 165.0 9 12 

Dolydd 276.2 9 15 

Table 20. Longer duration rainfall analysis, up to 10 days preceding Strom Jorge. 
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2. 
 

Executive summary 
Under Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (FWMA10), the Lead Local Flood 

Authority (LLFA), in this case Denbighshire County Council (DCC), on becoming aware of a flood 

in its area must to the extent that it considers necessary or appropriate investigate: 

(a)  which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management functions, and 

 

(b)  whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is proposing to 

exercise, those functions in response to the flood. 

 

This Flood Investigation Report (FIR) has been prepared for the purposes of documenting the 

flood event on the Afon Elwy which occurred in February 2020 as a result of Storm Ciara.  

Information has been gathered from a number of sources and reviewed against activity logs from 

various duty officers and risk management authorities.  The report examines the preceding 

conditions within the Afon Elwy catchment, the extent and magnitude of the rainfall event and the 

sequence of physical events which led to multiple residential and commercial properties being 

affected.  Conclusions are drawn based on the information available and recommendations are 

made with agreement from the appropriate risk management authorities.       

 

A significant number of properties are known to have flooded internally from solely main river, 

ordinary watercourse or surface water, and a small number of properties have experienced 

flooding from multiple sources in combination during this event.  The main focus of this report is 

flooding arising from designated “main rivers” for which NRW is the Risk Management Authority.  

Where appropriate, any impact on people and property from non-main rivers (Ordinary 

Watercourse) will be assessed and documented in the context of its relationship to main river 

flooding mechanisms.  All incidences of impact from non-main river will be communicated to the 

relevant risk management authority for further investigation.     
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1. Location 
The Afon Elwy is a designated “main river” watercourse with a catchment area of 194km2 (Figure 

1) rising to a maximum altitude of 515 mAOD, consisting mainly of grassland (89%) and urban 

extent of 0.25% (CEH, 2020).  The standard average annual rainfall (SAAR) in the period 1961-

1990 is recorded as 1185mm (CEH, 2020).  The Elwy flows through a flat-bottomed, U-shaped 

valley with well-connected floodplains of agricultural land (mainly improved pasture) and some 

areas of woodland.  Channel morphology is generally observed to be a mix of pool riffle 

sequences with long lengths of wandering channel in the mid reaches.  Significant debris loading 

is often observed during high flow events derived from tributary characteristics and vegetation 

composition in the upper reaches.  A large proportion of the upstream sections have had some 

historic bank revetment, both hard and soft, usually to address localised erosion issues impacting 

farming practices.  Channel modification is observed in various locations most notably discrete 

areas of channel straightening and revetment to maintain bridge structures.  Significant lengths of 

floodplain disconnection through embanking & walling is observed in two main locations, Llanfair 

Talhaiarn and St Asaph.   

Figure 1: Afon Elwy catchment extent (adapted from CEH, 2020) 
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A number of small communities and isolated properties are located adjacent to the Elwy channel 

along much of the middle and upper reaches.  The larger communities of Llanfair Talhaiarn and St 

Asaph are located is the mid and lower sections respectively.     

           

The Elwy has a number of tributaries along its length, most notably the reservoired catchment of 

the Afon Aled and the narrow flashy catchment of the Nant Barrog.  The Elwy tributaries are 

generally characterised by confined, heavily wooded valleys, opening out into areas of 

agriculturally improved land with minimal urban development.   

Llyn Aled in the upper reaches of the catchment is a natural lake of approximately 45 hectares 

which is dammed at its Northern outfall.  A short section of steep sided, narrow channel flows into 

Llyn Aled Isaf which is also impounded for water resource, environmental and recreational 

benefits. Both Llyn Aled and Llyn Aled Isaf are managed by Dwr Cymru Welsh Water (DCWW).  

Llyn Aled and Aled Isaf provide approximately 1.7 million m3  and 1.1 million m3 of storage 

respectively (DCWW, 2019).  During the period between 1st September to 25 January, valves in 

the Aled Isaf Reservoir drawoff tower remain open to facilitate flood mitigation (Figure 2 & 

 Figure 3), but during high reservoir levels excess water can spill over the dam crests contributing 

unregulated flow.    

Figure 2: Mean daily water levels Aled Isaf (DCWW, 2019)  

 

 Figure 3: Mean daily water levels Llyn Aled (DCWW, 2019) 
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The lower limit of the Elwy is just north (downstream) of St Asaph at Junction Pool where the Elwy 

and Afon Clwyd converge, also forming the tidal limit in normal conditions.  A study undertaken 

after the 2012 flood event on the Elwy concluded that tidal conditions do not impact the community 

of St Asaph but increases in fluvial water levels in the flood plain in and around the confluence 

area can be attributed to very high tides on the Afon Clwyd.  
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2. Flooding History 
There is a long history of flood events, of varying magnitude, observed within the Elwy catchment, 

many of which have occurred in recent history.  A plaque on the Laundry Cottage St Asaph states 

‘Height of Flood August 17th 1879’, positioned approximately 700mm from ground levels  

 

Although details are scarce, flooding is known to have impacted the City of St Asaph in 1964 when 

channel capacity was exceeded; although records do suggest properties on Lower Denbigh Road 

were not flooded internally.  The 1964 event occurred before the construction of any formalised, 

raised, flood defences in the confines of the main residential areas of the city.  Flooding is also 

known to have impacted the Elwy floodplain upstream of St Asaph in 2000, but again details of 

properties affected are minimal.   

Figure 4: Plaque on Laundry Cottage, St Asaph 
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Figure 5: Historic photographs; flooding on the Elwy circa 1964 (Source unknown) 

 

 
 

The community of St Asaph experienced widespread and catastrophic flooding in November of 

2012, when the Afon Elwy exceeded its channel capacity in multiple locations and overtopped 

earth embankments.  In the 2012 event, approximately 320 properties, including a mixture of 

private residential dwellings, commercial premises and approximately 70 static caravans were 

flooded with many more homes and businesses impacted by water levels within the catchment. 

 

Multiple incidents of high levels on the Elwy have been observed since 2012, notably in December 

2015 when the Elwy inundated its flood plain around the Lower Denbigh Road section, causing 

internal flooding to residential properties and external damage to residential and commercial 

premises.     

     

The community of Llanfair TH has experienced multiple flooding incidents, again many of which 

have been experienced in recent history.  Llanfair TH is mainly impacted by out of channel flows 

from the Nant Barrog, which is often observed to flow down Water Street to its confluence with the 

Afon Elwy. A separate FIR will investigate the flood event which occurred in February 2020 as a 

result of the Nant Barrog.  Anecdotal evidence from the November 2012 flood incident suggests 

out of channel flow from the Elwy entered the village from school lane, thus exacerbating flood Page 70
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depths in the lower village.  However, details are limited and observations were not fully 

substantiated during post event investigations.           

 

Many isolated properties within the middle reaches of the Elwy have been observed to flood 

internally in 2012 and 2015 and have been impacted by out of channel flows on many occasions 

before and since these two documented incidents.   
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3. Warning and Informing  
The Elwy and Gele Catchment Flood Alert covers areas around the river Elwy and river Gele, from 

Gwytherin to St Asaph and including Abergele (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: Map showing the Elwy and Gele Catchment Flood Alert Area 

 
 
Registration for flood warnings should be obtained for each individual property; details on 
availability and registration can be found on the NRW website.    
https://naturalresources.wales/flooding/sign-up-to-receive-flood-warnings/?lang=en 
 

 

A Catchment Flood Alert means that flooding of low-lying land and roads is possible, and for 

people to be prepared. Flooding of property is not expected to occur at the Flood Alert level.  

Issuing of a Catchment Flood Alert is based on a pre-determined river level being observed at 

Pont y Gwyddel gauging station located between Llanfair TH upstream and St Asaph downstream.   
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The Elwy has a flood forecasting model which uses predicted and real-time rainfall data to inform 

flood duty officers of potential river levels which may in-turn impact properties and communities.  

Duty officers use this information to devise an efficient and proportionate response, i.e. inspection 

of flood risk assets to ensure structural integrity before the event.  Forecast rainfall depths can be 

inputted to the model prior to the event reaching the catchment but the uncertainties associated 

with pre-event modelling can be extensive.  During an event the forecasting model is highly 

dependent on receiving good quality data from the rain-gauges and river level stations to translate 

accurate levels downstream at various temporal and spatial extents.   

 

The general understanding of flood forecasting models is that the longer the lead-in time the more 

uncertainties are associated with the outputs.  It is therefore vital that flood duty officers are 

familiar with the catchment and understand the dynamics of both modelled and observed outputs.  

All decisions based on outputs from the forecasting model are made using clear and informed 

discussion between multiple duty officers, technical experts and local operatives.    

 

The communities and isolated properties located in the lower Elwy are covered by three flood 

warning outlines;  

• River Elwy from Spring Gardens Bridge to Rhuddlan  

• River Elwy at St Asaph  

• River Elwy at Lower Denbigh Road  
 

 

The three site-specific Flood Warning Areas comprise of;  

 Flood Alert - Flooding is possible, be prepared.   
A Flood Alert means that flooding of land and roads is possible, and defences are 

expected to be impounded but not overtop. Flooding of property is not expected at this 

level of warning. 

 

Flood Warning - Flooding is expected, immediate action required. 
A Flood Warning means that flooding of property is expected and for people to take 

action to protect themselves and their property. 

 

These Flood Alert and Flood Warning messages can either be issued based on flood forecasting 

models or on observed conditions at Pont y Gwyddel and St Asaph river level stations.  
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Severe Flood Warning - Danger to life. 
Severe Flood Warnings are issued based on site conditions and observations, and 

involve duty officers agreeing whether the criteria of significant risk to life and/or 

significant disruption to     communities has been met. 

 
 

The River Elwy from Spring Gardens Bridge to Rhuddlan (Figure 7) covers the lower reaches of 

the Elwy from Spring Gardens Bridge down to the Afon Clwyd at Rhuddlan including the HTM 

Business Park, Dol Afon, Bryn Gwyn Farm, Pentre Uchaf & Mount Road, parts of the A547 

Abergele Road, A525 St Asaph Road and Station Road. 

Figure 7: Flood Warning area for River Elwy from Spring Gardens Bridge to Rhuddlan 

 

 
 
 

The Elwy at St Asaph (Figure 8) Flood Warning covers parts of St Asaph from Glascoed Road 

downstream to Roe Parc, including Spring Gardens, Roe Parc, Hen Waliau, The Roe, Tan-y-Bryn, 

Ashly Court and Dean’s Walk. 
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Figure 8: Flood Warning area for The Elwy at St Asaph 
 

 
 

The River Elwy at Lower Denbigh Road (Figure 9)  Flood Warning covers the area of Elwy 

floodplain from Chapel Wood just upstream of the B5381 to Glan Elwy just upstream of Glascoed 

Road, St Asaph.  The warning area includes Dol-Belidr, Pen Rhewl, Wigfair, Pont yr-Allt-Goch, 

Lower Denbigh Road and Cwrt Wigfair. 
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Figure 9: Flood Warning area for River Elwy at Lower Denbigh Road.  

 

 
 

The village of Llanfair TH is impacted by flooding from the Elwy and the Nant Barrog (Figure 10), 

rainfall events generally impact both watercourses but exhibit different runoff characteristics and 

subsequent flow regimes.  Properties located on the upper section of Water Street are within the 

Barrog flood zones whereas properties in the vicinity of School Lane and lower sections of Water 

Street are also within the Elwy flood zone.  Parts of Llanfair TH village are covered by a flood alert 

for the Elwy and Gele Catchments (Figure 11), no Elwy specific flood warnings cover this area.  

The flood alert extends through the upper and middle reaches of the Elwy.   
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Figure 10: Flood zone 2 for Llanfair TH 

 
 
Figure 11: Flood Alert area for Llanfair TH 

 
 

 

4. Precipitation & River Flow Analysis 
The month of February 2020 was one of the wettest on record for parts of North and Mid Wales. A 

series of successive weather fronts including storms Ciara (8th – 10th February), Dennis (15th – 16th 

February), Jorge (29th February to 1st March) and the un-named event through the weekend of 21st – 

24th February, saw most raingauges recording over 200% of their February Long Term Average 

(LTA) (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Rainfall as % of Feb LTA (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 

As the Risk Management Authority (RMA) responsible for flood warning & informing on main 

rivers, NRW operate and maintain various monitoring sites within the Elwy catchment including 

rainfall gauges and river level gauges.  There are currently two active rain gauges which service 

the Elwy catchment (Figure 13); Gwytherin is located to the extreme south west of the catchment 

and Plas Pigot in the mid catchment just south of Llansannan.   

Figure 13: Elwy Monitoring Sites (NRW, 2020) 
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For the period preceding Storm Ciara (Oct 2019 to Jan 2020), with the exception of Oct 2019 for 

Gwytherin, observed rainfall was below average for both rain gauges with Plas Pigot recording -

53% and -49% for October and November 2019 respectively (See Figure 16 & Figure 15).  In the 

period immediately preceding Storm Ciara (7th & 8th February 2020) observed rainfall was again 

observed to be below the monthly average.  However, as Storm Ciara approaches the rainfall 

figures increase significantly (Figure 14).  Gwytherin rain gauge recorded 77mm of rainfall over a 

16-hour period, which equates to 66% of the monthly average.  Plas Pigot rain gauge recorded 

58mm of rainfall over a 16-hour period, which equates to 76% of the monthly average.  This trend 

continues for both gauges through February as Storm Ciara is followed less than 7 days later by 

Storm Dennis.  The final observed rainfall data for February 2020 is 194% and 242% of the long-

term average for the month of February from Gwytherin and Plas Pigot respectively.    
 
Figure 14: Short term rainfall (NRW, 2020) 

 

    
 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Gwytherin Rainfall Feb 2020 (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 

Gwytherin Plas Pigot
07-Feb-20 -31% -38%
08-Feb-20 -2% 9%
09-Feb-20 181% 225%
10-Feb-20 167% 204%
11-Feb-20 148% 183%

Station Name
Date
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Figure 16: Plas Pigot Rainfall Feb 2020 (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 

In addition to the rain gauges, NRW also operate a number of river flow gauges in the Elwy 

Catchment (Figure 18).  The main river gauge for issuing flood warnings for St Asaph is located on 

the Afon Elwy, 300m downstream of the confluence with the Afon Aled at Pont Y Gwyddel.  Pre-

set thresholds are detailed in incident response procedures which initiate discussions between 

flood duty officers in NRW as to whether to issue various operational messages, flood alerts and 

warnings dependent on wider catchment precipitation and operational considerations.   

The Elwy experienced its highest river level since the start of record in 1974  (Figure 17) as Pont y 

Gwyddel reached its highest peak on record of 3.652m at 11:30 on 9th February 2020, which is 

0.17m higher than the November 2012 event.  Unfortunately, the level gauge at St Asaph failed 

and missed the peak, but the data does suggest it was the highest peak on record here also 

(corroborated by the Pont y Gwyddel peak upstream). Furthermore, on-site observations both 

during and after the event suggest the peak at St Asaph was in excess of 4.8m. 

 

Further information on Precipitation and River Flow Analysis can be found  in the February 2020 

Floods in Wales: Flood Event Data Summary report.   
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Figure 17: River levels and flows over 9th & 10th Feb 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 18: Elwy River Level Stations (NRW, 2020) 
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5. Flood Risk Assets and Property Level Protection 
Flood defences were built in and around St Asaph in the 1960s and raised again in the 1970s 

along both banks of the Elwy to protect the city from flooding between the 2% Annual Exceedance 

Probability (AEP) or the 1 in 50-year return period event flood and the 1% AEP or the 1 in 100-

year return period.  However, the city of St Asaph experienced devastating flooding in 2012, at 

which time flood risk management infrastructure was in place and in fair condition.  A full review of 

flood risk along the Afon Elwy was undertaken after the 2012 event, this led to increased 

maintenance activities in the short term.   

 

A detailed scheme design was initiated from the initial findings and between 2017 and 2018 flood 

defences in the area were extensively improved, both in structural integrity and standard of 

protection (SOP).  Raised flood defences from the Elwy meadows upstream to the confluence with 

the Afon Clwyd at Elwy Crossing (Figure 20 & included in Appendix 1) provide an SOP of 0.5% 

AEP or the 200-year return period event at present day observations of flows on the Afon Elwy.   

 

As part of the 2018 improvement scheme, significant lengths of defence wall were constructed 

along existing earth embankments.  The majority of defences are earth embankments with a clay 

core, usually with either tarmac or gravel paths along the crest.  All hard and soft Flood Defence 

Levels (FDL) are designed to contain the 0.5% AEP modelled water levels plus an inclusion of 

300mm freeboard allowance.  There are a number of outfalls present on both banks, along the full 

length of the Elwy which vary in maintainer between Dwr Cymru Welsh Water, Local Authority, 

NRW and private.   

 

All raised defences in the St Asaph area are visually inspected on a 12-month schedule, various 

flood risk management assets in the mid and upper Elwy reaches are inspected at between 12- 

and 24-month schedules.  All assets have a condition score allocated in reference to the 2012 

Condition Assessment Manual (Figure 19).  At the time of the February 2020 storm event the 

majority of flood risk management assets in the Elwy catchment were performing at or above their 

target condition.     
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Figure 19: Extract from CAM12 detailing condition scores (EA, 2012) 
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Figure 20: Overview map of St Asaph flood defences  
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Further details on a sub-set of defences contained in the St Asaph flood risk management system 

and perceived to have been impacted by the storm event in February 2020, are included below 

(Figure 21).  Further details on flood defence infrastructure in Wales can be found on the Lle Geo-

Portal website here.   

Figure 21: Visual inspection record 2019 

 

EMB1500412 Elwy Fishermans Bridge Embankment 
The Elwy Fisherman’s Bridge Embankment (Figure 22) was not raised during the scheme as 

modelling showed the crest levels were sufficient to contain the 0.5% AEP flood.  At the time of the 

last inspection in October 2019 the embankment was in Good condition.  Subsequent post-event 

(February 2020 & February 2021) and (May 2020) routine inspections record the embankment 

condition as Fair with comments “is stable and only suffered minor erosion damage”.     

Figure 22: Elwy Fishermans Bridge Embankment (NRW, 2019) 

 
 

EMB1501406 Elwy Mount Embankment 
The right bank embankments from high ground at Spring Gardens Caravan Park down to the 

fisherman’s bridge were not raised during the 2018 St Asaph Scheme as they were deemed 

adequate to contain the design flood event.  A short section of embankment just upstream and 
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downstream of the fisherman’s bridge was raised to design standard using pre-cast concrete 

blocks as constrictions from the highway disallowed earth embankment widening and raising.        

A short section of the embankment was in Very Poor condition during the October 2019 asset 

inspection due to excessive vegetation growth and motorcycle damage.  NRW are currently 

working with landowners in the area to refurbish and maintain flood risk management assets to a 

good condition.    

Figure 23: Elwy Mount Embankment (NRW, 2019) 

  

WALL1500995 Roe Parc Wall 
The Roe Parc section of raised defence (Figure 24) was formally a grass covered earth 

embankment.  In 2012 extensive overtopping was observed along this section.  The 2018 scheme 

significantly improved the standard of protection along this section by construction of a steel sheet 

pile wall with brick cladding.  A vertical wall was favoured to the original earth embankment due to 

space availability.  The wall was designed to contain the 0.5% AEP event.   
  
Figure 24: Roe Parc Wall (NRW, 2019) 
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Figure 25: Roe Parc wall& embankment transition post-construction (NRW, 2018) 

 

 

Post-event topographic survey completed by NRW confirmed that the as-built levels for Elwy left 

bank Roe Parc defences were within engineering tolerances for hard and soft defences (Figure 

26).   

Figure 26: Roe Parc as-built levels comparison (NRW, 2020) 

 

EMB1800067 St Asaph STW Embankment   
During the 2018 St Asaph scheme the right bank of the Elwy at St Asaph sewage treatment works 

was raised by up to 400mm over its 175m length of original embankment.  The landward face of 

the embankment was widened to accommodate the increased height and to facilitate future raising 

if required.  The full length was surfaced with a 2.4m wide gravel path along the crest, although 

this does not form part of the FDL.  The upstream end of the embankment ties into high ground at 

the A55 flyover with a finished ground level of 14.06m AOD which forms FDL for the 0.5% AEP 

event.   
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Figure 27: St Asaph STW Embankment Visual Inspection 2019 (NRW)   

  

Post-event topographic survey completed by NRW confirmed that the as-built levels for Elwy right 

bank sewage treatment works defences were within engineering tolerances for hard and soft 

defences (Figure 28).  There was a short length, less than 5m which was approximately 100mm 

lower than the design crest level.      

Figure 28: Elwy STW as-built levels comparison (NRW, 2020) 

 

OUTFALL1800014 Glas Coed Stream Outfall 
The Glascoed Stream upstream of the Lower Denbigh Road bridge is an ordinary watercourse, 

downstream of the road bridge is designated main river and within the Afon Elwy floodplain.  As 

part of the 2018 St Asaph scheme the first section of concrete culvert was placed, and a concrete 

headwall was cast into the wall to hold a non-return flap (Figure 29).  The non-return flap stops 

water from the Afon Elwy flowing up the Glascoed Stream which otherwise would potentially 

causing flooding to properties along Glascoed Road.  At a later date, circa autumn October 2019, 

Denbighshire County Council undertook refurbishment of the road bridge by continuing placement 

of concrete culvert sections. 

 

 

 

 

Location Detail 
Required 
level m 

AOD 

As-built 
level m 

AOD 
St Asaph 

STW 
Embankment  

Upstream 14.06 14.08 

Downstream 13.07 12.97 
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Figure 29: Glascoed Stream non-return flap (NRW, 2019) 
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6. Event Observations & Flow Routes 
The mapped flood extents and flow routes shown in the figures below are derived from a number 

of different sources including;  

• Onsite visits, 

• Discussions with residents,  

• Social media content which can be verified, 

• Photographic evidence provided by residents, 

• Log sheets from duty officers, 

• NRWs incident reporting system.  

 

Main rivers are usually larger streams and rivers but also include some smaller watercourses, 

which in Wales, are legally designated by Natural Resources Wales.  In the majority of areas, 

NRW does not own the river or surrounding land but has permissive powers to consent and 

undertake works on main rivers to manage flood risk.  This includes any structure or appliance for 

controlling or regulating the flow of water in, into or out of a main river.  A map of all designated 

main rivers in Wales can be found on the Lle Geo-Portal website at: 

https://lle.gov.wales/catalogue/item/MainRivers/?lang=en   

 

All other watercourses not designated main river are referred to as ordinary watercourses for 

which the local authority has similar powers to consent and undertake works.  Again, the local 

authority are not generally the watercourse owner for ordinary watercourses.  Further information 

on watercourse responsibility can be found in A guide to your rights and responsibilities of 

riverside ownership in Wales.   
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All the maps included below utilise a consistent colour scheme (Figure 30);  

• Light blue flood extents are primarily derived from 

designated main river,   

• Light yellow flood extents are primarily derived from 

ordinary watercourse,   

• Solid blue lines signify the approximate route of a 

designated main river,   

• Coloured lines show observed flood mechanisms,  

• Red circles denote affected property, either residential 

or commercial.      

Lower St Asaph Community 
Initial reports from NRW operatives on site stated that flooding began to occur just downstream of 

Spring Gardens Bridge on the left bank (See Figure 34, Figure 35& Figure 36), but based on 

observed water levels (Figure 31) it is possible other areas of raised defence in the lower reaches 

(downstream of Spring Gardens Caravan Park) of the Elwy started to overtop before this.  Multiple 

sources later confirmed that during the event significant lengths of the Elwy Fishermans Bridge 

Embankment (EMB1500412) experienced overtopping, >200mm for approximately 1.5 hours (see 

Figure 32 & Figure 33 below).    

Figure 31: Afon Elwy levels looking D/S from SGB (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Generic legend for maps 
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Figure 32: Extensive embankment overtopping at Dol Afon (Elwy resident, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 33: Extensive embankment overtopping at Dol Afon (Elwy resident, 2020) 
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Figure 34: Phase 2 - Reducing overtopping at EMB1500412 (NRW 2020) 

 
 
Figure 35: Phase 1 - Extensive overtopping at EMB1500412 (NRW 2020) 

 

 
 

Figure 36: Phase 3 – Minimal overtopping at EMB1500412 (NRW 2020) 
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Local residents have regularly observed surcharging of the storm overflow chamber located on the 

left bank downstream of Spring Gardens Caravan Park, when the outfall is closed by high river 

levels.  Although this was not observed to be the primary mechanism of flooding to Lower St 

Asaph, surcharging did contribute to flood depths and anecdotal evidence suggests poor quality 

water was discharged for a significant period of time.  The outfall is maintained by DCWW but no 

further technical details are available to NRW at present.     

 

The surcharging of the DCWW chamber was again observed in November 2020 during the rainfall 

brought to North Wales by the remnants of Hurricane Zeta.  Details of the surcharging were 

passed to DCWW at the time, DCWW confirmed they had visited site and will undertake an 

internal condition and asset survey at a later date.   

Recommendation 1.1 - DCWW – Review performance of the 
underground system in the Lower St Asaph area.  
 

The right embankment, Elwy Mount Embankment (EMB1501406) was also overtopped (see 

Figure 38, Figure 37 & Figure 39) but it is unclear to what extent and for what time period this 

occurred.  The property known as “The Retreat” was reported as flooded internally.  Other 

residential properties were not reported as flooded internally but all residents of the Mount would 

have experienced significant impacts due to the single access road flooding to a significant depth.     

Recommendation 1.2 – NRW – Work with the landowners of Elwy 
Mount embankment to restore the flood risk management asset 
back to good condition.  
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Figure 37: Wrack & debris deposits signifying overtopping location (NRW, 2020) 

 

Figure 38: Wrack & debris deposits showing line of overtopping (NRW, 2020) 

 

  
 
Figure 39: Wrack & debris deposits on the riverside face (NRW, 2020) 
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During a flood event lots of information is received by risk management authorities (Local 

authorities, NRW, Fire & Rescue service etc.); information is prioritised and acted on where 

individual organisation and multi-agency priority dictates.  It is often highlighted in post-event 

investigations that anecdotal evidence received during an event is very difficult to validate due to 

geographical anomalies, communication issues and inaccurate information.  Photographs are an 

extremely useful tool for post-flood validation and risk management authorities should strive to 

record and catalogue associated information.      

Recommendation 1.3 – NRW – All photos taken during formal NRW 
duties (inspection, maintenance, incident response etc.) should be 
time and date stamped.  
 

The primary mechanism of flooding in the Lower St Asaph Community is deemed to be 
main river flooding as a result of river levels exceeding the standard of protection of earth 
embankment flood defences due to significant rainfall events impacting the catchment.    
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Figure 40: Lower St Asaph community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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St Asaph Community - Right bank  
Significant overtopping, between 100-150mm over 150m for approximately 1.0 hour was observed 

on the right bank St Asaph STW Embankment (EMB1800067).  A private residential dwelling 

(Figure 41) and 3 static caravans were inundated by flood water in the Spring Gardens Caravan 

Park (Figure 42).  Significant amounts of water which overtopped the right bank flowed through the 

sewage treatment works, following the topography and filling the land of Spring Gardens Caravan 

Park.  As the overtopping water could not exit the caravan park because of downstream 

embankments, depths within the park rose considerably.  Although there is a small, privately 

owned pumping station on-site to drain surface water, there is no permanent infrastructure on site 

to evacuate the volume of water observed.      

Figure 41: Residential property flooded on Elwy RB (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 
Figure 42: Spring Gardens Caravan Park flooding (NRW, 2020)  
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Figure 43: Spring Gardens Caravan Park flooding (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 

 

Initial investigations into the factors which caused the overtopping at this location pointed to the 

main reason being channel exceedance (Figure 44) due to a significant storm event affecting the 

upper catchment.  It is probable that hydraulic afflux (localised raising of water levels) occurred in 

the immediate vicinity of the STW embankment due to the dense, mature trees on the riverbank 

berm.  Water levels may also have increased locally due to super elevation caused by the volume 

of water passing around a slight bend in the river channel at this location.  A build-up of debris in 

the channel profile impacting available cross-sectional area and reducing conveyance efficiency 

may also have exacerbated water levels but it is difficult to ascertain the full impact due to the high 

debris loading already in the system during high flow events.    

Figure 44: Elwy river levels 09-02-2020 (NRW, 2020) 

 

 

Recommendation 2.1 – NRW – Undertake a performance review for 
the 2018 St Asaph Flood Risk Management scheme.      
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Recommendation 2.2 – NRW – Using the hydraulic model, 
investigate the flow mechanisms and sensitivity of various 
parameters which may be impacting water levels at St Asaph STW 
Embankment.   
 

Overtopping of the St Asaph STW Embankment started after the defences in Lower St Asaph had 

been overtopping for a period of time (Figure 45).  During the post-event topographic survey, a low 

spot (approx. 100mm) was identified over a short length, less than 5m, of the right bank. 

Information and photographs obtained through the subsequent investigation have found evidence 

to show that overtopping occurred along a significant length of the right bank (Figure 46).  

Although observed to be extensive and prolonged, the overtopping was not deemed to pose a 

significant risk of defence failure during the event based on age, build quality and current 

condition.  Post-event asset inspections (Figure 49) confirmed that the embankment structure had 

performed well under considerable hydraulic and debris loading.   

Figure 45: Water levels looking u/s from SGB (Resident photo) 
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Figure 46: Overtopping of RB EMB1800067 (Resident Photo) 

 

 
 

 
Figure 47: Localised scour caused by overtopping at the discrete low spot (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 48: Line of wrack on RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 

There was one area of minor scour (Figure 47), later observed to be in the approximate location of 

the low spot.  The scour observed only at this specific location and not on the embankments is 

likely due to a concentrated flow route, turbulence caused at the base of the hedge and lack of 

grass revetment.   
  
Figure 49: Post Event Inspection RB EMB1800067 (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 

Investigations and survey collected in the days after the event found a number of wrack (flood 

debris) marks, silt lines and flattened vegetation which allows for anecdotal evidence obtained 

during the event to be validated.  Wrack marks on the right bank show a clear line at which 

overtopping occurred (Figure 48).  Post-event topographic survey showed that overtopping started 

at approximately 13.693m AOD on the right bank (Figure 50).  The map shows green dots where 

wrack was deposited on the riverside slope or crest of the embankment and orange dots are 

embankment crest levels at which overtopping was confirmed to have occurred.       
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Figure 50: Post-event topographic survey (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 

Completion of full topographic survey undertaken for NRW by an external contractor, allowed for 

validation of the post-event topographic survey (Figure 51) and the assumptions derived from it.  

This further investigation highlighted possible deficiencies in the finished crest level of the Elwy 

right bank embankment.  The design crest level is 14.06m AOD just downstream of the A55, a 

section through the down ramp has a design FDL of 13.95m AOD plus 100mm topsoil and a 

section at the DCWW headwall has a design FDL of 13.80m AOD plus 100mm topsoil.  The 

design crest level at the downstream extent of defence is 13.07m AOD.  

Figure 51: Elwy St Asaph  STW embankment  as-built levels comparison (NRW, 2020)   
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Standard flood risk management design procedure incorporates an allowance into all hard and 

soft defences to account for modelling, hydrology and engineering uncertainties, this is known as 

freeboard.  In the St Asaph scheme, freeboard allowance is included as an increase of 300mm 

height onto the modelled design height of all hard and soft defences.  Although the right bank 

defences are within engineering tolerance there is a section along it which has lower than 300mm 

freeboard incorporated into the as-built level.      

 

Failure of the St Asaph river level gauge during the event caused difficulties for duty staff within 

incident rooms. The significant benefits of having trained and competent operational staff and 

flood wardens on site during an event are highlighted by this incident.  More robust monitoring 

equipment or locally available resource on site to relay information to duty offices should be 

considered. 

 

Recommendation 2.3 - NRW – Consider the current incident 
response plans and address the resource & resilience shortfalls 
during such events.    
 

 

The primary mechanism of flooding of the right bank communities in St Asaph Community is 

deemed to be main river flooding as a result of river levels exceeding the standard of protection of 

earth embankment flood defences due to significant rainfall events impacting the catchment.  

There are possibly other hydraulic mechanisms which caused raised water levels locally but these 

are very difficult to predict and quantify by both computational modelling and post event analysis.      

St Asaph Community – Left bank  
Properties in Roe Parc on the left bank of the Elwy were not flooded but minor overtopping of 

earth embankments was observed at two locations.  Full topographic survey of defences (Figure 

52) confirmed that all Roe Parc defences are at or above required FDL but some short sections 

have inconsistent freeboard allocation.       
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Figure 52: Elwy St Asaph Roe Parc embankment as-built levels comparison (NRW, 2020) 

 

 

 

Water levels on the left bank (Figure 56) just downstream of the A55 flyover reached 13.978m 

AOD as the velocity of water pushed up the smooth surface of the tarmac footpath.  Water levels 

on the left bank at the upstream end of Roe Parc Wall reached 13.886m AOD.  Residents 

deployed sandbags (Figure 53) to stop water being pushed up the tarmac path and over the bank 

towards Roe Parc.  Based on evidence provided by residents and flood wardens and validated by 

post-event survey, it is unlikely that river levels (Figure 54) would have overtopped the Roe Parc 

embankment just downstream of the A55 bridge.  

Figure 53: Sandbags placed at Roe Parc by residents looking downstream (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 54: Water levels at u/s end of Roe Parc Wall (Resident photo) 

 
 
Figure 55: Sandbags placed at Roe Parc by residents looking upstream (Resident photo, 2020)  
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Figure 56: Left bank recorded wrack marks (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 

A Roe Parc resident estimated overtopping at the downstream end of Roe Parc Wall started when 

the manual river gauge located on the A55 bridge was reading 4.6m.  Post-event investigation 

showed that overtopping started downstream of Spring Garden Bridge and was later observed to 

be pushing up smooth surfaces causing minor overtopping at Roe Parc when the manual river 

gauge was reading circa 4.8m.  The photo below (Figure 58) was taken at the height of the flood 

when the manual river gauge under the A55 bridge was reading 4.9 metres.  Overtopping was 

observed to be minimal before residents deployed sandbags (Figure 57).  The role of flood 

wardens is highly valued and this incident shows the resilience provided by their presence on site 

but health, safety and wellbeing must be priority during potentially hazardous situations.    
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Figure 57: Sandbags placed at Roe Parc wall by residents (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 
Figure 58: River levels looking upstream from Spring Gardens Bridge (Source: Roe Parc Resident) 

 
 

 

 

Recommendation 3.1 – NRW – Review policy and procedure 
regarding the roles and responsibilities of flood wardens both in an 
incident and during normal working times.  
 

The primary mechanism causing overtopping of the left bank of the Elwy in St Asaph 
Community is deemed to be main river water levels exceeding the standard of protection of 
flood defences due to a significant rainfall event impacting the catchment.   
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Figure 59: St Asaph community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Glascoed Stream Community 
 

The residential and light industrial area adjacent to the roundabout between Lower Denbigh Road 

and Glascoed Road was significantly impacted by water from multiple locations during the Storm 

Ciara, February 2020 event.  Multiple sources; high water levels in the main river and ordinary 

watercourse, overland flow from agricultural land and exceedance of surface water drainage 

systems were all observed mechanisms.  A number of residential properties were impacted, and 

four residential properties and three commercial properties were confirmed to have flooded 

internally.    

   

Water levels in the Glascoed Stream were observed to be high early in the event and residents 

reported that debris was cleared and the stream was flowing freely, although it is not known what 

debris consisted of and who cleared it.  When the Elwy rose and the non-return flap closed, the 

Glascoed Stream started to back up and eventually spilt out of left bank onto Glascoed Road.  

There was also water observed to be running overland off the agricultural land at the back of the 

former Honeywell factory, impacting residential and commercial property and flooding the Lower 

Denbigh Road and Glascoed Road.     

 

Water flowed over the left bank of Glascoed stream and spread across the road impacting 

highways and properties and flooding one residential property internally.  The water continued to 

flow down the B5381, over the ramp and into the New Inn car park where depths increased 

(Figure 60) due to the Elwy embankments not allowing water back into the river.  The Oaks 

residential property was flooded internally to approximately 50-100mm.  The lower, uninhabited 

floors of the New Inn Public House were inundated from floodwaters which flowed down the road 

from Glascoed Stream causing damage to appliances and stock.  The lower floors of the gym 

building were inundated but the depth of water and extent of damage is unknown at the time of 

writing.   

 

The Glascoed Stream road culvert has an access chamber installed in the first pre-cast unit, which 

is designed to allow operatives to enter the culvert should blockage removal or internal inspection 

be required.  Incorporation of the access chamber also provides opportunity for over-pumping to 

dry the culvert if internal works are required.  The access chamber is not designed to Page 111
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accommodate high volume pumps during storm conditions.  Considering the large volumes of 

water conveyed by the culvert during flood conditions, pumping water out of the culvert, over the 

flood wall and into the Afon Elwy is not a viable option.       

Figure 60: Water accumulation behind embankment at New Inn (NRW, 2020)    

 

Post event inspection of the Glascoed Stream by representatives of NRW and DCC highlighted 

the high-water levels (Figure 63).  During the event residents utilised available material to divert 

flood water away from property and into road gulleys and surface water systems (Figure 61 & 

Figure 62). 

Figure 61: Residents diverting flood waters from Llwyn Elwy during Storm Ciara (Resident Photo, 2020) 
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Figure 62: Residents diverting flood waters on Lower Denbigh Road during Storm Ciara (Resident Photo, 2020) 

 

Figure 63: Silt mark Glascoed Stream (NRW, 2020) 
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Previous flood investigation reports show that properties in Caradoc Terrace, Ruby Terrace and 

The Roe were impacted by floods in 2012 and 2017.  It is understood that on multiple occasions 

during February 2020 many residential properties in Caradoc Terrace, Hoel Esgob and Tan Y 

Bryn were again impacted by flooding to varying extents caused by overland flow from agricultural 

land and surcharging of highway drainage.   

This flood investigation report is compiled by NRW to cover main river impacts, details of impacts 

from non-main river have been passed to the relevant authorities for further investigation should 

they deem it necessary.   

At some time during the event, unauthorised opening of the flap valve took place (Figure 64), and 

although water levels within the Glascoed Stream were high, backflow from the Afon Elwy would 

have exacerbated the situation.   It must be understood that flood defence assets are designed to 

a specification with strict operating regimes, and any unauthorised operation of such assets can 

be extremely detrimental to people, property and infrastructure and potentially life threatening.  

Figure 64: Unauthorised opening of non-return valve (NRW, 2020) 
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If you have concerns about flood defences please contact Natural Resources Wales:  

For incidents 24 hours day - 0300 065 3000      
Or for general enquiries email - enquiries@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk      

 

 

 

Recommendation 4.1 – NRW – Model the effects of non-return flap 
operation on water levels in the Glascoed Stream.   
 

Recommendation 4.2 – DCC – Undertake a Flood Investigation 
Report for all non-main river flooding in the St Asaph and Glascoed 
Communities.   
 

There were multiple flooding mechanisms which impacted and flooded property and 
infrastructure in the Glascoed Stream area.  The Afon Elwy main river back flowed up the 
Glascoed Stream due to unauthorised opening of the non-return flap. The Glascoed Stream 
ordinary watercourse exceeded channel capacity and spilt out of left bank immediately 
upstream of the road culvert.  Multiple properties were also impacted by overland flow from 
agricultural land and surcharging of highway drainage caused by a significant rainfall event 
impacting the catchment and local area.             
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 Figure 65: Glas Coed community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Wigfair Isaf Community 
The Wigfair community has been impacted by high river levels historically but NRW hold no 

reports of confirmed internal flooding.  A garage located in the grounds of Wigfair Fach was 

flooded to about 100mm depth and water got close to entering the back-patio door of the main 

house, but floor levels are raised by approximately 200mm above surrounding ground.  As no 

internal flooding has been observed in this event and multiple previous high flow events it is 

possible the published flood map is overestimating extents in this area (Figure 66).     

Figure 66: Extract from the published flood map covering Wigfair Community   (NRW, 2020a) 

 

Recommendation 5.1 – NRW – Review the published flood map data 
for Wigfair Isaf Community.   
 

The primary mechanism of flooding in Wigfair Isaf Community is deemed to be main river 
inundation of the floodplain as a result of river levels exceeding the level of natural 
riverbanks in the area.    
Figure 67: Wigfair Isaf community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 Page 117
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Lower Denbigh Road Community  
Various properties along the Lower Denbigh Road have historically been impacted by high river 

levels with at least two documented events (2012 & 2015) impacting property to varied degrees.  

After the 2012 event a small bund was constructed around the south of Pen Ucha Roe to divert 

floodplain water away from residential property, although the bund was not designed to contain 

events of the magnitude of Storm Ciara.  The properties were visited during post-event 

investigations, but contact could not be made.  The presence of sandbags at Pen Ucha Roe was 

noted but, other than this, there was no other Property Level Protection (PLP) present at the 

dwelling and it was unclear as to the extent of internal flooding.  Later communications confirmed 

that the property was impacted but implementation of Property Level Resilience (PLR) in the form 

of tiled floors after previous events had confined the damage to domestic appliances only.     

 

Recommendation 6.1 – NRW – Provide advice on Property Level 
Protection and Property Level Resilience measures for residential 
property in affected communities in the upper and middle reaches of 
the Afon Elwy catchment which do not benefit from a defence 
scheme.    
 

The primary mechanism of flooding at Lower Denbigh Road Community is deemed to be 
main river inundation of the floodplain as a result of river levels exceeding the level of 
natural riverbanks in the area.    
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Figure 68: Lower Denbigh Road community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Chapel Wood Community 
Laundry Cottage is located just upstream of the B5381 road bridge over the Afon Elwy and does 

have a history of flooding.  During the February 2020 event Laundry Cottage was unfortunately 

flooding internally to a significant depth.  The residential property at Glan Llyn did not flood 

internally during the event but the grounds were significantly affected by erosion (Figure 69).  The 

residential property located at Glan Llyn farm was not flooded internally during the event but river 

levels did come close to outbuildings and affected agricultural land and crops.   

Figure 69: Erosion to private garden, showing historic riverbank revetment (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

Dolbelydr was not visited after the flood but it is possible that the property was impacted by high 

river levels as the property is shown in the flood map outline.  There is also a history of flooding 

detailed in the 2012 Denbighshire County Council Flood Investigation Report, when the property 

flooded internally to approximately 50mm but only causing minor  damage to the interior. 

 

The Elwy at Mill Cottage community has a wide floodplain contained on the left bank by high 

ground, flood depths through this section can be significant (Figure 70).  There are four residential 

properties at Mill cottages, all having slightly different floor levels due to historic construction of the 

building and later conversion to residential use.  All properties were close to inundation but 

unaffected by overland flow.  Lower rooms in some properties were observed to have ground 

water rising through tile or slate floors but depths were observed to be shallow and impacts 

minimal.   
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Figure 70: Wrack mark on gate showing height of flood (NRW, 2020) 

 

Recommendation 6.1 is also applicable to this community.  
 

The impacts on Chapel Wood Community are deemed to be main river inundation of the 
natural floodplain and groundwater impacts due to a rise in the water table caused by high 
river levels and underlying strata.   
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Figure 71: Chapel Wood community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Pont Y Ddol Community 
Pont Y Ddol was not visited after the flood but it is possible that the property known as Melin Y 

Ddol was impacted by high river levels as the property is shown in the flood map outline (Figure 

72).      

Figure 72: Extract from the published flood map  (NRW, 2020a)    

 
 

Recommendation 6.1 is also applicable to this community.  
 

 

The impacts on Pont Y Ddol Wood Community are deemed to be main river inundation of 
the natural floodplain caused by a significant rainfall event centred over the catchment.   
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Figure 73: Pont Y Ddol community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Pont Meredydd Community 
Pont Meredydd community has experienced significant flooding in 2012 when earth embankments 

were overtopped due to river levels exceeding the standard of protection of defences.  On the 

south east bank of the Elwy, upstream of the road bridge, there are earth embankments which are 

deemed to provide a standard of protection in the region of 1 in 100 (1% AEP) based on historic 

observations.  The embankment was refurbished in 2016 after which maintenance responsibility 

was accepted by the homeowner.  Downstream of the bridge are reveted riverbanks with 

interspersed trees.         

 

Residents of Caerau Cottage do have moveable PLP and it is expected that it was deployed prior 

to high levels on the Elwy.  However, due to the significant rainfall recorded in the upper 

catchment and the river levels recorded downstream, it is presumed that PLP measures would be 

inadequate to protect against such depths as would be present in this area.     

 

In previous events the caravan park has been affected by water from the Elwy entering over the 

riverbank, but it is assumed no caravans have been damaged.  However, due to the water levels 

observed in this event it is possible that water overtopped riverbanks and over the road from 

Caerau Cottage side into the caravan park, possibly inundating residential property.           

 

The mechanism of flooding in Pont Meredydd Community is deemed to be main river 
flooding as a result of river levels exceeding the standard of protection of earth 
embankment flood defences and natural riverbanks due to a significant rainfall event 
impacting the catchment.    
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Figure 74: Pont Meredydd community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Pont Y Gwyddel Community 
Pont Y Gwyddel community has experienced significant flooding on multiple occasions; as the 

Afon Elwy rises above its natural banks, flow routes across agricultural land are initiated which 

impact two properties.  During the February 2020 event river levels at the gauging station adjacent 

to the residential properties recorded its highest ever flow.  Due to the substantial water levels, 

floodplain flow routes bypassed the gauge impacting the recorded data.  Overland flow caused 

damage to residential property, road surfaces and agricultural land.     

 

Recommendation 6.1 is also applicable to this community.  
 

The primary flooding mechanism impacting Pont Y Gwyddel Community is deemed to be 
main river inundation of the natural floodplain caused by a significant rainfall event centred 
over the catchment.   
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 Figure 75: Pont Y Gwyddel community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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74. 
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Llanfair TH Community  
Lanfair Talhaiarn community has historically experienced flooding on multiple occasions, with 

more recent significant events impacting property and highways in 2012 and 2015.  The 

community is impacted by flooding from the Nant Barrog and on larger events can be impacted by 

the Afon Elwy too.  During the Storm Ciara February 2020 event, flooding to Llanfair community 

was initially derived from water exceeding the capacity of the Nant Barrog culvert and flowing 

down Water Street, impacting many residential properties (Figure 78). A separate flood 

investigation covering flooding to Llanfair community from the Nant Barrog is ongoing at the time 

of writing but has not been published. 

 

The river levels on the Elwy recorded downstream at Pont Y Gwyddel were the highest ever 

observed, along with significant rainfall totals recorded at Gwytherin rain gauge upstream of 

Llanfair TH, point to a significant event on the Afon Elwy (Figure 77) which exacerbated flood 

water levels in lower areas of the Llanfair community.  During the 2012 flood event, anecdotal 

evidence highlighted a flow route from the Afon Elwy crossing agricultural land (natural floodplain) 

and entering Llanfair community along School Lane from west to east.  This same flow route was 

observed by a Llanfair resident and flood warden during the 2020 event.  Based on this 

information and the location and height of flood defences, it is surmised that this flow route is only 

initiated during flow events significantly greater than 1 in 100 year (1% AEP) on the Afon Elwy.  

Flood levels in the lower village were significant, greater than 1m in areas, as a result of culvert 

exceedance of the Nant Barrog and natural channel exceedance of the Afon Elwy.  The significant 

flood levels are demonstrated by Figure 76 which shows flood water in lower Llanfair overtopping 

the Elwy embankments back into the Elwy floodplain.  The wall in front of the Black Lion Hotel was 

also overtopped by flood water back into the Elwy.                      

 

The Black Lion Hotel and Glyndwr Hall were flooded to significant depths by the Nant Barrog and 

exacerbated by inundation from the Afon Elwy.  A number of other residential and commercial 

properties along Water Street were also flooded by flows from the Nant Barrog.  
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Figure 76: Overtopping Llanfair TH Elwy embankments back into the Elwy (Resident photo) 

 

Figure 77: Flooding in Llanfair TH (Resident photo) 

 
 
Figure 78: Flooding in Llanfair TH exacerbated by Elwy river levels (Resident photo) 

 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Recommendation 6.1 is also applicable to this community.  
 

Recommendation 7.1 – NRW – Investigate through computational 
modelling the flow mechanisms from both the Nant Barrog and Afon 
Elwy, impacting Llanfair Talhaiarn Community in significant flood 
events.   
 

The primary mechanism of flooding of Llanfair Talhaiarn Community is deemed to be main 
river flooding as a result of river levels exceeding the standard of protection of the culvert 
on the Nant Barrog due to a significant rainfall event impacting the catchment.  Flood water 
levels in the lower community, School Lane and Black Lion Hotel, were exacerbated by 
water levels in the Afon Elwy exceeding natural riverbank levels and flowing along School 
Lane caused by a significant rainfall event centred over the catchment.   
 
A separate flood investigation covering flooding to Llanfair community from the Nant Barrog is 

ongoing at the time of writing but has not been published. 
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Figure 79: Llanfair TH community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020
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Henllys Farm 
No reports of residential property flooding were received by NRW for this area, but post-event 

inspections highlight potential flooding impacts to agricultural land and possibly commercial and/or 

agricultural premises.  A large proportion of the land in this area is natural floodplain for the Afon 

Elwy and the Nant Melai.      

Figure 80: Extract from the published flood map showing Henllys Farm  (NRW, 2020a) 

 

 

Recommendation 6.1 is also applicable to this community.  
 

The primary impacts on Henllys Farm are deemed to be main river inundation of the natural 
floodplain from the Afon Elwy and Nant Melai caused by a significant rainfall event centred 
over the area.   
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 Figure 81: Henllys Farm flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Nant Mawr Caravans 
Post-event investigation found that at least 4 static caravans located on the banks of the Afon 

Elwy were impacted by the Storm Ciara event in February 2020.  At least one caravan was 

dislodged from its fixings, carried downstream by flood waters, broken up and debris deposited 

within the floodplain.  Another caravan was partially dislodged from its fixings but remained intact 

and on site.   

 

Recommendation 8.1 – Nant Mawr Caravan Park Residents - Nant 
Mawr Caravan Park to be directed to NRW advice and guidance for 
site owners and operators who have sites at flood risk.  
https://naturalresources.wales/flooding/guidance-for-caravan-and-campsites-owners-and-operators-1/?lang=en  

 
Figure 82: Extract from the published flood map showing Nant Mawr Caravans  (NRW, 2020a) 

 
 

The primary mechanism of flooding on Nant Mawr Caravans is deemed to be significant 
depths and velocity of main river flow in its natural floodplain and inappropriate land-use 
within the floodplain.     
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Figure 83: Nant Mawr Caravans flood mechanisms - Feb 2020
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Bryn Yr Aur Community  
The three properties in the Bryn Y Aur community were not visited post-event but anecdotal 

evidence and published flood maps (Figure 84) suggests all properties were impacted and Bryn y 

Aur Bungalow possibly being flooded internally.  The A548 road was impacted in various locations 

by both the Elwy and various ordinary watercourses.  Post-event inspection highlighted that at this 

location, significant amounts of water and debris had impacted the highway.      

Figure 84: Extract from the published flood map showing Bryn Yr Aur community (NRW, 2020a) 

 

 

Recommendation 6.1 is also applicable to this community.  
 

The impacts on Bryn Yr Aur Community are deemed to be main river inundation of the 
natural floodplain caused by a significant rainfall event centred over the catchment.   
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 Figure 85: Bryn Yr Aur Community flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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Hendre Isaf Community  
The landscape of Hendre Isaf has historically been developed by river processes with some signs 

of historic industry and land-use still evident.  The residential property Ty-hwnt-ir-afon on left bank 

and the caravan park on right bank have been impacted by flooding on many occasions.  

Considering the location of development within the floodplain and placement of a road bridge, river 

inundation of the floodplain and impacts to property and infrastructure is expected to continue.        

 

The impacts on Hendre Isaf Community are deemed to be main river inundation of the 
natural floodplain caused by a significant rainfall event centred over the catchment and 
initiation of flow along historic channels due to high river levels.   
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Figure 86: Hendre Isaf Community  flood mechanisms - Feb 2020
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Llangernyw Community  
Llangernyw community is located at the confluence of three designated main rivers; Afon Collen, 

Afon Cledwen and Afon Callen which converge to form the head of main river of the Afon Elwy.  

The whole area of floodplain had significant depths of water.  During post-event investigation it 

was noted that a large agricultural trailer had been moved through the floodplain and lodged on 

the right abutment of the road bridge.  Significant flow from the Afon Cledwen crossed the road on 

the right bank, possibly impacting agricultural buildings and ripping up hedges to move 

downstream below the road bridge.   

 

The impacts on Llangernyw Community are deemed to be main river inundation of the 
natural floodplain caused by a significant rainfall event centred over the catchments.   
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Figure 87: Llangernyw Community  flood mechanisms - Feb 2020 
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7. Response 
During an event NRW undertake a number of incident response procedures both pre-, during and 

post-event.  Over the days and weeks following the Elwy flood event, officers from NRW gathered 

information, completed surveys and spoke to affected residents for collation of the flood 

investigation report.  

 

The Flood Warning System for St Asaph worked as expected with the Flood Forecasting Model 

performing well and providing appropriate lead time for professional partners.  The river level 

gauge at St Asaph did show erroneous readings for a period, possibly due to debris obstructing 

the equipment, but operatives and flood wardens on site were extremely helpful in relaying 

situation reports.  It is possible that the failure of the automatic river level gauge at St Asaph 

hampered Duty Officers in issuing a Severe Flood Warning but based on outputs from the Flood 

Forecasting Model, the Flood Warning was issued early with a view to preparing resource and 

residents.     

 

A list of Flood Alerts and Warnings issued, downgraded and removed for the Storm Ciara event is 

detailed in Figure 88.  

Figure 88: Flood Warnings issued February 2020. 
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8. Conclusions 
The event experienced on the Afon Elwy on 9th February 2020 was a significant storm event with 

catchment rain gauges recording 194% and 242% of long-term average rainfall in the upper and 

mid reaches respectively which resulted in the highest ever recorded flow at the Pont Y Gwyddel 

gauge station.  The river flow recorded at Pont Y Gwyddel and peak water levels observed at 

locations in and around St Asaph by NRW operatives and residents, were both confirmed to be 

higher than those observed during the devasting 2012 event.   

 

Considering the observed river levels on the Afon Elwy at Pont Y Gwyddel gauging station were 

significantly higher than those observed during the 2012 event, the flood risk management 

scheme at St Asaph performed well providing benefit to over 370 properties.  However, many 

residential properties, commercial premises and caravan parks did flood, many of which were 

outside the defended area for the St Asaph scheme.  NRW have initiated a formal review of 

scheme performance, are continuing to work with professional partners to manage flood risk and 

will continue to work with communities to understand the mechanisms of flooding. 

 

The pattern of weather observed across Wales highlights the continual risk which flooding poses.  

NRW is constantly working to increase understanding of flood risk and will continue to engage with 

communities such as St Asaph to manage flood risk.  There are lessons to be learnt by all Risk 

Managment Authorities and Elwy residents in-order to continually improve how flood risk is 

manged in all parts of the Afon Elwy catchment.  The recommendations contained within this 

report go some way to capturing the lessons learnt but require positive action by all stakeholders 

to continually manage flood risk on the Afon Elwy.            
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9. Recommendations  
A number of recommendations are made based on observations from public, professional partners 

and duty officers involved, with a view to continually improving the way flood risk is managed 

across Wales.   

 

Recommendation 1.1 - DCWW – Review performance of the 
underground system in the Lower St Asaph area.  
 

Recommendation 1.2 – NRW – Work with the landowners 
around the Afon Elwy to maintain the flood risk management 
assets back to Fair condition.  
 

Recommendation 1.3 – NRW – All photos taken during 
formal NRW duties (inspection, maintenance, incident 
response etc.) should be time and date stamped.  
 

Recommendation 2.1 – NRW – Undertake a performance 
review for the 2018 St Asaph Flood Risk Management 
scheme.      
 

Recommendation 2.2 – NRW – Using the hydraulic model, 
investigate the flow mechanisms and sensitivity of various 
parameters which may be impacting water levels at St Asaph 
STW Embankment.   
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Recommendation 2.3 - NRW – Consider the current incident 
response plans and address the resource & resilience 
shortfalls during such events.    
 

Recommendation 3.1 – NRW – Review policy and procedure 
regarding the roles and responsibilities of flood wardens 
both in an incident and during normal working times.  
 

Recommendation 4.1 – NRW – Model the effects of non-
return flap operation on water levels in the Glascoed Stream.   
 

Recommendation 4.2 – DCC – Undertake a Flood 
Investigation Report for all non-main river flooding in the St 
Asaph and Glascoed Communities.   
 

Recommendation 5.1 – NRW – Review the published flood 
map data for Wigfair Isaf Community.   
 

Recommendation 6.1 – NRW – Provide advice on Property 
Level Protection and Property Level Resilience measures for 
residential property in affected communities in the upper 
and middle reaches of the Afon Elwy catchment which do 
not benefit from a defence scheme.    
 

Recommendation 7.1 – NRW – Investigate through 
computational modelling the flow mechanisms from both the 
Nant Barrog and Afon Elwy, impacting Llanfair Talhaiarn 
Community in significant flood events.  
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Recommendation 8.1 – Nant Mawr Caravan Park Residents - Nant 
Mawr Caravan Park to be directed to NRW advice and guidance for 
site owners and operators who have sites at flood risk.  
https://naturalresources.wales/flooding/guidance-for-caravan-and-campsites-owners-and-operators-1/?lang=en  

 

 

 

 

10. Useful information   
Natural Resources Wales publish a wide range of information on flooding, useful web links 

include;  

Long term flood risk maps - https://naturalresources.wales/evidence-and-data/maps/long-term-

flood-risk/?lang=en 

River Levels, Rainfall and Sea Data - https://rivers-and-seas.naturalresources.wales/  

 

The Blue Pages is a directory of property level flood products and services put together to advise 

and inform people of what is available to help reduce the risk of flooding to homes and 

businesses. 

http://bluepages.org.uk/ 

 

The National Flood Forum provides wide-ranging advice and support for individuals and 

communities affected by flooding.      

https://nationalfloodforum.org.uk/  

 

The “What 3 Words” mobile application divides the world up into 3 metre squares and gives each 

square a unique 3-word combination allowing exact locations to be established quickly and 

communicated effectively to emergency services.   

https://what3words.com/daring.lion.race 
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12. Appendices 

Event photos  

Lower St Asaph Photographs  
Figure 89: River levels d/s of fishermans bridge (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

Higher St Asaph Photographs 
Figure 90: Sandbags deployed at Roe Parc Wall (Resident photo, 2020) 
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Figure 91: River gravel deposit on Foxons Ramp (NRW, 2020) 
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St Asaph Photographs 
Figure 92: Overtopping location RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 

 

Figure 93: Location of overtopping Roe Parc Wall (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 
Figure 94: Overtopping location RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 95: Overtopping location RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 96: Overtopping location RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 
Figure 97: Progression of overtopping RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 98: River levels 09-02-2020 compared to bridge deck (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 
Figure 99: Wrack marks cattle market emb u/s section (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 100: Water levels at SGB (Resident photo) 
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Figure 101: Post event debris (Resident photo) 

 
 
Figure 102: Wrack marks u/s library wall (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 103: Wrack marks cattle market emb d/s section (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 104: Wrack marks Dr Emb (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 105: Flood debris at the rear of Ruby Terrace (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 106: Wrack mark in relation to crest height common emb (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 107: Wrack mark common emb (NRW, 2020) 
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105. 
 

Figure 108: Wrack mark common emb (NRW, 2020) 

 
 

 
Figure 109: Overtopping location RB STW emb (NRW, 2020) 

 
Figure 110: Wrack marks at Roe Parc emb (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 111: Wrack marks at Roe Parc emb ramp (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 112: Wrack marks at Pont Begard wall (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 113: Wrack mark common emb (NRW, 2020) 
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Figure 114: Water mark d/s Pont Begard (NRW, 2020) 

 
 
Figure 115: Prior to peak water levels at u/s end of Roe Parc Wall (Resident photo) 

 
 

 
Figure 116: River levels looking d/d from city bridge (NRW, 2020)  
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Figure 117: Prior to peak water levels at u/s end of Roe Parc Wall (Resident photo) 

 
 
Figure 118: Prior to peak water levels at A55 birdge (Resident photo) 

 
 
Figure 119: River levels at confluence of Glascoed & Elwy (NRW, 2020)  
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Figure 120: Water levels at the U/S end of Ruby Terrace (NRW, 2020) 

 

 
 
Figure 121 Water levels at the U/S end of Ruby Terrace (NRW, 2020) 
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Appendix 1: Overview Map St Asaph Defences 
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Executive summary 
 

Under Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act, the Lead Local Flood Authority 

Conwy County Council on becoming aware of a flood in its area must to the extent that it 

considers necessary or appropriate investigate: 

(a)  which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management functions, 

and 

(b)  whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is proposing 

to exercise, those functions in response to the flood. 

 

Natural Resources Wales have agreed to investigate all main river flooding as part of this 

process. 

 

Where a Lead Local Flood Authority carries out an investigation then the report must be 

published, and any relevant risk management authorities notified.  

 

This investigation report is a best estimate of the flood incident that occurred at 

Brookhouse, Denbigh, on 9th Feb 2020. Written in a formal way for Natural Resources 

Wales to record the incident. It is based on evidence gathered by Natural Resources 

Wales’ officers through several sources and is deemed fit for purpose at the approved 

date. 

 

It was considered appropriate to carry out an investigation as it was reported 8 residential 

properties and 1 business outbuildings suffered internal flooding. 

 

Following heavy rainfall from Storm Ciara, the Afon Ystrad overtopped its bank on the 9th 

February 2020 at Brookhouse.  

 

This report provides details of the investigation with conclusions and recommendations. 
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1. Location 
 

Brookhouse is a small community of Cottages situated on the outskirts of the town of 

Denbigh (Approx. population 8,500) Denbigh is a market town and community in 

Denbighshire, of which it was formerly the county town. Denbigh lies to the West of the 

Clwydian Hills. Brookhouse is on the South of Denbigh just off the A525 Denbigh to Ruthin 

road directly adjacent the Afon Ystrad.  

 
Figure 1: Location  

© Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved. Natural Resources Wales 100019741 
 

  
Figure 2 : General Overview 

© Crown Copyright.  All rights reserved. Natural Resources Wales 100019741 
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Several residential and a commercial property are located on the banks of the River 

Ystrad, just upstream of the A525 Road Bridge. The properties sit between 0m (The 

Pottery) and 20m (Property No.10) from the riverbank. Properties 10 to 16 and the Pottery 

are at a higher level than Glan Llyn, Old Chapel and Nos. 4 to 9. 

 

 
2. Flooding History 
 
Properties on Brookhouse Road have previously flooded in October/November 2000, 

December 2007 and November 2012. This was due to overtopping of the left bank of the 

Afon Ystrad. In November 2012 this resulted in the flooding of 8 properties. 

Nos. 3 – 8 all had Individual Property Protection (IPP) Flood guards in place therefore it is 

believed that water entered via the flooring or via non-sealed pipes at ground level. This 

assumption is supported by the lower levels of internal flooding being observed. 

 

The Pottery backs directly onto the river. No flood defence door was in place during the 

2012 event, so the backdoor is the assumed point of entry for flood water. The Resident 

stated that the premises did not flood during the event of 2000. 

 

 
Figure 3: Historic Flood Outlines 
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3. Flood Risk Assets / Property Level Protection 
 
NRW maintain a weir 100m upstream of the Brookhouse Cottages which includes a 

staircase type fish pass. The Weir is a Public Safety Risk Assessment (PSRA) site. NRW 

also maintain an embankment directly upstream of the Weir. Most outfalls on the left bank 

along this stretch are owned and maintained by Denbighshire County Council. 

 

Six of the properties along Brookhouse Road have IPP.  The properties identified as ‘Glan 

Llyn, Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9 all confirmed to have IPP installed during the event.  

 

The Old Chapel (Hen Capel) and properties Nos.4 and 5 placed sandbags at the front of 

the properties to help protect against any flood waters coming from this direction, which 

has often been the case in past events.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 4: Asset map extracted from AMX database 
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4. Flood Event Information (9th February 2020) 
 

On the evening of the 8th of February, Storm Ciara brought high winds and heavy 

widespread rainfall across Britain. Most areas in North Wales were affected by the rainfall 

on the morning of the 9th. River levels rose accordingly, most notably in the Elwy & Clwyd, 

Conwy and Dee catchments.  

 

The rainfall caused the Afon Ystrad to overtop both its banks in the vicinity of and behind 

the properties at Brookhouse Road. Figure 5 shows the extent of the overtopping of the 

Afon Ystrad at the rear of Glan Llyn on the morning of the 9th February. 

 

4.1.  Brookhouse Cottages 
 

During a site visit by NRW staff on 12 February, several properties were confirmed to have 

flooded internally during this event, on the right bank, Nos. 7 & 8 Brookhouse Road, Glan 

Llyn and on the left bank, the Pottery’s outbuildings suffered internal flooding, including the 

shed adjacent to the A525. NRW were also informed of internal flooding to the Old Church 

(Hen Capel) and to No.9 by phone from the residents during and after the event. 

Properties Nos. 4,5 & 6, that sit between No. 7 and the Old Chapel, could not be confirmed 

as having internal flooding at this visit. An assumption has been made from external 

observation and anecdotal evidence that they had suffered some ingress from the Afon 

Ystrad. 

 

The following information was provided by residents during the site visit or via phone call: 

• Nos. 7 and 8 reported water entered their properties through the floor and the internal 
floor drains, not through the doors or over the IPP. The water entered and receded 
very quickly. 

• At about 09:20 am, water begun to enter the Old Church through the doors. There 
was no IPP installed, only sandbags to prevent ingress. The resident contacted both 
NRW and the local authority. The depth of internal flooding was about 4 inches. 

• At about 10:20 am, the resident at Glyn Llyn identified that water had begun to 
overtop the wall at the side of the house from the Ystrad. This floodwater then 
entered the property through both the front and back doors and entered all rooms on 
the ground floor (Figure 6 ). The depth of flooding was 1inch. IPP was implemented 
after water had begun to ingress. The resident stated that they have laid new 
concrete flooring since 2012. 
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• Shallow water entered the outbuilding of the Brookhouse Pottery directly from the 
Ystrad. The depth of internal flooding in the shed adjacent the A525 was about 2 
inches (Figure 8). 

• Caller reporting flooding to No.9’s kitchen during the event. Caller stated this cottage 
is higher than those downstream and believes that the properties lower down (i.e. 
downstream) on the terrace are also flooded  

 
• The Residents in the properties in the middle of Brookhouse have always expected 

flooding to enter their houses via the front door, off the road. However, on the 9th 
February, the field in front of the houses was dry and there was hardly any water from 
the Ystrad flowing down the tarmac road towards the houses. 

 
Figure 5 Video still of floodwater overtopping from Afon Ystrad at back of Glan Llyn/ Old Church during high 
flows (the trees in the middle of the photo are standing on the submerged far river bank). Source: Resident  
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Figure 6: Photo of property ingress of floodwater from Afon Ystrad during Incident at Glan Llyn. Source: 
Resident 

 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Photo of wrack mark left by Afon Ystrad at the back of the Pottery. Source: NRW 
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Figure 8: Wrack Mark in Pottery Outbuildings Source: NRW 

 
 

4.2. Afon Ystrad weir 
 

The NRW Asset Inspector for this area noted that maintenance works above the weir in 

the last few years has resulted in better water conveyance through the constricted section 

of channel at Brookhouse. In 2018, NRW undertook Tree management on the banks of the 

Ystrad from the disused railway to the road bridge at Brookhouse Mill. 

 

This has decreased the risk of the Ystrad overtopping upstream of the weir and flowing 

along Brookhouse Road towards the properties.  Further site investigation from the NRW 

Asset Inspector determined that there was no evidence that the Ystrad had overtopped the 

embankments immediately upstream of the weir. The Afon Ystrad over topped its banks 

immediately downstream of the weir both sides (Figure 9, Figure 10 arrowed). However, it 

was localised, and the overtopping re-entered the river upstream of any properties on the 

left bank and consequently, the overspill did not run down the road).  

It may be that significant exceedance of channel capacity during this event resulted in 

overtopping the bank and no amount of maintenance would have prevented this flood. 
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Figure 9: Photo of wrack mark left by Afon Ystrad on Right Bank just downstream of the weir 12 February 2020. 
Source: NRW 

 

 
Figure 10: Photo of wrack mark left by Afon Ystrad on Brookhouse Road adjacent to right bank by weir at small 
layby. Source: NRW 
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4.3. Mill Race/ Drain 
 

Historically, Brookhouse Mill, situated on the left bank upstream of the A525, was supplied 

by a man-made channel across the field, that was fed by the Ystrad through an old Mill 

inlet. It connected to the other side of the road via a culvert (306892, 365673).   

  
Figure 11: 1937 Map showing route of man-made channel on Brookhouse Road to Brookhouse Mill adjacent to 
present day map Source: https://maps.nls.uk/ Contains OS data © Crown copyright [2020] 

Several decades ago when the new road was built, the Mill leat appears to have been 

blocked off, however the archway still exists (See Photo below Figure 12) and a small flow 

into but not through is present.  

 

 
Figure 12: Photo of Old Mill Inlet. Source: Denbighshire County Council. 

 
The Old Mill outlet to the field (Figure 13) was inspected after the event and was observed 

to be dry as expected as it is understood to have been blocked off.  
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Figure 13 : Photo of Old Mill Outlet. Source NRW 

 

The Mill race/drain running along the wall in the field was clear, there is a 400mm diameter 

Outfall to allow surface water drainage from the field back into the river (Figure 15). This 

was clear and no debris was seen within the river itself.  

 

  
 

Figure 14:  Map showing outlet and 400m Outfall associated with Mill Race Drain. Source: NRW 
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Figure 15 - 400mm Outfall   associated with Mill Race Drain 

 

From the evidence gathered in the investigation of this event, it is concluded that the main 

source of flooding was channel exceedance from the river Ystrad, behind the resident’s 

properties.  

 
4.4. Pedestrian subway and footpath 
 

Water and wrack debris were seen on the landward side of the wall that runs along the 

Ystrad from the subway to the A525 (Figure 16). However water did not flow into the 

pedestrian subway as has been the case in previous events, as there was no reported 

problems by residents and during the site visit, the subway was seen to be dry with no 

wrack and no silt present (Figure 17). 

 
 
Figure 16: Wall on Left bank from A525 to Brookhouse Mill. Crack in wall potential seepage routes Source: NRW 
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Figure 17:  Pedestrian Subway. Source: NRW 

It is likely that the floodwater seepage was through the wall to the footpath as there is no 
evidence to suggest the Ystrad overtopped the wall in this area. This is further supported 
by observations made by residents at the Brookhouse Mill, which identified that the peak 
water level in the Ystrad was at the at the soffit of the footbridge (see figure 18 below).  
 
The footbridge soffit is at 41.02mOAD, which is lower than the top of the wall, as shown in  
Figure 19. 

 
 
Figure 18:  Footbridge over River Ystrad at Brookhouse Mill. Source: NRW 
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Figure 19: Surveyed levels of Wall on Left bank from A525 to Brookhouse Mill and footbridge deck levels 

 

4.5. Brookhouse Farm 
 

The Afon Ystrad also overtopped its bank further downstream of the A525 near 

Brookhouse Farm (Figure 20), however there was no internal flooding reported. The farm 

owner reported several locations along the Ystrad, downstream of the A525, where trees 

had fallen into the river during the event causing partial blockage of flow. 

 

 
 
Figure 20: Wrack mark on right bank of Ystrad, downstream of A525, opposite Brookhouse Farm.  Source: NRW 
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5. Flood Outlines and Flood Flow Routes 
 

 

 
Figure 21: Outline and Route 

 
 

6. Details of Warnings and Alerts issued  
 
The Afon Ystrad does not currently have any level monitoring equipment in the vicinity, 

hence Brookhouse Community has no specific Flood Warning Service. There is also no 

current community flood plan in place.  

Residents of Brookhouse can register for the Clwyd Catchment Flood Alert but this covers 

a much broader area (Fig.22)  and the main rivers covered by this alert are much slower to 

react than the Afon Ystrad.  This is a free service that provides flood warnings by 

telephone, mobile, email and SMS text message. This would provide residents prior 

warning of a fluvial flood event. However, it should be noted that this would only give 

warning of fluvial flooding in this area and would not cover pluvial or groundwater flooding. 

A Flood Alert was issued by NRW at 09.48hrs for the Clwyd catchment on the 9th 

February.  

The following addresses are registered to receive warnings for the Clwyd catchment: Old 

Chapel, Nos. 7, 9, and 16.  
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Figure 22: Flood Alert Area – Clwyd Catchment Total Extent. 

 

 
Figure 23: Flood Alert Area – Clwyd Catchment in locality of Brookhouse. 
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7. Response 
 

NRW has no formal operational response procedure for Brookhouse. Attendance by NRW 

did not take place during the event, but post event data gathering did occur both by NRW 

and Denbighshire County Council.  

 

Property Nos. 4 and 5 and the Old Chapel were seen to have sandbags at the front doors 

of the properties to defend against any flood waters coming from the front. DCC could 

provide Sandbags and / or flood sacks to provide temporary defences. 

 

Individual Property Protection measures (floodgates) were used during this event. They 

were effective to the extent that they reduced the flood depth but failed to keep the 

properties dry as water evidently entered through floors, service entries and drains. 

 

8. Conclusion 
 

On 9 February 2020, river water from Afon Ystrad exceeded its channel capacity both 

upstream and downstream of the weir, although the wall on the left bank by the weir was 

not overtopped. Overtopping at Brookhouse Road caused confirmed internal flooding to 5 

residential properties - The Old Church, Glan Llyn, Nos.7 & 8 and 1 commercial property - 

the pottery outbuildings. Internal flooding to Nos. 4, 5, 6 & 9 Brookhouse Road was implied 

by residents during the visit and via phone, even though this was unable to be confirmed 

on site.  

 

Glan Llyn did have concrete flooring that prohibited access through the floor but did not 

install IPP until water ingress had begun. 

 

Residents expectation was flooding from the front of the properties as had been the case 

on previous occasions.  

On this occasion, flooding was caused by the overtopping of the Afon Ystrad at the back of 

the properties. Recent tree clearance above the weir may have decreased the risk of 

blockage of the Ystrad and subsequent overtopping upstream of the weir, thus impeding 

this flow route along Brookhouse Road towards the properties. The tree work may have 

resulted in a greater river conveyance made the Afon Ystrad react more quickly to heavy 

rainfall.  
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It is more likely there was significant exceedance of channel capacity as a consequence of 

the rainfall associated with Storm Ciara and hence arguably no amount of maintenance 

would totally prevent this flood. 

 

 
9.  Recommendations 

 

• NRW should inform residents of Brookhouse Road that are not currently registered, of 

the process to sign up for Flood Alerts for the Clwyd Catchment. DCC should 

approach residents for assistance with obtaining Individual Property Protection if not 

already owned.   

• NRW will continue to work closely with the community of Brookhouse to further 

understand flooding mechanisms and where appropriate, liaise with Denbighshire 

County Council to identify options for flood defence for the village. 

• NRW to consider the viability of the implementation of a river level monitoring site on 

the Afon Ystrad to assist in earlier warning issued to residents.  

• NRW will undertake a topographic survey of both banks of the Afon Ystrad from the 

weir to below Brookhouse Farm.  

• NRW will update the hydraulic modelling to take into account the findings of this 2020 

flood investigation report. 

• DCC should investigate the possibility for Non-Return Valve to be add to Mill Race 

Drain Outfall to reduce risk of water from Afon Ystrad entering field.Home owners are 

advised to assess whether further flood resilience measures can be installed at their 

properties.   

• DCC should investigate the potential of seepage through wall on Left bank of the 

Ystrad from A525 to Brookhouse Mill Wall where wrack debris and evidence of pooling 

water were observed the day after.   

• NRW will continue to complete reactive routine maintenance on the Ystrad, review 

schedules and takes where appropriate and make improvements if it is determined to 

be viable and proportiate to the risk.    

 

 
Cyhoeddwyd gan / Published by: 
Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru /Natural Resources Wales 
Maes y Ffynnon 
Penrhosgarnedd 
Bangor 
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Executive summary 
 
Under Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act, the Lead Local Flood 
Authority (Local Authority) on becoming aware of a flood in its area must to the extent 
that it considers necessary or appropriate investigate: 
(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management functions, 
and 
(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is proposing 
to exercise, those functions in response to the flood. 
 
Natural Resources Wales (NRW) have agreed to investigate all main river flooding as 
part of this process. 
 
Where a Local Authority carries out an investigation then the report must be published, 
and any relevant risk management authorities notified.  
 
This investigation report is a best estimate of the flood incident at Llandrillo, written as a 
formal way for Natural Resources Wales to record the incident. It is based on evidence 
gathered by Natural Resources Wales’ officers through several sources and is deemed 
as fit for purpose at the approved date. 
 
It was considered appropriate to carry out an investigation as one residential property 
suffered from internal flooding. 
 
Following heavy rainfall, the Afon Ceidiog overtopped its banks at various locations on 
the 9th February 2020 and flooded one residential property.  
 
This report provides details of the investigation with conclusions. 
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1. Location 
 
Llandrillo is a village situated on the B4401 road between Bala and Corwen. The Afon 
Ceidiog flows in a northerly direction through the village, draining a catchment of 
approximately 36 km2. The Afon Ceidiog drains into the River Dee approximately 1.6 km 
downstream of Llandrillo. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Location Map  

River Dee 

Afon Ceidiog 

Nant Berwynfa 
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2. Flooding History 
 
Llandrillo was subject to severe flooding in October/November 2000. During a period of 
seven days, the banks of the Afon Ceidiog were overtopped twice. 
 
The Environment Agency’s Flooding in Wales report (EA, 2000) and the Llandrillo 
Modelling Report (JBA Consulting, 2006) identifies on the 30th October, the right bank 
was overtopped approximately 50-100 m south of the southern footbridge (note this 
footbridge no longer exists) and flowed north down Berwyn Street causing damage to a 
number of properties. The right bank was again overtopped on the 6th November and 
caused 24 properties to suffer internal flooding. 
 
NRW’s historic flood map shows a recorded flood outline from the 2000 flood event 
(reproduced in Figure 2). However, based on descriptions of the 2000 event from 
residents and information given regarding historical flooding in the two reports 
mentioned earlier, NRW’s historic flood map does not show the full extent of flooding 
experienced in Llandrillo in 2000. 
 

 
Figure 2: Historic flood outline (2000) 
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3. Flood Risk Assets / Property Level Protection 
 
There are no NRW maintained or owned flood risk structures or raised defences along 
the Afon Ceidiog in Llandrillo. NRW maintain a small silt trap located approximately 
200 m east of Afon Ceidiog on Nant Berwynfa. 
 
Six of the properties along Afon Ceidiog upstream of the High Street road bridge over 
the Ceidiog have Individual Property Protection (IPP) supplied by NRW, other properties 
have their own IPP.  
 
The properties identified as ‘Aber Glanant’, ‘Tegfan’, ‘Plas Wern’ and ‘Minafon’ all 
confirmed to have IPP installed during the event.  
 
Sandbags and make-shift flood defences (corrugated iron sheets, plyboards, etc.) were 
also used during the event to protect properties and mitigate flows. 
 

 
 Figure 3: Llandrillo assets   
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4. Flood Event Information – 9th February 2020 
 
On the 9th February 2020, a weather system formally named Storm Ciara by the Met 
Office, caused heavy rainfall to move across north Wales. The rainfall caused the Afon 
Ceidiog to overtop both its banks upstream of the High Street road bridge at Llandrillo. 
 
A total of one residential property (Tegfan) was confirmed to have flooded internally from 
the main river.  
 
During a site visit by NRW staff on the 17th February 2020, one resident confirmed that 
a rear room of their property (Tegfan) suffered internal flooding from the Afon Ceidiog. 
The resident stated water overtopped from the river into the garden (see Figure 4) and 
entered through the wall at the side of the house. Water did not enter through the door 
at the rear of the property as an IPP floodgate was deployed here. 
 

 
Figure 4: Afon Ceidiog from Tegfan. Source: NRW staff 

 
Several other properties reported floodwater from the Afon Ceidiog reaching either the 
front or rear steps of their houses including ‘Plas Estyn’, ‘Brodawel’, ‘Bryn Nant’ and 
‘Glan Ceidiog’. 
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Figure 5: Outline and Route 

 
 
 
 

Footbridge no 
longer exists 

Flood relief 
culvert  

Tegfan 
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Afon Ceidiog right bank 
 
Between 8:30am and 8:44am on 9th February, the Afon Ceidiog overtopped its right 
bank near the property named ‘Plas Estyn’ (Figure 6). As the Ceidiog continued to rise, 
the extent of overtopping of the bank extended further upstream. The floodwater flowed 
north along Berwyn Street. 
 
The most significant overtopping occurred over the gabion baskets, approximately 80m 
upstream (south) of ‘Plas Estyn’ (Figure 7). 
 
The depth of floodwater on Berwyn Street peaked at about 150-200mm at about 11am 
to 12pm following the heaviest period of rain. However, the Ceidiog continued to overtop 
to Berwyn Street for most of the day.  
 
Residents implemented makeshift flood defences across drives and at strategic 
locations along the flood’s flow path to mitigate internal flooding including across the 
entrance to Maes Y Gerddi (Figures 8 and 9). 
 
The flow along Berwyn Street drained to a flood relief culvert (a single 450 mm diameter 
pipe, see Figure 10) adjacent ‘Llwyn Onn’ which drains under Llys-y-Groes, to the east 
of the High Street road bridge.  
 
According to the Senior Flood Warden for the local community, once the flood relief 
culvert was cleared, it worked effectively to relieve the flooding on Berwyn Street.  
 
Residents reported that had the depth of flooding been an inch higher on Berwyn Street, 
the floodwater would have overtopped Llys-y-Groes and flowed down towards Tyn Y 
Groes, potentially impacting more properties. 
 
It is unknown if the property ‘Quillet’ was affected by floodwaters from the Ceidiog during 
this event. This property is known to have been impacted by the Ceidiog in the past, 
however, the Senior Flood Warden identified only the one property was flooded 
internally (Tegfan) on the 9th February 2020. 
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Figure 6: Initial floodwater overtopping from Afon Ceidiog near Plas Estyn. 
Source: Resident 

 
Figure 7: Overtopping between Plas Estyn and Quillet. Source: Resident 
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Figure 8: Floodwater at the south end of Berwyn Street. Source: Llandrillo 
Facebook group 

 
Figure 9: Flooding on Maes Y Gerddi, looking towards Berwyn Street. Source: 
Resident 
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Figure 10: Flood relief culvert at the High Street road bridge. Source: NRW staff 

 
 
 
Afon Ceidiog left bank 
 
The Afon Ceidiog overtopped the left bank, later in the day than the right bank. The 
Ceidiog overtopped near to the caravan park and flowed north along the road between 
the property named ‘Glan Ceidiog’ and the High Street road bridge. Overtopping also 
occurred at the footbridge near ‘Glan Ceidiog’ (Figure 11). 
 
The floodwater along the left bank floodplain drains through the high-flow arch under the 
road bridge and back into the Ceidiog.  
 
There was no reported internal flooding on the left bank floodplain. Both ‘Glan Ceidiog’ 
(Figure 12) and ‘Glan Dwr’ (Figure 13) were surrounded by water but did not report any 
internal flooding.  
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Figure 11: Floodwater overtopping the left bank, nearby Glan Ceidiog and the 
adjacent footbridge. Source: Llandrillo Facebook group 

 

 
Figure 12: Floodwater at the rear (south) of Glan Ceidiog. Source: Llandrillo 
Facebook group 
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Figure 13: Floodwater around the Glan Dwr property, immediately upstream of 
the High Street road bridge. Source: Llandrillo Facebook group 

 
 
Nant Berwynfa 
 
While it is expected that the Nant Berwynfa experienced high flows during the event, 
there was no reported impacts to property or infrastructure, nor was there any evidence 
of damage noted from Nant Berwynfa during the site visit by NRW staff following the 
event. 

 
 

5. Details of Warnings and Alerts issued  
 
Llandrillo has no specific Flood Warning Service.  
 
The Senior Flood Warden stated that he received a flood warning at about 12pm on the 
9th February for the Upper Dee Valley (for flood risk from the River Dee), however this 
does not cover Llandrillo and was after the flooding in Llandrillo had occurred. 
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6. Response 
 
NRW has no formal operational response procedure for Llandrillo. Attendance by NRW 
was not requested during the event.  
 
A member of the local community flood warden team raised the alarm just before 9am 
when the Ceidiog started to overtop its banks. The flood warden team immediately 
implemented their flood plan which included door knocking to warn residents, 
barricading doorways/drives and installing IPP equipment.  
 
A resident did call the Local Authority, but only received a recorded message. 
 
The flood warden team were prepared to evacuate residents to the Village Hall if 
required. 
 
 

7. Conclusion 
 
On the 9th February 2020, the Afon Ceidiog exceeded its capacity upstream of Llandrillo 
and overtopped the riverbank, causing shallow internal flooding to a single room in one 
property (Tegfan) in Llandrillo. 
 
The IPP measures used at ‘Tegfan’ during this event were effective to the extent that 
they reduced the flood depth but failed to keep the property dry as water evidently 
entered through a wall. 
 

 

8. Recommendations 
 
Due to the extent of floodwater flowing through Llandrillo, it may be appropriate to review 
and update the existing flood modelling study (2008) including the underlying hydrology. 
This review should look at the severity of this event, the effects of structures along the 
system (road and foot bridges, flood relief culvert and existing defences), effectiveness 
of current private defences and flood warning options. 
 
Following the flood modelling review, the initial assessment completed in 2009 on 
potential flood alleviation measures for Llandrillo should also be reviewed. 
 
NRW will continue to work closely with the community of Llandrillo to further understand 
flooding mechanisms and where appropriate, liaise with Denbighshire County Council 
to identify options for flood defence for the village.     
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Report to Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Date of meeting 1st July 2021 

Lead Member / Officer Tony Thomas / Liz Grieve 

Report author Geoff Davies 

Title Council Housing Tenants Survey  

1. What is the report about? 

Community Housing undertakes a survey of all council house tenants every 2 years. This 

report summarises the feedback from the survey of council tenants and Community 

Housing’s proposals to respond to the findings. 

2. What is the reason for making this report? 

To gain an understanding of tenants views about their homes and neighbourhoods, 

particularly in the context of the COVID-19 lockdowns and the impact on our tenants.  

3. What are the Recommendations? 

That the Communities Scrutiny Committee provide input into the Service’s proposed 

actions to respond to the Survey’s findings that will support the delivery of the Council’s 

“Housing and Resilient Communities” corporate priorities.   

4. Report details 

Appendix 1 is a detailed report into the responses given by council tenants to the survey 

undertaken in Autumn/Winter 2020/21. This report summarises the key findings and 

outlines what is proposed in order to respond to this feedback.  

In October 2020, a STAR (Standardised Tenants & Residents) survey was sent to every 

council home in Denbighshire. Out of the 3,277 surveys sent, responses were received 

from 381 households which is an 11% response rate. 
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The survey, which is issued very 2 years, asks for detailed feedback on a wide range of 

service areas provided by Community Housing. The purpose of the survey is to assess 

overall satisfaction, seek feedback on priorities for our tenants and to help inform plans for 

future service delivery. 

It is now a requirement for all councils and registered social landlords (RSLs) in Wales to 

carry out a STAR survey every 2 years. 

Welsh Government (WG) have cited Denbighshire as an example of good practice in the 

appropriate use and implementation of STAR. In February 2021 we jointly delivered with 

WG an all Wales event for social landlords in Wales. 

Overall satisfaction with the key measures are lower than the previous survey in 2019. It 

should be noted however that whilst there has been an increase in dissatisfaction there 

has also been an increase in the non-committal neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

responses, which indicates tenants were not able to fully rate the service due to the Covid 

pandemic lockdown. 

Whilst we expected that it would be more difficult for tenants to respond as normal during 

the Covid pandemic, we felt it was important to run the survey when it was due to help 

inform plans for the post pandemic recovery.  

It has been noted by WG when comparing landlords’ data, that the data supplied by 

Denbighshire was impacted by the pandemic when many other social landlords submitted 

pre-Covid data. In response to this, WG have asked all councils and Registered Social 

Landlords (RSLs) to re-run the STAR survey again for April 2022. This means we will 

repeat the survey again later this year. 

Main Satisfaction Outcomes 

A summary of the core satisfaction responses is below -  

 77% of our tenants said they were satisfied with the overall quality of their home. 

 80% of our tenants said they were satisfied that Housing provides a home that is 

safe and secure. 

 76% of our tenants said they were satisfied that Housing is easy to deal with 

 77% of our tenants said they were satisfied that Housing listen to them and act on 

their views 
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 79% of our tenants said they were satisfied with the overall neighbourhood as a 

place to live. 

 78% of our tenants said they were satisfied that their rent provides value for money 

 59% of our tenants said they were satisfied that their service charge provides value 

for money 

 71% of our tenants said they were satisfied with the repair service provided by 

Housing 

Priorities   

We asked tenants to rank their top 3 service priorities. In previous surveys the top 3 

priorities have always been the quality of the property and the repairs service however on 

this occasion, 78% of respondents felt that the priorities are: 

 Feeling Safe and Safety 

 Neighbourhood & Community 

 Good Neighbours 

This suggests a change in focus from the home to the local community during the 

lockdowns. Information on priorities is outlined in the table (page 8 of appendix 1) with 

area breakdowns (page 27 of appendix 1) although these are generally consistent across 

all areas of the county. 

Areas for Improvement  

When asked about the main areas for improvements, the highest responses were –  

 Improve the quality of the home (internally) - 15%, 

 Improve communication -14%  

 Improve the quality of the property (externally) - 9% 

When we analysed the detail on this, the main issues raised with the internal quality of the 

home were issues with damp and heating.  

In terms of communication improvements, respondents stated we should respond quicker 

to queries.  
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Area Analysis 

Feedback is analysed by area to see if there are any significant differences in how tenants 

feel in different parts of the county (page 29 of appendix 1). Overall there are similar 

themes around the priority of “Feeling Safe and Safety” in all areas. In terms of areas 

where we can improve it is noticeable that there are variations in Denbigh around repairs 

and communication in Corwen, Llangollen and Ruthin. 

Comparison to 2019  

The information and graphs (on page 31 of appendix 1) shows the comparison between 

this survey and the most recent undertaken in 2019.  

There has been decreases in satisfaction across all areas of the survey.  

Theme  

Satisfied 2021 Change 

+/- 2019  

Dissatisfied 

+/- change 

Neither 

+/- 

change 

Satisfaction with the 

overall quality of the home 

77% -13% +8% +5% 

Satisfaction we listen and 

act on views 

67% -8% +4% +4% 

Satisfaction with the 

neighbourhood  

79% -9% +3% +6% 

Satisfaction that rent 

provides value for money 

(VFM) 

79% -9% +6% +3% 

Satisfaction that service 

charge provides VFM  

59% -13% +6% +7% 

Satisfaction with the 

overall repair service 

71% -18% +9% +9% 
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Our Response  

Included in the Communities & Customers Business Plan for 2021/22 is an action to 

“Implement STAR feedback action plan”. 

The action plan is included in Appendix 2. 

5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate 
Priorities? 

Everyone is supported to live in homes that meet their needs  

The Council works with people and communities to build independence and resilience. 

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services? 

There are no costs associated with this report.  

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact 
Assessment? 

A Well-being assessment is not required as no changes are proposed.  

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny 
and others? 

This report is being brought to Communities Scrutiny and will be shared with the Tenants 

Federation (DTARF) 

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement  

There are no costs associated with this report.  

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to 
reduce them? 

The risk is we do not respond to feedback from tenants which leads to increased dis-

satisfaction. 
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11. Power to make the decision 

Scrutiny’s powers in relation to this matter are set out in Section 21 of the Local 

Government Act, 2000 and Section 7.4.2(b) of the Council’s Constitution. 
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1. Executive summary 
 

STAR Survey 2021  

  

We have recently completed our fourth 

biennial STAR survey for Denbighshire Housing 

tenants using the core set of questions from the 

STAR survey options in HouseMark with 

additional sections on repairs, health & 

wellbeing, neighbourhoods & community, 

finance, covid-19 response, digital by choice, 

contact centre and priorities including the 

option to add any free text comments. 

This is currently one of our biggest opportunities 

to gather better intelligence from our tenants 

which allows us to address issues that are 

important to them and assist us to deliver value 

for money as well as knowing our strengths and 

identifying areas for improvement. This is an 

opportunity to use this information to identify 

any service improvements, new developments 

and inform us of tenant perception which we 

could potentially influence through better 

communication. 

We benchmark the core question results with 

other Local Authorities and Registered Social 

Landlords across Wales through HouseMark. 

The STAR survey can be carried out anytime, 

therefore the benchmarking figures will 

fluctuate throughout the year as organisations 

update or enter new survey results. To Keep in 

line with the Housing Sectors benchmarking 

across Wales and to get better comparative 

results we will carry out the benchmarking 

exercise in our next survey which is due to run 

during autumn 2021.   

 

Engagement 

 

A total 3,277 surveys were mailed out at the 

end of October 2020 with a 10 week open 

period for returns. 

381 completed surveys were received in total 

(12%), 119 (31%) paper copies and 262 (69%) 

completed online. 

Profile 

 

57% of responses were from people age 55 

and over, 41% age 25 – 54 and 2% under 25.  

Rhyl had the highest response rate at 26% 

followed by Denbigh, Ruthin and Prestatyn at 

an average of 13%, however when you look at 

the return rates against the stock levels 

Prestatyn had the highest response rate at 

17%, followed by Ruthin, Llangollen and 

Meliden at an average of 14%. 

 

Main satisfaction outcomes  

 

• 77% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

with the overall quality of their home.   

• 79% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

that Denbighshire Housing provides a 

home, that is safe and secure. 

• 76% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

that Denbighshire Housing is easy to deal 

with. 

• 67% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

with that Denbighshire Housing listen to 

their views and act upon them.  

• 79% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

with the overall Neighbourhood as a 

place to live. 

• 79% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

that their rent provides value for money.  

• 60% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

that their service charge provides value 

for money.  

• 71% of our tenants said they were satisfied 

with the overall repair service provided by 

Denbighshire Housing. 

• 79% of our tenants were satisfied with the 

overall service provided by Denbighshire 

Housing.  
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Priorities 

 

The top priorities for our tenants are as follows:  

 

• Feeling safe and safety 

• Neighbourhood and community 

• Good neighbours 

• Quality of their home 

• Repairs & Maintenance 

• Looking after home 

• Rents 

• Environment 

• Customer service and communication 

• Parking 

• Other - these were comments made by 10 

or less people so unable to merge as a 

common theme 

 

Area priorities 

 

Denbighshire was split into 11 areas which had 

the highest stock levels and tenants were 

asked to select the area they lived or the 

closest area if their town/village did not 

appear on the list of choices. 

8 of the areas chose Feeling safe and safety as 

the highest priority with neighbourhood and 

community and good neighbours being the 

highest priority for the other 3 areas. 

A more detailed analysis of priorities can be 

found in Appendix 3, page 25. 

The service has used the 2018 survey results as 

a new baseline of satisfaction data and will 

continue to use the same 5 point rating scale 

in future surveys to enable further trend 

analysis.  

 

 

Areas for improvement 

 

The top areas for improvement are as follows:  

 

• Improve quality of property - Internal 

• Improve communication 

• Improve quality of property - External 

• Carry out repairs quicker 

• Improve customer service 

• Improve quality of repairs 

• Moving to a different property 

• Reduce ASB in area 

• Listen to tenants 

• Introduce repairs appointments 

• More home visits 

• Improve parking facilities 

• Other - these were comments made by 

10 or less people so unable to merge as a 

common theme 

 

Taking this forwards 

 

From the 2021 STAR Survey results, we will be 

focussing on:  

 Developing our community development 

plan, by talking to tenants about how we 

can take the feedback forward. 

 Talking with tenants more about how they 

can shape our services. 

 Look at more ways to work with 

communities. 

 Improve our digital communities by using 

email and introducing texting as an 

available option. 

 To keep in line with the local authorities 

housing sector benchmarking in Wales, and 

to continue to have good tenant input into 

shaping our services, we will be re-running 

our STAR Survey again during the autumn 

2021.  
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2. Introduction 
 

The STAR survey is a voluntary approach to 

tenant and resident satisfaction measurement 

for the social housing sector through 

HouseMark, the social housing sector’s leading 

provider of performance improvement services 

and provides a means of comparing key 

satisfaction results. Many of the questions are 

tailored to match the wording of delivery 

outcomes in the Welsh Government’s 

Regulatory Framework, enabling landlords to 

use the survey results as evidence in support of 

self-assessment exercises. 

This survey gives Denbighshire Housing the 

opportunity to measure tenant and resident 

satisfaction and identify if they are meeting, 

exceeding or failing expectations. This 

satisfaction measurement is also about 

gathering robust, actionable data to inform 

business decisions on any changes to service 

delivery. 

The STAR questionnaire is designed to be 

flexible to cater to individual landlords’ 

performance management and 

benchmarking needs. A suite of “Core” 

questions are published by HouseMark, 

together with a much longer list of “Optional” 

questions. Landlords are able to choose from 

the optional questions, according to which 

services they want to measure, while the 

standardised list of core questions allows all 

landlords to gather general satisfaction 

information in the same way. 

Denbighshire’s 2021 STAR survey incorporates 

all 5 of the core questions together with 

additional sections on repairs, health & 

wellbeing, neighbourhoods & community, 

finance, covid-19 response, digital by choice, 

contact centre and priorities including the 

option to add any free text comments.  

For a better analysis of the information 

gathered from tenants, this report should be 

used in conjunction with other performance 

related information such as performance 

monitoring stats, customer transactional 

surveys carried out when a new tenant moves 

into their home or when repairs and 

maintenance jobs are carried out, other ad 

hoc tenant satisfaction surveys and customer 

complaints.

3. Methodology 
 

This is the fourth STAR survey that has been 

carried out by Denbighshire Housing since 

2015. 

A total 3,277 surveys were mailed out to 

tenants in our housing newsletter at the end of 

October 2020 with a closing date for returns of 

the 18th December 2020, however survey 

returns were accepted and added to the 

existing analysis up to the end of January 2021 

when they stopped coming in.  

The paper copy of the questionnaire was an 

insert in our bi-annual newsletter which 

included details of how to take part online 

through Microsoft Forms. A link to the survey 

was texted out to all tenants with further 

reminder text messages sent out. The survey 

was also promoted on Denbighshire Housing’s 

social network pages.  

In order to preserve confidentiality and 

encourage a sincere response from tenants, 

the questionnaire was anonymised as much as 

possible. For the purpose of identifying tenants 

who wished to be entered in to a prize draw, a 

unique reference was used. 

Following the successful return rate from the 

last survey we again added the opportunity for 

tenants to be entered into a prize draw for 

surveys returned within the first four weeks of 

the opening date as incentive to increase 

response rates.  Tenants who responded within 

this timescale were entered into a prize draw 

with five prizes of £100 each, given to the 

winners in the form of a gift card. 

The survey was presented at DTARF 

(Denbighshire Tenants and Residents 

Federation) prior to publication.  
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4. Statistical reliability and analysis 
 

The core questions used in this STAR 

questionnaire asked tenants how satisfied they 

are with particular service areas or service 

provision. There are five possible responses to 

these questions: Very Satisfied, Fairly Satisfied, 

Neither, Fairly Dissatisfied and Very Dissatisfied. 

For benchmarking purposes, the “Very 

Satisfied” and “Fairly Satisfied” responses are 

added together to produce an overall 

“satisfaction” figure for the service. It is this 

figure that is reported to HouseMark and allows 

for comparison with other landlords that 

engage with the STAR questionnaire. 

 

This report presents results using the following: 

 

 % satisfied = very satisfied + fairly 

satisfied  

 % neither 

 % dissatisfied = fairly dissatisfied + very 

dissatisfied 

 

All respondents were able to choose whether 

or not to answer each question.  This means 

that some questions may have fewer 

responses than others.  

Percentages displayed in the report have 

been rounded so may not always add up to 

100% and may differ slightly when compared 

with the appendices, however this is likely in 

most cases to be less than 1%. 

To provide further insight into the results, 

analysis by demographic groups and areas 

has been undertaken and drawn out in the 

report where possible. 

5. Questions 
 

Tenants were asked five core questions and a 

number of other questions based on specific 

themes. These covered:  

Overall 

 Quality of the home (Core) 

 Repairs and maintenance (Core) 

 Safe and secure home (Core) 

 Denbighshire Housing easy to deal with 

(Core) 

 Overall service (Core) 

 Denbighshire Housing listens and acts 

 Neighbourhood as a place to live 

 Value for money – Rent 

 Value for money – Service Charge 

 If dissatisfied, why and how could we 

improve? 

 

Repairs & maintenance 

 Repairs carried out in last 12 months 

 Easy to deal with 

 Attitude of staff 

 Quality of work 

 If dissatisfied, why and how could we 

improve? 

 

Health & wellbeing 

 Quality of life at home 

 Part of the community 

 Effective and efficient service 

 We care about our tenants and 

communities 

 Friendly and approachable staff 

 Feel valued as a tenant 

 If you disagree, what can you/we do to 

improve it? 

Community development 

 Type of community engagement you 

would like to see 

Neighbourhoods/Community 

 Problems in your community 

 Neighbourhood got better or worse – 

Why?
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Finance 

 Support with universal credit/other 

welfare benefits 

 Support with managing finances 

 If dissatisfied, why and how could we 

improve? 

Covid-19 response 

 Our services during Covid-19 

 Support call during Covid-19 

 How helpful were they to you? 

 What else could we have done during 

lockdown to help? 

 Methods of communication used during 

lockdown 

Digital by choice 

 Preferred methods of communication 

from Denbighshire Housing 

 Online methods of communication to 

engage with us 

Contact centre 

 Contacted Denbighshire Housing in last 

12 months 

 Ease of getting hold of the right person 

 Helpfulness of staff 

 Competence of staff 

 Staff to deal with your query quickly and 

efficiently 

 Quality of the information/advice you 

got from staff 

 Being kept informed 

 Overall ease of dealing with us 

 Outcome of your query 

 Most recent contact, how did you 

contact us? 

Overall 

 One thing to improve our services to 

you 

 Denbighshire Housing become better or 

worse last 12 month - Why? 

 List top 3 priorities 

Demographics 

 Area in which they live 

 Age category  

 

6. Core questions results 
 

We carried out the 2021 STAR survey for 

Denbighshire Housing tenants using the core 

set of questions from the STAR survey options in 

HouseMark with additional sections for tenants 

to answer questions based on specific themes 

and provide free text comments. 

381 completed surveys were received in total 

(12%), 119 paper copies, 262 online. These 

were entered onto Microsoft Forms for analysis. 

The overall results of the core questions are 

below;  

 79% of our tenants were satisfied with 

the overall service provided by 

Denbighshire Housing. 

 77% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the overall quality of their 

home.    

 71% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the overall repair service 

provided by Denbighshire Housing. 

 79% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied that Denbighshire Housing 

provides a home, that is safe and 

secure. 

 76% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied that Denbighshire Housing is 

easy to deal with. 

 

2017 and 2019 data comparisons can be 

found in appendix 5, page 31.
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7. Demographic groups and area analysis 
 

We have the demographic and area detail of 

379 respondents (99% of total submissions). 

 

Age 

 

The majority of responses at 40% (151) were 

age 65 and over with; 

 

16% age 55 – 64 11% age 25 - 34 

16% age 45 - 54 2% aged below 25 

14% age 35 – 44  

 

For context, the age profile of lead tenants in 

our stock is a little over 54% for tenants aged 55 

an over. 

 

Specific area response rate 

 

We grouped areas in to the towns and 

surrounding areas listed below based on our 

highest concentration of stock. For surrounding 

areas not listed we asked tenants to select the 

nearest town to where they live. A total of 379 

responded to the area question. 

 

Area 

N
u

m
b

e
r 

o
f 

re
sp

o
n

se
s 

%
 o

f 
to

ta
l 

re
sp

o
n

se
s 

N
u

m
b

e
r 

o
f 

p
ro

p
e

rt
ie

s 

%
 o

f 
to

ta
l 

p
ro

p
e

rt
ie

s 

Rhyl 100 26% 1108 9% 

Denbigh 66 17% 586 11% 

Ruthin 58 15% 380 15% 

Prestatyn 44 12% 264 17% 

Corwen 26 7% 259 10% 

St Asaph 20 5% 202 10% 

Llangollen 18 5% 139 13% 

Meliden 15 4% 114 13% 

Rhuddlan 13 3% 121 11% 

Bodelwyddan 10 3% 97 10% 

Dyserth 9 2% 109 8% 

 

The responses when matched against the 

stock in each area shows that Prestatyn had 

the highest return rate at 17%, followed closely 

by Ruthin at 15%, Llangollen and Meliden at 

13% and the remaining area between 8% to 

10%. 

8. Priorities 
 

We asked tenants to tell us what their top 3 

priorities are: 

The table below shows the priorities listed by 

highest number of responses: 

 

Priorities 
Number of 

responses 

Feeling safe and safety 113 

Neighbourhood and community 101 

Good neighbours 86 

Quality of their home 61 

Repairs & Maintenance 46 

Looking after home 38 

Rents 37 

Environment 31 

Customer service & communication 27 

Parking 23 

 

There were a selection of other priorities where 

10 or less people made reference to them, 

these included; 

 

 Cleanliness 

 Anti-Social Behaviour 

 Activities and amenities 

 Bins 

 Better traffic control measures and road 

conditions 

 Officer visit 

 Listen and act 

 Warden 

 Youths 

 Care of the elderly 

 Location 

 Moving home 

 Disability 

 

Further details on the priorities can be found in 

appendix 3, page 25.
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9. Areas for improvement 
 

Throughout the survey tenants were asked if 

dissatisfied how could we improve. 

 

The comments have been broken down into 

specific themes; 

 

Specific Theme Number 

Improve quality of property - Internal 59 

Improve communication 57 

Improve quality of property - External 35 

Carry out repairs quicker 32 

Improve customer service 30 

Improve quality of repairs 23 

Moving to a different property 23 

Reduce ASB in area 20 

Listen to tenants 19 

Introduce repairs appointments 15 

More home visits 14 

Improve parking facilities 13 

 

There were a selection of other improvement 

areas where 10 or less people made reference 

to them, these included; 

 

 Improve grounds maintenance 

 Improve online service 

 Reduce rent 

 Reduce fly tipping 

 More or improved amenities 

 Reduce dog fouling 

 Improve phone services 

 

Further details on the areas of improvement 

can be found in appendix 4, page 28.

10. Better or worse service 
 

We asked tenants if they felt the service had 

become better or worse in the last 12 months. 

 

The comments for a little better and much 

better have been combined and broken 

down into specific themes and the comments 

for a little worse and much worse have been 

combined and broken down into specific 

themes; 

 

Better 

Specific Theme Number 

Better customer service 20 

General  13 

Quicker response times 7 

Better communication 4 

Easier to contact  3 

Better property  2 

Better repairs service 1 

Better external area 1 

 

Worse 

Specific Theme Number 

Poor customer service 7 

Covid-19 related 7 

Outstanding repairs 7 

General 7 

Poor communication 4 

Poor external area 3 

Not listening to tenants 3 

Long waiting time on phone 1 

SARTH 1 
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11. Better or worse neighbourhood  
 

We asked tenants if they felt their 

neighbourhood had become better or worse 

in the last 12 months. 

 

The comments for a little better and much 

better have been combined and broken 

down into specific themes and the comments 

for a little worse and much worse have been 

combined and broken down into specific 

themes; 

 

Better 

Specific Theme Number 

Better community  9 

Less ASB 7 

Less noise 4 

Moved to a better area 2 

Less rubbish 2 

 

Worse 

Specific Theme Number 

ASB 34 

Noise 13 

Dangerous/Lack of parking 8 

Rubbish/Fly tipping 6 

Dog fouling 5 

Floods 1 

12. Where we have high or low satisfaction  
 

The top five questions which received the 

highest levels of satisfaction are: 

 

 Attitude of repairs and maintenance 

staff – 90% 

 We have friendly and approachable 

staff – 86% 

 Helpfulness of staff – 82% 

 Competence of staff – 81% 

 Quality of repairs work – 81% 

 

The top five questions which received the 

highest levels of dissatisfaction are: 

 

 Neighbourhood has got worse – 20% 

 Being kept informed – 20% 

 Outcome of your query – 18% 

 Overall repair service provided – 17% 

 Listening to views and acting upon 

them – 16% 
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13. Taking the results forward 
 

The top priorities drawn from this survey are: 

 

 Feeling safe and safety 

 Neighbourhood and community 

 Good neighbours 

 Quality of their home 

 Repairs & Maintenance 

 Looking after home 

 Rents 

 Environment 

 Customer service and communication 

 Parking 

 

From the 2021 STAR Survey results and other 

information we have gathered from ongoing 

projects, transactional surveys and customer 

complaints, suggestions and compliments, we 

will be focussing on the below over the next 12 

months:  

 Developing our community development 

plan, by talking to tenants about how we 

can take the feedback forward. 

 Talking with our tenants more about how 

they can shape our services. 

 Looking at more ways to work with our 

communities. 

 Improving our digital communities by using 

email and texting being available. 

To keep in line with the local authorities housing 

sector benchmarking in Wales, and to continue 

to have tenants input into shaping our services, 

we will be sending out our STAR Survey again 

this autumn for tenants to complete.

14. Progress from the 2019 survey results 
 

The past two years have seen some significant 

changes for Denbighshire Housing despite 

2020 being a challenging year as the Covid 

Pandemic has disrupted much of our plans 

but particularly the lockdown has affected 

our ability to engage effectively with our 

customers and their communities.  We 

continue to raise our standards to the highest 

possible level working with our tenants to 

achieve this.  

  
You said we did 

Based on the results of the 2019 STAR survey, 

we have invested significantly in the following 

areas: 

 Modernised our Repairs and Maintenance 

service and updated the systems that we 

use in order to provide a more streamlined 

service from reporting a repair to a trade 

operative attending to carry out the work.  

 Developed a dedicated Contact Centre 

as a first point of contact for all of our calls. 

We have changed the way that our 

neighbourhood and income officer’s work, to 

better improve customer service.  The new 

‘Housing Officers’ are more generic roles, 

allowing the service to get to know you our 

tenants and communities better, support a 

more engaged approach and be more 

modern and efficient. 
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APPENDIX 1 - Survey data tables & charts 

How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall quality of your 

home? 

 Thinking specifically about the building you live in, how satisfied or 

dissatisfied are you that Denbighshire Housing provides a home, that 

is safe and secure? 

Answered question: 379 

Skipped question: 2 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 42% 158 

Fairly satisfied 35% 134 

Neither 8% 31 

Fairly dissatisfied 10% 37 

Very dissatisfied 5% 19 

 

 

Answered question: 380 

Skipped question: 1 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 54% 204 

Fairly satisfied 26% 98 

Neither 8% 31 

Fairly dissatisfied 7% 26 

Very dissatisfied 5% 21 

 

   

How satisfied or dissatisfied are you that Denbighshire Housing is easy 

to deal with? 

 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you that we listen to your views and 

act upon them? 

Answered question: 376 

Skipped question: 5 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 47% 177 

Fairly satisfied 29% 108 

Neither 11% 40 

Fairly dissatisfied 7% 28 

Very dissatisfied 6% 23 

 

Answered question: 376 

Skipped question: 5 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 34% 128 

Fairly satisfied 33% 125 

Neither 17% 62 

Fairly dissatisfied 9% 35 

Very dissatisfied 7% 26 
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How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your neighbourhood as a 

place to live? 

 
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you that your rent provides value for 

money? 

Answered question: 375 

Skipped question: 6 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 49% 184 

Fairly satisfied 30% 113 

Neither 9% 32 

Fairly dissatisfied 5% 20 

Very dissatisfied 7% 26 

 

 

Answered question: 371 

Skipped question: 10 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 48% 179 

Fairly satisfied 31% 113 

Neither 11% 42 

Fairly dissatisfied 6% 23 

Very dissatisfied 4% 14 

 

   

How satisfied or dissatisfied are you that your service charge provides 

value for money? 

 Thinking about your recent repair, how satisfied or dissatisfied were 

you with the overall repair service provided by Denbighshire 

Housing on this occasion? 

Answered question: 364 

Skipped question: 17 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 36% 129 

Fairly satisfied 24% 88 

Neither 26% 96 

Fairly dissatisfied 9% 34 

Very dissatisfied 5% 17 

 

Answered question: 373 

Skipped question: 8 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 48% 180 

Fairly satisfied 23% 86 

Neither 12% 45 

Fairly dissatisfied 9% 34 

Very dissatisfied 8% 28 
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Taking everything into consideration, how satisfied or dissatisfied are 

you with the service provided by Denbighshire Housing? 

 
Thinking about the LAST time you had repairs carried out, how 

satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following: Easy to deal with 

Answered question: 375 

Skipped question: 6 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 43% 159 

Fairly satisfied 36% 136 

Neither 9% 34 

Fairly dissatisfied 6% 23 

Very dissatisfied 6% 23 

 

 

Answered question: 274 

Skipped question: 107 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 58% 160 

Fairly satisfied 21% 58 

Neither 11% 29 

Fairly dissatisfied 6% 15 

Very dissatisfied 4% 12 

 

   

Thinking about the LAST time you had repairs carried out, how 

satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following: Attitude of the 

staff 

 Thinking about the LAST time you had repairs carried out, how 

satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the following: Overall quality of 

the work 

Answered question: 251 

Skipped question: 130 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 73% 184 

Fairly satisfied 17% 43 

Neither 3% 8 

Fairly dissatisfied 3% 6 

Very dissatisfied 4% 10 

 

Answered question: 256 

Skipped question: 125 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 65% 156 

Fairly satisfied 21% 51 

Neither 0% 0 

Fairly dissatisfied 8% 18 

Very dissatisfied 6% 14 
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? I have a 

good quality of life in my home 

 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? I feel 

part of the community 

Answered question: 369 

Skipped question: 12 

Answer Options % Count 

Agree strongly 35% 130 

Agree 44% 163 

Neither 12% 45 

Disagree 5% 16 

Strongly disagree 4% 15 

 

 

Answered question: 329 

Skipped question: 52 

Answer Options % Count 

Agree strongly 26% 84 

Agree 44% 144 

Neither 21% 70 

Disagree 6% 21 

Strongly disagree 3% 10 

 

   

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? We 

provide an effective and efficient service 

 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? We 

care about our tenants and communities 

Answered question: 369 

Skipped question: 12 

Answer Options % Count 

Agree strongly 28% 103 

Agree 49% 181 

Neither 14% 52 

Disagree 6% 22 

Strongly disagree 3% 11 

 

Answered question: 336 

Skipped question: 45 

Answer Options % Count 

Agree strongly 26% 86 

Agree 45% 153 

Neither 17% 57 

Disagree 9% 31 

Strongly disagree 3% 9 
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? We 

have friendly and approachable staff 

 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? You feel 

valued as a tenant 

Answered question: 343 

Skipped question: 38 

Answer Options % Count 

Agree strongly 38% 130 

Agree 48% 166 

Neither 9% 29 

Disagree 4% 14 

Strongly disagree 1% 4 

 

 

Answered question: 345 

Skipped question: 36 

Answer Options % Count 

Agree strongly 27% 93 

Agree 41% 142 

Neither 19% 65 

Disagree 9% 32 

Strongly disagree 4% 13 

 

   

Excluding the recent lockdown period, in the last three years, would 

you say your neighbourhood has got better or worse? 

 Thinking about your rent and income, how satisfied or dissatisfied 

are you with the advice and support you receive from Denbighshire 

Housing with claiming universal credit, housing benefit and other 

welfare benefits? 

Answered question: 352 

Skipped question: 29 

Answer Options % Count 

Much better 13% 44 

A little better 13% 47 

No change 54% 191 

A little worse 13% 44 

Much worse 7% 26 

 

Answered question: 284 

Skipped question: 97 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 43% 121 

Fairly satisfied 26% 74 

Neither 25% 70 

Fairly dissatisfied 4% 12 

Very dissatisfied 2% 7 
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Thinking about your rent and income, how satisfied or dissatisfied are 

you with the advice and support you receive from Denbighshire 

Housing with managing your finances, paying rent and service 

charges? 

 

How do you feel we managed our services to you during COVID-19? 

Answered question: 281 

Skipped question: 100 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 39% 110 

Fairly satisfied 31% 86 

Neither 24% 69 

Fairly dissatisfied 3% 8 

Very dissatisfied 3% 8 

 

 

Answered question: 368 

Skipped question: 13 

Answer Options % Count 

Very good 39% 144 

Fairly good 30% 111 

No change 20% 75 

Fairly poor 8% 29 

Very poor 3% 9 

 

   

If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the ease of getting 

hold of the right person? 

 If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the helpfulness of 

staff? 

Answered question: 323 

Skipped question: 58 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 40% 129 

Fairly satisfied 33% 107 

Neither 14% 46 

Fairly dissatisfied 6% 18 

Very dissatisfied 7% 23 

 

Answered question: 306 

Skipped question: 75 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 52% 160 

Fairly satisfied 29% 90 

Neither 9% 26 

Fairly dissatisfied 6% 17 

Very dissatisfied 4% 13 
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If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with competence of 

staff? 

 If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the ability of staff 

to deal with your query quickly and efficiently? 

Answered question: 296 

Skipped question: 85 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 46% 138 

Fairly satisfied 35% 103 

Neither 11% 32 

Fairly dissatisfied 5% 15 

Very dissatisfied 3% 8 

 

 

Answered question: 307 

Skipped question: 74 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 45% 137 

Fairly satisfied 32% 97 

Neither 9% 29 

Fairly dissatisfied 8% 26 

Very dissatisfied 6% 18 

 

   

If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the quality of the 

information / advice you got from staff? 

 If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with being kept 

informed? 

Answered question: 295 

Skipped question: 86 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 44% 131 

Fairly satisfied 30% 89 

Neither 13% 39 

Fairly dissatisfied 7% 20 

Very dissatisfied 6% 16 

 

Answered question: 294 

Skipped question: 87 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 34% 99 

Fairly satisfied 29% 84 

Neither 18% 53 

Fairly dissatisfied 9% 27 

Very dissatisfied 10% 31 
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If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the overall ease of 

dealing with us? 

 If you have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 

months how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the outcome of 

your query? 

Answered question: 300 

Skipped question: 81 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 46% 136 

Fairly satisfied 30% 91 

Neither 13% 39 

Fairly dissatisfied 7% 21 

Very dissatisfied 4% 13 

 

 

Answered question: 291 

Skipped question: 90 

Answer Options % Count 

Very satisfied 40% 117 

Fairly satisfied 28% 81 

Neither 14% 41 

Fairly dissatisfied 8% 23 

Very dissatisfied 10% 29 

 

   

Do you feel Denbighshire Housing's services have become better or 

worse in the last 12 months? 

 Have you had any repairs carried out in your property in the last 12 

months? 

Answered question: 358 

Skipped question: 23 

Answer Options % Count 

Much better 17% 61 

A little better 12% 44 

No change 56% 199 

A little worse 11% 39 

Much worse 4% 15 

 

Answered question: 376 

Skipped question: 5 

Answer Options % Count 

Yes 73% 275 

No 27% 101 
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Do you feel any of the following are a problem in your community? 

 

 

0 50 100 150 200 250

Car Parking

Rubbish/Litter

Noisy neighbours

Racial or other harassment

Vandalism and graffiti

Drug use or dealing

Noise from traffic

Dog fouling/dog mess

Other problems with pets and animals

Disruptive children/teenagers

Drunk or rowdy behaviour

People damaging your property

Other crime

Car Parking
Rubbish/Litt

er
Noisy

neighbours

Racial or
other

harassment

Vandalism
and graffiti

Drug use or
dealing

Noise from
traffic

Dog
fouling/dog

mess

Other
problems
with pets

and animals

Disruptive
children/tee

nagers

Drunk or
rowdy

behaviour

People
damaging

your
property

Other crime

Before lockdown 50 39 34 20 15 25 21 34 19 24 22 15 13

During lockdown 10 14 12 5 4 9 2 11 3 8 7 4 4

After lockdown 7 12 2 1 0 0 4 5 3 1 0 0 2

Always been a problem 135 76 44 10 19 61 24 116 22 35 30 8 15
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What type of community engagement would you like to see? 

 

Answered question: 308 

Skipped question: 73 

 

Have you used any of the following? 

 

Answered question: 316 

Skipped question: 65 
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What method of communication would you prefer from 

Denbighshire Housing? 

 What online methods of communication would you use to engage 

with us, if available? 

 

Answered question: 377 

Skipped question: 4 

 

 

Answered question: 332 

Skipped question: 49 

 
 

 

Have you contacted Denbighshire Housing in the last 12 months? 
 Thinking about the most recent contact with Denbighshire Housing, 

how did you contact us? 

Answered question: 376 

Skipped question: 5 

Answer Options % Count 

Yes 88% 332 

No 12% 44 
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APPENDIX 2 - Area and age analysis data tables 

Area 

We have the demographic and area detail of 

379 respondents (99% of total submissions). 

Area  Number  %  

Rhyl 100 26% 

Denbigh 66 17% 

Ruthin 58 15% 

Prestatyn 44 12% 

Corwen 26 7% 

St Asaph 20 5% 

Llangollen 18 5% 

Meliden 15 4% 

Rhuddlan 13 3% 

Bodelwyddan 10 3% 

Dyserth 9 2% 

 

Age split by area 

Area 
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Rhyl 3 12 14 18 15 38 

Denbigh 4 9 8 9 9 27 

Ruthin 0 7 6 6 10 28 

Prestatyn 0 2 7 2 11 22 

Corwen 2 3 3 5 5 8 

St Asaph 0 3 4 2 3 8 

Llangollen 0 3 2 2 1 10 

Meliden 0 0 3 8 2 2 

Rhuddlan 0 1 2 5 2 3 

Bodelwyddan 0 0 4 2 3 1 

Dyserth 0 3 1 1 1 3 

 

 

Age 

For context, 54% of lead tenants in our stock 

are aged 55 and over. 

Age Profile Number % 

Below 25 9 2% 

25 – 34 43 11% 

35 – 44 54 14% 

45 – 54 60 16% 

55 – 64 62 16% 

65 and over 151 40% 

Based on the information above we could 

confidently say that over 50% of responses 

were from tenants in sheltered 

accommodation. 

 

Overall service satisfaction split by age 
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Below 25 1 5 2 1 0 

25 - 34 9 20 4 6 4 

35 - 44 20 21 6 3 4 

45 - 54 19 26 10 4 1 

55 - 64 26 24 4 1 6 

65 and over 83 40 8 8 8 
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Overall service satisfaction split by area 
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Rhyl 35 42 9 7 6 

Denbigh 25 22 7 4 5 

Ruthin 31 17 2 3 3 

Prestatyn 24 11 3 2 4 

Corwen 5 14 3 2 1 

St Asaph 6 8 4 1 1 

Llangollen 7 7 0 1 2 

Meliden 7 4 2 2 0 

Rhuddlan 7 4 2 0 0 

Bodelwyddan 4 5 1 0 0 

Dyserth 6 1 1 0 1 

 

The table below shows the number of each 

response as a percentage of the total 

responses for that area. 
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Rhyl 35% 42% 9% 7% 6% 

Denbigh 40% 35% 11% 6% 8% 

Ruthin 54% 30% 4% 7% 5% 

Prestatyn 55% 25% 7% 5% 9% 

Corwen 20% 56% 12% 8% 4% 

St Asaph 30% 40% 20% 5% 5% 

Llangollen 41% 41% 0% 6% 12% 

Meliden 47% 27% 13% 13% 0% 

Rhuddlan 54% 31% 15% 0% 0% 

Bodelwyddan 40% 50% 10% 0% 0% 

Dyserth 67% 11% 11% 0% 11% 

Neighbourhood better or worse split by area 
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Rhyl 11 14 49 12 8 

Denbigh 6 8 30 6 11 

Ruthin 9 7 32 3 2 

Prestatyn 5 6 24 6 0 

Corwen 2 2 12 3 2 

St Asaph 4 2 10 2 0 

Llangollen 1 1 9 2 2 

Meliden 2 0 9 4 0 

Rhuddlan 2 2 7 1 1 

Bodelwyddan 0 3 5 1 0 

Dyserth 1 2 2 4 0 
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Appendix 3 – Priorities 

Priorities breakdown 

 

Feeling safe and safety 

 

113 people highlighted feeling safe and safety 

within their top 3 priorities, this included; 

 Safety in general 

 Feeling safe in their home 

 Feeling safe in the community 

 Having a safe environment for children 

 

Neighbourhood and community / Good 

neighbours 

 

101 people chose neighbourhood and 

community and 86 people chose good 

neighbours as a priority, this included; 

 Clean and tidy area 

 Friendly community 

 Activities for children 

 Helping neighbours 

 Peaceful neighbourhood 

 Spaces for community to meet 

 

Quality of home 

 

61 people said the quality of their home was a 

priority for them which included; 

 Comfortable and warm home 

 External appearance of property 

 Well maintained home 

 

Repairs and maintenance 

 

46 people stated that repairs and 

maintenance was a priority for them which 

included; 

 Repairs in general 

 Repairs carried out quickly 

 Good quality repairs 

 

Looking after home 

 

38 people chose looking after their home as a 

priority for them which included; 

 Keeping home clean and tidy 

 Keeping garden well maintained 

Rent 

 

37 people chose rent as a priority for them 

which included; 

 Affordable rent 

 Value for money 

 

Environment 

 

31 people highlighted environment within their 

top 3 priorities, this included; 

 Clean and tidy area 

 Fly tipping 

 Dog fouling 

 

Customer service and communication 

 

27 people said that customer service and 

communication was a priority for them which 

included; 

 Being kept informed 

 Helpful staff 

 

Parking 

 

23 people chose parking as a priority. 

 

 

There were a selection of other priorities where 

10 or less people made reference to them, 

these included; 

 Cleanliness 

 Anti-Social Behaviour 

 Activities and amenities 

 Bins 

 Better traffic control measures and road 

conditions 

 Officer visit 

 Listen and act 

 Warden 

 Youths 

 Care of the elderly 

 Location 

 Moving home 

 Disability
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Priorities split by area 
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Feeling safe and safety 4 6 20 3 9 4 13 1 27 20 6 

Neighbourhood and community 4 3 15 5 5 2 10 4 27 21 5 

Good neighbours 1 6 15 1 3 5 12 5 20 14 4 

Quality of their home 2 5 7 2 2 2 5 3 26 4 3 

Repairs & Maintenance 0 3 6 0 2 4 7 4 13 3 4 

Looking after home 1 3 9 0 0 1 8 1 7 4 4 

Rents 0 1 5 1 0 3 7 0 12 5 3 

Environment 2 1 5 0 2 2 5 0 7 4 3 

Customer service and communication 1 3 3 0 1 2 3 1 7 5 1 

Parking 0 3 4 2 2 2 3 0 5 1 1 

Other – Comments of 10 or less people as a common theme 3 1 10 3 2 2 7 1 14 10 5 

 

Feeling safe and safety came top or joint top in 7 out of the 11 areas. Dyserth and Ruthin saw Neighbourhood and community as the top priority 

and Meliden and Ruthin chose good neighbours as the top priority.
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Top 3 priorities broken down by area 

 

Bodelwyddan 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Quality of home, Environment and Bins 

 

Corwen 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Good neighbours 

3 Quality of home 

 

Denbigh 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Good neighbours 

 

Dyserth & Prestatyn 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Good neighbours 

 

Llangollen 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Good neighbours 

 

Meliden 

Priority Description 

1 Good neighbours 

2 Feeling safe and safety 

3 Repairs & maintenance 

Rhuddlan 

Priority Description 

1 Good neighbours 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Repairs & maintenance 

 

Rhyl 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Quality of home 

 

Ruthin 

Priority Description 

1 Neighbourhood and community 

2 Feeling safe and safety 

3 Good neighbours 

 

St Aspah 

Priority Description 

1 Feeling safe and safety 

2 Neighbourhood and community 

3 Good neighbours, Repairs, Looking after 

home 
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Appendix 4 – Areas for improvement 

Areas of improvement breakdown 

 

Improve quality of property - Internal  

 

61 people said they wanted the inside of their 

property improving, this included; 

 Damp 

 Electrics 

 Heating 

 Windows 

 New kitchen 

 

Improve communication  

 

57 people stated that Denbighshire Housing 

needs to improve its communication, this 

included; 

 Responding to queries quicker 

 More communication about events in 

area 

 Time scales for repairs 

 Regular updates when issues are being 

dealt with 

 

Improve quality of property - External  

 

35 people said they wanted the outside of 

their property improving, this included; 

 Fencing 

 Garden 

 Roof 

 Drains 

 

Carry out repairs quicker 

 

34 people stated that they want Denbighshire 

Housing to carry out repairs quicker. 

 

Improve customer service 

 

31 people said that Denbighshire Housing 

needs to improve their customer service, which 

included; 

 Staff should be more helpful 

 Staff should be more knowledgeable 

 Staff should have a better attitude 

Improve quality of repairs 

 

23 people said that Denbighshire Housing 

needs to improve the quality of their repairs, 

which included; 

 Getting the repair right first time 

 

Moving to a different property 

 

23 people stated that they would be more 

satisfied if they were moved to a different 

property/area.   

 

Reduce ASB in area 

 

20 people said that they wanted the ASB in 

their area dealt with, this included; 

 Drugs 

 Noise 

 Vandalism 

 

Listen to tenants 

 

19 people stated that Denbighshire Housing 

needs to listen to what their tenants are saying. 

 

Introduce repairs appointments 

 

15 people said they would like to be able to 

be given appointments for repairs work. 

 

More home visits 

 

14 people said they wanted more home visits 

from their Housing Officer/Maintenance 

Officer. 

 

Improve parking facilities 

 

13 people said they would like more parking 

spaces and for them to be controlled better. 

 

There were a selection of other improvement 

areas where 10 or less people made reference 

to them, these included; 

 

 Improve grounds maintenance 

 Improve online service 

 Reduce rent 

 Reduce fly tipping 

 More or improved amenities 

 Reduce dog fouling 

 Improve phone servicesPage 244
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Areas for improvement split by area 
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Improve quality of property - Internal 2 5 13 0 1 1 6 2 16 6 9 

Improve communication 0 10 5 0 7 6 3 0 15 9 2 

Improve quality of property - External 3 4 6 1 2 1 5 1 10 0 2 

Carry out repairs quicker 0 2 11 2 1 2 3 0 8 5 0 

Improve customer service 0 2 11 1 2 1 3 0 5 4 2 

Improve quality of repairs 1 2 8 1 1 0 1 0 3 3 3 

Moving to a different property 0 0 7 2 0 0 3 0 9 0 2 

Reduce ASB in area 0 2 11 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 

Listen to tenants 0 4 4 0 1 1 0 0 7 1 1 

Introduce repairs appointments 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 1 

More home visits 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 3 1 0 

Improve parking facilities 0 0 2 0 2 1 3 0 5 0 0 

Other – Comments of 10 or less people as a common theme 1 1 5 0 0 1 2 0 8 4 1 

 

Improve quality of property - Internal came top or joint top in 5 out of the 11 areas. Improve communication also came top or joint top in 5 out of 

the 11 areas with Improve quality of property - External  and Carry out repairs quicker coming top in the other 2 areas.
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Top 3 areas for improvement broken down by area

Bodelwyddan 

Priority Description 

1 Improve quality of property - External 

2 Improve quality of property - Internal 

3 Improve quality of repairs 

 

Corwen 

Priority Description 

1 Improve communication 

2 Improve quality of property - Internal 

3 Improve quality of property – External, 

Listen to tenants 

 

Denbigh 

Priority Description 

1 Improve quality of property - Internal 

2 Carry out repairs quicker 

3 Improve customer service, Reduce ASB 

in area 

 

Dyserth & Prestatyn 

Priority Description 

1 Improve quality of property - Internal 

2 Improve quality of property - External 

3 Carry out repairs quicker, Moving to a 

different property 

 

Llangollen 

Priority Description 

1 Improve communication 

2 Improve quality of property - External 

3 Improve customer service, Improve 

parking facilities 

Meliden 

Priority Description 

1 Improve communication 

2 Carry out repairs quicker 

3 Improve quality of property - Internal 

 

Rhuddlan 

Priority Description 

1 Improve quality of property - Internal 

2 Improve quality of property - External 

3 Introduce repairs appointments 

 

Rhyl 

Priority Description 

1 Improve quality of property - Internal 

2 Improve communication 

3 Improve quality of property - External 

 

Ruthin 

Priority Description 

1 Improve communication 

2 Improve quality of property - Internal 

3 Introduce repairs appointments 

 

St Aspah 

Priority Description 

1 Improve quality of property - Internal 

2 Improve quality of repairs 

3 Improve communication 
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APPENDIX 5 – 2019 and 2021 data comparisons 

 

For this survey comparison between the 2019 

and 2021 results, the overall satisfaction has 

been calculated by adding very satisfied and 

fairly satisfied together. 

 

Measure for the survey comparison includes 

the first two scale point options; 

 2019 = very satisfied and fairly satisfied. 

 2021 = very satisfied and fairly satisfied. 

 

Quality of the home 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you with the 

overall quality of your home?’ results showed: 

 77% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the overall quality of their 

home. This is a 13% decrease when 

compared with the 2019 STAR results of 

90%. 
 

Denbighshire Housing listens and acts 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you that 

Denbighshire Housing listens and acts?’ results 

showed: 

 67% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with that Denbighshire Housing 

listens and acts. This is an 8% decrease 

when compared with the 2019 STAR of 

75%. 
 

Neighbourhood 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you with your 

neighbourhood as a place to live?’ results 

showed: 

 79% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the overall 

Neighbourhood. This is a 9% decrease 

when compared with the 2019 STAR 

results of 88%. 

 

Value for money - Rent 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you that your 

rent provides value for money?’ results 

showed: 

 79% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the rent. This is a 10% 

decrease when compared with the 

2019 STAR results of 89%. 

Value for money – Service charge 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you that your 

service charge provides value for money?’ 

results showed: 

 60% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the service charge.  This is 

a 12% decrease when compared with 

the 2019 STAR results of 72%.  

Repairs & maintenance 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you that 

Denbighshire Housing Services deals with 

repairs & maintenance?’ results showed: 

 71% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with that Denbighshire Housing 

deals with repairs & maintenance. This is 

an 18% decrease when compared with 

the 2019 STAR results of 89%. 

Overall service 

When asked ‘How satisfied are you with the 

service provided by Denbighshire Housing?’ 

results showed: 

 79% of our tenants said they were 

satisfied with the service Denbighshire 

Housing provides. This is a 12% decrease 

compared with the 2019 STAR results of 

91%.
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2017 verses 2019 verses 2021 - Comparison charts 

% satisfied with overall quality of their home 
 

% satisfied with their neighbourhood as a place to live 

 

 

 
   

% satisfied that their rent provides value for money 
 

% satisfied that their service charges provide value for money 
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% satisfied that we listen to their views and act upon them 
 

% satisfied with the way we deal with repairs and maintenance 

 

 

 
   

% satisfied with the overall service provided by Denbighshire Housing 
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APPENDIX 2 - Community Housing STAR Action Plan 2021 

Issue Action  By  

Dampness / 
Heating 
 

We will continue to optimise opportunities to 
retrofit our housing stock to improve energy 
performance and improve heating systems in 
accordance with our Asset Management Plan. 
 
Raise awareness of the support to tackle fuel 
poverty and improve how staff communicate 
with households around condensation.  

On- going 
 
 
 
 
Autumn / 
Winter 
2021/22 

Repairs service - 
Denbigh 

We will review our programmes and repairs 
requests data in the area to see if we can 
identify any themes. 

October 
2021 

Communications  
 
 

We will introduce more robust monitoring of 
responses to ensure staff respond promptly to 
customer enquiries. 
 
We will also recommence our work, when safe 
to do so, on undertaking regular routine visits to 
our tenants which will improve our face to face 
interactions.  

September 
2021 
 
 
September 
2021 

Neighbourhood 
& Community 
 
 

Deliver a programme of summer events and 
roadshows to help us re-engage and also 
discuss this action plan. 
  
Deliver a programme of activities at our 
community centres and estates. 
 
We will continue to support and develop our 
relationship with our Tenants Federation 
(DTARF) and the network of local residents 
groups 

Summer 
2021 
 
 
Summer 
2021 
 
 
 
July 2021 

Feeling Safe  
 
 

Develop a programme of events to develop 
Neighbourliness and strong community support. 
 
Review our approach to dealing with anti-social 
neighbours 

Summer 
2021 

Digital Access  Investigate implementation of an access portal 
for tenants as part of our ICT improvements. 

March 
2022 

Monitoring  
 

Undertake the STAR survey in Winter 2021/22 
to comply with Welsh Government’s 
requirement for data from all social landlords 
across Wales by April 2022.  

April 2022 
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Report to Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Date of report 1st July 2021 

Lead Member / Officer Julian Thompson Hill/Steve Gadd, Head of Finance and 

Property 

Report author Head of Finance and Property 

Title Denbighshire County Council Coronavirus Response: 

Infrastructure – Council Buildings 

1. Purpose of the Report 

1.1  To update the Scrutiny Committee on the progress of the Infrastructure – Council 

Buildings recovery theme as set out in the ‘Denbighshire County Council Coronavirus 

Response: Planning for Recovery’ report agreed by the Senior Leadership Team 

(SLT) and Cabinet. This is a follow up report to the initial update presented to your 

meeting on the 3rd September. 

2. What is the reason for making this report? 

2.1  To outline progress around: 

• Office Building working arrangements 

• Building Maintenance update 

2.2  To enable Members to fulfil their scrutiny role by examining these issues. 

3. What are the Recommendations? 

3.1  For the contents of the report to be discussed. 
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4. Report details 

4.1  The paper does not include Schools or Housing Stock in detail as these come under 

separate Recovery Themes. Although briefly mentioned below the New Ways of 

Working (NWOW) programme is a wide ranging programme that is being led by Alan 

Smith and is now not part of the initial recovery themes. The updates below show 

that we are in a good position going forward and will be able to adapt to the changing 

national and local situation.  

It should also be noted that the Facilities Management Team have now transferred 

from Highways and Environmental Services to Finance and Property which should 

improve efficient working going forward and help with the delivery of the NWOW 

project, briefly mentioned below. 

4.2  Office Buildings Working Arrangements – reiteration of current guidance 

Appendix 1 is a report that has been developed by Tom Booty in consultation with 

the Business Continuity Group. It details: 

 The offices the guidance will apply to (although the guidance includes good source 

of advice for other properties also) 

 General Advice and Principles including advice around staff displaying symptoms 

 Basic infection prevention measures 

 Detailed work guidelines 

4.3  Health and Safety 

A sample / template Risk Assessment has been developed and is included as 

Appendix 2. However, it needs to be stressed that the contents of the template are 

not exhaustive but can be used to help develop a risk assessment relevant to each 

Service, Teams and / or activities. Each Service needs to undertake their own risk 

assessment in relation to the work activities of their staff to prevent or reduce any 

potential risk of exposure to Coronavirus. 

It is important to note that Health and Safety is a statutory duty and needs to be 

taken seriously for the health of all our staff and residents. 
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4.4  Latest Position Statement 

The current position on returning to work in Denbighshire is that we are following the 

current Welsh Government (WG) guidelines, and where staff can work from home 

they should continue to do so. Although rates have dropped significantly the 

coronavirus is still present in our communities and the risk of infection remains, and 

there is a particular concern about some of the new variants as recent events have 

shown. Working from home rather than in a communal office environment clearly 

reduces the risk of infection. 

There is an existing provision for staff to attend the office workplace in circumstances 

where there is a compelling business need, or for wellbeing issues. In these cases, 

approval from the relevant Head of Service is required, and once given the individual 

attending the office should inform the Facilities Team when and where they are 

attending by contacting FMU Facilities Team. Staff who do attend the office 

workplace should adhere to the guidance and ensure they sign-in and out of the 

offices in the log books provided at the entrances. 

When WG guidelines change, in the medium-term we are looking to put in place 

arrangements for a rota system for attendance at the office workplace, so that when 

WG do relax their work from home message, we are prepared and will manage 

attendance. The agreed system is that all Heads of Service/Middle Managers will 

schedule which of their staff can attend the office workplace on which days, so for 

example one team may be allowed to attend on Mondays and Wednesdays, and an 

alternative team on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This should ensure no more than 50% 

of staff are in attendance at any one time and allow adequate social distancing. A 

form for all Heads of Service/Middle Managers to complete will be circulated shortly 

to enable this timetable to be put in place. 

The Service is involved in three aspects of the New Ways of Working Project which, 

as a programme, is led by Alan Smith. 

 Finance – ensuring the project is resourced properly ensuring that opportunities for 

efficiencies are maximised 

 Strategic Assets –aligning the emerging corporate priorities over the next 5 years 

including: 

- Climate & Ecological Change Strategy 
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- 21st Century Schools (Band B) 

- New Ways of Working (NWOW) 

- Regeneration 

From a Workplace Design and Facilities Management perspective (which is now 

under Finance and Property), it is expected that attendance post-COVID at the office 

workplace will be far lower than pre-COVID levels, with perhaps between 20% to 

40% of staff attending the workplace on any working day.  Furthermore, the reasons 

people attend the workplace is more likely to be driven by the need to meet and 

collaborate with others rather than to undertake day to day transactional operations 

which can be undertaken at home.  From a property perspective, these changes 

have implications that mean we need to reconsider what we provide in terms of office 

accommodation.   

4.5  Buildings Infrastructure 

Building Maintenance (Corporate) 

Business as usual was maintained throughout the Pandemic and lock-down periods. 

Reactive repairs reduced as a result of decreased building utilisation which enabled 

more focus on larger planned and capital maintenance projects. Contractor and 

materials availability were impacted for a short period initially while suitable 

measures were put in place following risk assessments and clarification of Welsh 

Government guidance. 

Design & Construction 

Business as usual was maintained throughout the Pandemic and lock-down periods. 

Initial disruption was minimal due to remote working options already being 

established within the team. Minor disruptions were experienced shortly during the 

initial uncertainty surrounding the unknown impact of the pandemic and emerging 

measures and while remote working practices were established in the private sector 

and appropriate measures developed for safe working on construction sites. 

Fortunately, on site activity at the start of the pandemic was relatively low with the 

majority of schemes being in the design/tender stages. 
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5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate 
Priorities? 

5.1. Enabling staff to carry out their roles efficiently and effectively will help ensure that 

the Corporate Priorities can continue to be delivered and achieved. 

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services? 

6.1. The short term costs have involved the purchasing of signage and personal 

protective equipment (PPE) items such as hand sanitiser. Most of these initial costs 

were able to be claimed from the WG Covid 19 Local Authority Hardship Fund. No 

major works have been necessary to date.   

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact 
Assessment? 

7.1. It is felt that a Well-being Impact Assessment is not required for this paper.  

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny 
and others? 

8.1. The contents of the report were discussed with the Lead Member, SLT, Informal 

Cabinet and Trade Unions during May 2020. Informal Cabinet (June 2020). Regular 

updates have been provided to CET and SLT during the year as required. Further 

discussions and consultation will be carried as and when new guidance is required.   

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement 

9.1. Financial implications are set out in Section 6. 

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to 
reduce them? 

10.1 The risks of not getting this right could have huge impact on the health and well-

being of staff and visitors. Specific risks are detailed in the appendices and the 

specific risk assessments for each service area will identify and mitigate service 

specific risks. 
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11. Power to make the decision 

11.1 Scrutiny’s powers in relation to the matter are set out in Section 21 of the Local 

Government Act 2000 and Section 7.4 of the Council’s Constitution. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Guidance for Managers & Staff 

Social Distancing in the office workplace 

 
VER: DRAFT 0.5 / May 2020 

 

THIS GUIDANCE APPLIES AT THE FOLLOWING MAIN OFFICES: 
 

Property Location Managing Service 

County Hall Ruthin HFES (FMU) 

Caledfryn Denbigh HFES (FMU) 

Russell House Rhyl HFES (FMU) 

 

AND THE FOLLOWING ANCILLARY OFFICES: 
 

Property Location Managing Service 

DCC Resource Centre, 19 Bedford Street Rhyl CSS 

Brickfield Pond Unit, Ffordd Derwen Rhyl PPPCS 

Botanical Gardens Depot Rhyl HFES 

Rhyl Library Rhyl CC 

Bodelwyddan Kinmel Depot Bodelwyddan HFES 

Fleet Workshop, Expressway Business Park Bodelwyddan HFES 

Corporate Store Ruthin HFES (FMU) 

Lon Parcwr Depot Ruthin HFES 

The Old Gaol Ruthin BIM/PPPCS 

Loggerheads Country Park/Plas Newydd Loggerheads/Llangollen PPPCS 

Y Capel, Castle Street Llangollen CC/PPPCS 
 

 

Introduction & General Principles 
 

This guidance set out measures to maintain social distancing requirements in the council’s office 

buildings in order to reduce the possibility of transmission of COVID-19 in the workplace, as and 

when lockdown restrictions are eased.  The lockdown was implemented to reduce opportunities for 

transmission through social contact, and as far as possible we should continue with the principal of 

reducing social contact until such time as the government advises otherwise.  As such, this means: 

 

 Wherever possible, staff should work from home 
 

 When staff cannot work from home, they should minimise the number of days they work 

in an office setting 
 

 Staff who have received a letter advising them to “shield” should not attend the 

workplace until advised otherwise by national government and/or their GP 
 

 Staff, or anyone living in their household, who are displaying any COVID-19 symptoms 

should not attend the workplace and self-isolate in accordance with the latest 

government’s advice 
 

 Where staff are required to attend the office workplace, social distancing of 2m (6 ft) 

should be adhered to at all times, including breaks 
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APPENDIX 1 

What to do if staff develop COVID-19 symptoms 
 

To reduce the risk of infection, staff are encouraged to self-monitor in relation to symptoms of 

COVID-19 – fever (37.8oC) or a new continuous cough. 

 

 Staff who develop symptoms outside the workplace should not attend work, and should 

notify their supervisor/manager 

 

 If a worker’s symptoms start at the workplace, they must advise their supervisor/manager 

and return home without delay to start self-isolation 

 

In the latter case, if well enough, they can drive their own vehicle.  Alternatively they should 

request a member of their household pick them up immediately.  If neither is possible, the worker 

can take public or private transport home directly to start self-isolation. 
 

If they are so unwell that they require an ambulance, phone 999 and let the call handler know you 

are concerned about COVID-19.  Whilst you wait for advice or an ambulance to arrive, try to find 

somewhere safe for the unwell person to sit which is at least 2 metres away from other people. 

If possible and it is safe to do so, find a room or area where they can be isolated behind a closed 

door, such as a meeting room.  If it is possible to open a window, do so for ventilation.  The 

individual should avoid touching people, surfaces and objects and be advised to cover their mouth 

and nose with a disposable tissue when they cough or sneeze, and then put the tissue in the bin.  If 

no bin is available, put the tissue in a bag or pocket for disposing in a bin later.  If you don’t have 

any tissues available, they should cough and sneeze into the crook of their elbow. 

 

 

Basic infection prevention measure 
 

All staff should adhere to the following infection prevention measures in the workplace: 

 

 Stay at home if you are feeling sick or exhibiting any COVID-19 symptoms 

 

 Wash your hands frequently and thoroughly 

 

 Cover coughs and sneezes with a disposable tissue or into the crook of your elbow 

 

 Do not shake hands – use other non-contact methods of greeting 

 

 Routinely clean and disinfect all frequently touched surfaces in the workplace (desks, 

keyboards, phones, etc. 
 

 Do not prepare food or drinks for any colleagues in the workplace, and immediately clean 

and put away any plates, cups, cutlery, etc. after use 
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At Work Guidelines 
 

1. Car Parking 

1.1 Whenever possible staff should leave one bay clear each side of their vehicle when 
parking. 
 
 

2 Entrances 

2.1 Staff are advised to wash their hands or use hand sanitisers/gels after use of door handles 
in and out of buildings (as well as within buildings).  These will be provided by FMU by 
visiontime screens and/or close to main entrances, but staff are also encouraged to bring 
and use their own personal supply of hand sanitiser/gel. 
 
 

3 Visiontime 

3.1 Where possible, staff should use their personal computers to log into visiontime rather 
than using the communal screen.  Some visiontime screens will be removed/closed off 
where all staff within the building have alternative means of logging on and off. 
 

3.2 Where this is not possible and visiontime screens remain, staff using the communal screen 
should immediately use sanitiser to clean their hands immediately after touching the 
screen and logging on (sanitisers to be provided by FMU at each visiontime screen). 
 
 

4 Stairs, Lifts & Corridors 

4.1 Strict 2m social distancing should be observed when using stairs.  In some cases, FMU may 
designate some stairs as either “up” or “down”.  Where this is the case they will be clearly 
signed and all staff should abide by this requirement.  Where stairs are not designated 
“up” or “down” then staff should wait if any person is using the stairs in the opposite 
direction (i.e. coming down when you need to go up or vice versa) for that person to 
complete their use of the stairs. 
 

4.2 Lifts should only be occupied by one person at a time, and should only be used if 
absolutely necessary (e.g. Because of a mobility problem or transporting heavy items. 
 

4.3 Where corridors are wide enough to maintain a 2m distance, staff should keep left when 
passing others using the corridor.  Where corridors are too narrow to maintain a 2 m 
distance, then staff should wait if any person is using the corridor in the opposite direction 
for that person to complete their use of the corridor.  In some cases, FMU may designate 
some corridors as one-way.  Where this is the case they will be clearly signed and all staff 
should abide by this requirement. 
 

4.4 Fire doors should not be wedged open.  Handles will be cleaned regularly by 
FMU/housekeeping. 
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5 Workstations/Desks 

5.1 In order to maintain social distancing, there should always be at least one empty 
workstation/desk between occupied workstations/desks.  Equally, where desks are 
arranged in “banks” the workstation/desk directly opposite an occupied workstation/desk 
should not be occupied (diagonally opposite is allowed).  Consideration must also be given 
to adjacent “banks” of workstations/desks that back onto others to ensure a strict 2m 
distance (which may require discussion and agreement with other teams). 
 

5.2 Workstations/desks should be cleaned by the member of staff using it prior to 
commencing any work, and at the end of the working day.  Cleaning materials will be 
provided in each office by FMU.  In order to maintain the highest level of cleanliness, a 
clear desk policy should be enforced to ensure no documents or other unnecessary 
paraphernalia is left on the workstation/desk surface at the end of the working day. 
 

5.3 If possible (i.e. if there are sufficient workstations/desks for each individual member of 
staff), supervisors/managers should allocate each member of staff with an individual 
workstation/desk, and clearly label this, and the associated chair, with the member of 
staff’s name.  No other staff member should use a labelled workstation or chair 
designated for a particular staff member. 
 

5.4 Where all staff in a team have a dedicated workstation/desk, it is the responsibility of the 
supervisor/manager of that team to schedule staff attendance at the workplace to ensure 
that the alternate workstation/desk requirement detailed in 5.1 above is strictly adhered 
to.  This may mean introducing a rota system or staggered hours.  This may also require 
discussion and agreement with other teams using adjacent workstations/desks to ensure 
rotas coordinate between teams and the required 2m social distancing requirement is 
maintained. 
 

5.5 Where a rota system is introduced, consideration should be given to reducing the number 
of people each person has contact with by using “fixed teams or partnering” (so each 
person works only with a few others). 
 

5.6 Where the number of staff in a team is greater than the number of workstations/desks, 
supervisors/managers will need to consider the most appropriate way of managing this 
situation and maintaining social distancing.  This may be a mixture of dedicated (and 
clearly labelled) workstations/desks and chairs for members of staff who regularly attend 
the office, and shared workstations/desks for staff who attend less regularly.  Where 
desks are shared, the most straightforward way of managing this would be to assign one 
workstation/desk to no more than two people, and label both the workstation/desk and 
chair with the name of the two allocated individuals.  In this situation, the attendance of 
the two individuals who share a workstation/desk will need to be managed so that they 
do not attend the workplace at the same time.  For such shared workstations/desks, the 
requirement for members of staff occupying the desk to clean at the outset and end of 
the working day as detailed in 5.2 above should be very strictly adhered to. 
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5.7 Wherever possible “corridors” between workstations/desks should be at least 2m wide to 
enable the required social distancing when individuals are walking past 
workstations/desks.  Where this is not possible, any person walking through should 
politely request anyone using a workstation/desk less than 2m distance away to 
temporarily move aside in order that the person can pass at a safe distance. 
 

5.8 If changes are required to desk allocations whilst social distancing requirements are still in 
place, the workstations/desks should be thoroughly cleaned before reallocating, and once 
reallocated should be clearly labelled with the individual(s) names as detailed in 5.3 and 
5.5 above.  Wherever possible, individuals should retain the same chair prior to any 
reallocation, but where this is not possible the chair should be thoroughly cleaned before 
reallocating. 
 
 

6 Hot-desking 

6.1 All dedicated hot-desking areas will be closed and not available for agile working.  These 
can be reallocated as dedicated desks for staff members through arrangement with FMU, 
but where this is the case the workstation/desk should be clearly labeled this with the 
member of staff’s name. 
 
 

7 Phones 

7.1 Where a staff member has a dedicated workstation/desk (see section 5), only the person 
assigned to this workstation/desk should use the equipment on it (phones. keyboards, 
etc.), but even in this case staff are encouraged to use a mobile phone or their personal 
jabber headsets rather than the desk phone. 
 

7.2 No desk phones will be provided on workstations/desks that have not been allocated to 
an individual officer.  Staff using these workstations/desks are required to use a mobile 
phone or their personal jabber headsets. 
 

7.3 All phones (and other frequently touched equipment such as keyboards) should be 
routinely cleaned. 
 
 

8 Meetings 

8.1 Avoid face to face meetings wherever possible by using alternative means such as 
videoconferencing.  Only absolutely necessary participants should attend meetings and 
should maintain 2m separation throughout. 
 

8.2 Meeting room capacities have been reduced to ensure the 2m social distancing 
requirement can be adhered to by removing chairs, and in some cases tables.  The 
maximum capacity of the room (i.e. the number of chairs in the room) must not be 
exceeded, and additional chairs or tables should not be brought into any meeting room. 
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8.3 Meeting room tables should be cleaned by a member of staff involved in the meeting 
prior to commencing the meeting, and then again at the end of the meeting.  Cleaning 
materials and hand sanitiser will be provided in each meeting room by FMU.  Avoid 
transmission during meetings, for example, avoid sharing pens and other objects.  No 
documents or other paraphernalia should be left on the table/in the room at the end of 
the meeting. 
 

8.4 When practicable, open windows in meeting rooms to improve ventilation (or even 
consider holding “walk & talk” or other outdoor meetings if possible). 
 
 

9 Print Rooms 

9.1 Print rooms should only be occupied by one person at a time. 
 

9.2 Printers should be cleaned prior to use, and then again at the end of use.  Cleaning 
materials will be provided in each meeting room by FMU.   
 
 

10 Toilets 

10.1 Toilets should only be occupied by one person at a time.  Signage will be provided by FMU 
to indicate whether the toilet is engaged or not.  Staff using the toilet will need to change 
the sign as they enter and exit the toilet. 
 
 

11 Staff Rooms/Areas/Kitchens (including lunchtime arrangements) 

11.1 The capacity of staff rooms and other staff welfare areas have been reduced to ensure the 
2m social distancing requirement can be adhered to by removing chairs.  The maximum 
capacity of the room (i.e. the number of chairs in the room) must not be exceeded, and 
additional chairs should not be brought into any staff rooms or welfare areas. 
 

11.2 Where kitchen rooms/areas are provided, they should only be used by one person at a 
time.  Staff should wash their hands before and after using the kitchen areas. 
 

11.3 All crockery and cutlery has been removed from kitchens and kitchen areas.  Staff should 
bring in and use one dedicated cup/mug/crockery/cutlery that is personal to them for any 
drinks and or food.  This should be immediately washed up and put away in a personal 
locker or other personal storage space after use, and not left in the sink or on the draining 
board.  Kitchen cupboards should no longer be used for storing crockery and cutlery, and 
may be removed if left there. 
 

11.4 Staff should not prepare drinks or other refreshments for other members of staff or 
visitors. 
 

11.5 Food and drink items placed in the fridge should be clearly labelled with a name and date.  
Staff should ensure they wash their hands before and after they place items in the fridge. 
 

11.6 Staff are encouraged to bring in their own packed lunches rather than going out to buy 
food.  Where a staff member has a dedicated workstation/desk (see section 5), meals 
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should be eaten at this workstation/desk, or on benches outside where these are present 
(maintaining a 2m social distance).  Where staff do not have a dedicated 
workstation/desk, they should eat lunch at the workstation/desk they have been assigned 
for that day.  Ideally workstations/desks should be cleaned before and after meals. 
 

11.7 Staff who leave the office during lunchtime (or any other time during the working day) 
should maintain social distancing requirements, and should not go in groups greater than 
3 people.  Staff should wash their hands before leaving and on returning to the workplace. 
 
 

12 Reception and Waiting Areas 

12.1 Separate guidance will be developed for reception areas and other areas where there is 
an interface with the public. 
 
 

13 Commuting and Business Travel 

13.1 Where practicably possible, staff should travel in their own vehicles rather than use public 
transport.  Lift sharing should be avoided at all times. 
 

13.2 Carefully consider whether travel is required to avoid all non-essential travel.  Consider 

using videoconferencing for work related meetings. 

 

13.3 The use of pool vehicles should be minimised, and ideally pool vehicles should be 

allocated to one person or a very limited number of people.  Staff using a pool vehicle 

should wash their hands thoroughly both before and after using the vehicle.  It is also 

advised that sanitising wipes are provided in pool vehicles to wipe down the steering 

wheel, other controls, doors, handles, etc. before use.  Use gloves when filling a vehicle 

with fuel. 

 

 

14 Face Coverings & Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

14.1 The evidence suggests that wearing a face covering does not protect you, but it may 
protect others if you are infected but have not developed symptoms.  Wearing a face 
covering in the workplace is not required, but staff may choose to wear one as a personal 
choice.  If you do choose to wear a face covering: 
 

 Wash your hands thoroughly before putting a face covering on, and after removing it. 

 When wearing a face covering, avoid touching your face or face covering, as you 
could contaminate them with germs from your hands. 

 Change your face covering if it becomes damp or if you’ve touched it. 

 Continue to wash your hands regularly. 

 Change and wash your face covering daily 

 If the material is washable, wash in line with the manufacturer’s instructions.  If it’s 
not washable, dispose of it carefully in your usual waste. 

 Practice social distancing. 
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14.2 There is currently no requirement for staff to wear PPE in the office setting.  This will be 

continually reviewed and revised in line with government recommendations. 
 
 

15 Emergency Evacuations 

15.1 If an emergency evacuation of the workplace is required, try to maintain the social 
distancing rules if possible.  However, if there is a clear an immediate risk to life and limb 
through fire, bomb threat, etc., the absolute priority is to evacuate the building rather 
than maintain social distancing. 
 

15.2 One way systems and up/down stair signs can be ignored in the event of an emergency 
evacuation and the nearest exit should be used. 
 

15.3 Social distancing should be practiced at Fire Assembly Points. 
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Description of what is being assessed                                                     *This is a SAMPLE/TEMPLATE RISK ASSESSMENT –The contents of the template are not exhaustive 
but can be used to help develop a risk assessment relevant to your Service teams and activities. 
 
Each Service needs to undertake their own risk assessment in relation to the work activities of their 
staff to prevent or reduce any potential risk of exposure to Corona virus. 
 
The risk ratings in red are indicative ratings only Assess and score the Risks based on your Service 
Information and work activities* 
 
Please Delete this red text when you develop your own risk assessment. 
 

General risk assessment for Employees returning to work following 
partial relaxation of COVID lock down period. Recovery Phase 
 

 Services preparing to resume previous work and activities. 

 Return to work subject to National UK Government guidance. 

 Service re-start will be subject to tight controls for an unspecified length 
of time. 

 Through media coverage and DCC guidance, all Employees are aware 
of (and conditioned to) covid-19 symptoms, physical distancing 
requirements and personal hygiene/handwashing precautions. 

 
 
 

Service                             Department \ team                                     Review Date  /    / /    / /    / 

Assessor(s)                     Assessment Date                /    / By    
 

Identify the 
significant Hazards 

 
 

Identify who might be 
harmed & how 

 

 Identify how the risk is 
currently controlled 

  

Assess the risk 
level with the 

controls 

Identify any further actions 
 
 

Risk level 
after any 
additional 
controls A
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y
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a
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e
t 

d
a
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(Provide an 
approximation of the 
numbers of people 

exposed to the hazard) 

 (If you are planning a 
new activity, what will 
you be doing to control 
the risk?) 
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(These actions are something you 
could or should do, they may or 
may not reduce the risk further). 
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Criteria for critical 
teams/essential 
workers with 
requirement to 
access the 
workplace 
 
 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
 

 Line Managers will 
review & prioritise work 
activities and consider 
requests to attend the 
workplace. 

 Line managers to limit 
numbers and 
frequency of persons 
attending the 
workplace. 

 Vulnerable persons/or 
those Shielding are not 
permitted to attend the 
workplace. 

 Review and revise risk 
assessments and safe 
methods of work. 

 Line managers advise 
and consult with 
employees or 
employee 
representatives 
regarding changes in 
working and 
operational procedures 
and DCC site rules. 

 Site Rules to be issued 
to all employees/Team 
members. 
. 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 
 

 Continue to monitor national 
guidance on Corona virus 
testing for key workers and 
respond accordingly as an 
organisation. 

 Managers to consider the 
benefits of employees/team 
attending the workplace for 
limited periods to reduce 
isolation, improve morale and 
maintain team dynamics. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

Non-compliance with 
site rules and social 
distancing 
requirements 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 

 Site Rules to be issued 
to all employees/Team 
members 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Signage displayed to 
reinforce site rules and 
guidance. 

 Nominated Managers 
and Supervisors will 
monitor and enforce 
site rules and social 
distancing 
requirements. 

 Employees not 
complying to be 
reminded by Managers 
of Government 
guidelines and DCC 
rules. 

 Disciplinary actions will 
be taken against 
individuals who 
repeatedly/wilfully fail 
to follow any site/DCC 
Rules. 
 

Current health of 
Employees attending 
the workplace and 
their fitness to work 
 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
 

 Personal assessment 
by employee to confirm 
that they are Covid 
Symptom free with no 
other seasonal 
illness/allergy etc. 
before attending 
workplace. 

 If feeling 
unwell/displaying covid 
symptoms to leave 
workplace immediately 
and follow self-isolation 
guidelines. 

 Line Managers to 
monitor general health 
and wellbeing of 
employees. 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Monitor and follow National 
Government guidelines. 

 Monitor requirements for 
COVID 19 testing of individuals. 
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 Report any incidence 
of reported covid 
symptoms in the 
workplace(DCC A/I 
system). 

 
 
 

Increased numbers 
of employees 
attending Council 
offices/facilities 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Increased 
potential spread of 
infection through face 
to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Home working to be 
carried out whenever 
possible and is the 
default work option 
where practicable. 

 Manager’s permission 
is required to access 
the workplace. 

 Managers to risk 
assess the requirement 
for employee to attend 
workplace & control 
numbers attending at 
any time e.g. rota 
system, staggered 
start/finish times. 

 Line managers to limit 
numbers and 
frequency of persons 
attending the 
workplace. 

 Vulnerable persons/or 
those Shielding are not 
permitted to attend the 
workplace. 

 Social distancing 2m 
rule applies in all areas 
(including lifts and 
stairways). 

 Regular hand washing 
guidance distributed 
(signage also 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Monitor Government guidance 
on the use of personal 
precautionary face 
masks/coverings and 
implement if/when advised. 
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displayed) and 
common knowledge. 

 Employees should 
attend the workplace 
on foot or by car in 
preference to public 
transport. 

 Physical distancing 
between cars in the car 
park should be 
observed. 

 

Access and egress 
to buildings, internal 
traffic routes, stairs 
and lifts. 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Where possible, 
implement a one way 
system for in/out routes 
to buildings and access 
stairs. (reinforced by 
suitable signage). 

 Install taped floor 
markings at 2m 
spacing at 
access/egress points 
as a visual que for 
physical distancing 
discipline. 

 Implement a ‘keep to 
the left policy’ in all 
walkways and corridors 
(reinforced by suitable 
signage). 

 Demarcate 2m Safe 
zone around general 
signing in point/clock in 
screens where use 
cannot be avoided. 

 Cleaning/hygiene 
stations to be located 
in close proximity to 
entrances/ signing in 
points. 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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Insufficient social 
distancing space 
within workplace, 
and congested room 
layouts 
 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Managers to risk 
assess requirement for 
employee to attend 
workplace. 

 Managers to control 
numbers attending at 
any time, based on 
available space (e.g. 
rota system, staggered 
start/finish times, 
queue systems) 

 Hot desking is not 
permitted. 

 All workstations should 
be kept clear of all 
paperwork, books, 
drawings and 
unnecessary clutter to 
enable hygienic 
cleaning (clear desk 
policy). 
 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Review furniture and room 
layouts – consider placing 
workstations temporarily out of 
use/removing to enable social 
distancing and safe access 
to/from workstations (2m 
distance). 

 Review capacity of meeting 
rooms and consider removing 
tables to enable physical 
distancing (2m rule). 

 Consider installing Perspex 
type screens in smaller meeting 
rooms to enable 1:1 meetings. 

  

     

Insufficient 
space/access to 
Welfare facilities, 
toilets/mess 
rooms/dining areas. 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Limited numbers of 
employees permitted in 
workplace to enable 
physical distancing (2m 
rule) and improve 
access to welfare 
facilities. 

 Numbers of employees 
in mess rooms/dining 
rest areas to be strictly 
limited to enable 
physical distancing. 

 Pre-prepared 
food/sandwiches 
should be eaten at the 
workstation in 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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preference to a 
communal area. 

 Employees should not 
prepare ‘rounds’ of 
drinks for colleagues, 
individuals should 
prepare their own 
drinks/food only. 

 Any shared cooking 
equipment (e.g. 
microwave oven) must 
be suitably and 
hygienically cleaned 
before and after use) 

 Communal cups, plates 
and cutlery should not 
be used unless 
hygienically steam 
cleaned. 

 Access to toilet 
areas/rest rooms to be 
limited to enable 
physical 
distancing.(e.g. one 
person at a time) 

 All facilities cleaned 
frequently to enhanced 
levels with anti-
bacterial cleaning 
products. 
 

Increased cleaning 
requirement/burden 

Who: FMU/Other 
cleaners 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 

 Increased cleaning 
regime in place with 
special attention to 
regular touch points. 

 Provision of suitable 
PPE for cleaning staff. 

 Hygiene notices 
displayed at all 
pertinent locations. 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Monitoring by FMU Cleaning 
supervisors. 
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Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 

Lack of/Insufficient 
access to 
Hygiene/Cleaning 
materials for 
employees 
 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Workstations cleaned 
regularly by Cleaning 
staff. 

 Access to alcohol gels 
for hand cleansing. 

 Guidance to all 
employees on regular 
hygienic cleaning of 
workstations. 

 Cleaning wipes 
provided to sanitize 
fixed workstation 
equipment e.g. 
keyboards, screens 
etc. 

 Site Managers to re-
supply, replenish 
materials as required. 
 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Team Managers to review 
provision of hand gels to team 
members. 

     

Use of personal 
protective 
equipment (PPE) 
within the workplace 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
prolonged use of PPE, 
hand to mouth/face 
contact, contact with 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
 

 The routine use of 
disposable gloves in 
the workplace is not 
recommended due to 
increased likelihood of 
spreading infection. 

 The routine use of face 
masks within the 
workplace is not 
currently advised by 
UK Government. 

 Regular hand washing 
with soap and water / 
hand gels will be 
encouraged in 
accordance with NHS 
guidelines. 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Monitor Government guidance 
on the use of personal 
precautionary face 
masks/coverings and 
implement if advised. 
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Meetings 
Projects/Teams/1:1/ 
informal ad-hoc 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Webbex video 
conferencing and other 
technology solutions 
are the preferred 
method of conducting 
meetings. 

 Face to face meetings 
in the workplace to be 
agreed/arranged  in 
advance with no ad-
hoc desk side meetings 
to enable social 
distancing to be 
observed. 

 Tool box talks can be 
conducted in open air 
spaces. 

 Small team 
meetings/briefings to 
be conducted in 
suitable area to enable 
physical distancing (2m 
rule. 

 Use of technology e.g. 
projectors or TV 
screens to 
present/share 
information. 
 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Consult with ICT and review 
available technology/software 
packages e.g Teams, Zoom, 
Google Classroom. 

 Managers to consider the 
balance of risk versus the 
benefits to employees/teams 
attending the workplace for 
limited periods to improve team 
efficiency, morale and maintain 
team dynamics. 

 

     

Customer facing 
activities 
(Employees/ 
members of the 
public 
(e.g. 
Receptions/payment 
counters) 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 

 Avoid customer facing 
activity by promoting 
alternative contact 
methods such as 
telephone, email, 
electronic payments 
etc. 

 Advertise new 
preferred methods of 
contact to customers 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 

via website/social 
media/message 
banners on 
correspondence  etc. 

 When face to face 
communication is still 
required, substitute 
physical face to face 
contact by other 
technical means such 
as video technology 
such as webbex/zoom/ 
Facetime. (e.g. 
Potential for public 
video conference 
terminal in reception 
areas). 

 Where face to face 
contact is unavoidable, 
install engineering 
controls such as 
Perspex screening to 
segregate reception 
staff from 
visitors/customers, 
physical distance 
barriers, taped floor 
markings indicating 
social distancing 
requirements. 

 Implement one way 
pedestrian systems 
(e.g. separate in/out 
doors, keep left 
systems for pedestrian 
routes/corridors, stairs 
for ascending/others 
for descending where 
practicable). 
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Corporate Health and safety. 2020 

 Develop and 
implement a safe 
system of work to 
reduce exposure for 
employees (including 
emergency procedures 
following contact with 
potential covid positive 
visitor). 

 Provide information, 
instruction and training 
for customer facing 
employees. 

 Provide information 
and prominent 
reinforcement signage 
for visitors and 
members of the public 
(including penalties for 
failing/refusing to 
observe the required 
procedures. 

 DCC Unacceptable 
behaviour signage 
displayed in a 
prominent position as a 
point of reference. 

 Provide personal 
protective equipment 
for customer facing 
employees as a final 
resort. 

 Hygienic cleaning 
materials must be 
available at all 
reception areas. 

 Anti-bacterial Hand 
Gels to be made 
available at all 
reception areas. 
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Corporate Health and safety. 2020 

 
 

 
 

Site Visits 
E.g. Work sites, 
Schools, Care Homes, 
Citizens homes 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
Potential Inability to 
carry out social 
distancing. 
 

 Line Managers to 
review & prioritise work 
activities. 

 All site visits to be 
sanctioned by Line 
Manager. 

 Essential site visits only 
to be carried out. 

 All site visits to 
managed sites should 
be by appointment 
only. 

 Communicate with Site 
Managers before 
attending, to establish 
rules in place for 
accessing that site. 

 Maintain physical 
distancing rules (2m+) 
at all times. 

 
 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

      

Use of vehicles 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
 

 Only essential travel to 
be carried out. 

 Persons travelling for 
work purposes should 
travel in separate 
vehicles i.e. driver only. 

 Where not practicable 
e.g. Refuse vehicles. 
two persons maximum 
per vehicle driving with 
windows fully open. 
Additional crew 
members to travel in a 
separate vehicle. 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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Corporate Health and safety. 2020 

 Vehicle cabs and door 
handles to be 
cleaned/sanitised 
before and after use. 

 Frequent 
handwashing/sanitising 
gel to be used. 

 Vehicles parked in car 
parks to be parked to 
allow social distancing 
(2m+ spacing). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use of 
shared/communal 
equipment 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
 

 Use of shared 
equipment/tools to be 
minimised. 

 Equipment to be 
cleaned/sanitised 
before and after use. 

 Single operator to be 
assigned to use 
equipment if 
practicable. 

 Personal computers 
and mobile 
phones/headsets to be 
used in preference to 
communal equipment. 

 Staff to be discouraged 
from using the vision 
time terminal and Clock 
in/out through mobile 
devices or personal 
laptop where possible. 

 Communal office 
equipment such as 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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photocopiers, vision 
time terminals to be 
cleaned before/after 
use with hygienic wipes 

 

Information, 
Instruction, Training 
Supervision of 
Hygiene Precautions  
 
 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How: Potential spread 
of infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces. 
 

 Maintain up to date 
knowledge of the latest 
national guidance, and 
any supporting DCC 
guidance via LINC, 
email or Facebook 
page. 

 Line managers advise / 
disseminate 
information to 
employees, any 
changes in working 
practice and 
operational procedures 
to reflect the latest 
national guidance. 

 Regular briefings for 
employees – using 
best available 
methods/technology 

 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Continue to monitor national 
guidance and respond 
accordingly as an organisation 
and as an individual 
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Air Conditioning & 
forced air ventilation 
systems. 

Who: Employee, 
colleagues and any 
other contacts. 
 
How:  

 Potential spread of 
infection through 
face to face contact/ 
contaminated 
surfaces/distribution 
via air circulating 
systems. 

 

 Maintenance routines  

 Regular monitoring of 
the condition and 
operation of all air 
conditioning, forced air 
ventilation and similar 
air handling equipment. 

 Regular monitoring of 
the condition of filters 
to maintain the proper 
replacement rate of 
indoor air. (exceeding 
normal maintenance 
frequency) 
 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 

 Review monitoring frequency 
over time. Consider modifying 
frequency either way 

 
5 
 

 
2 
 

 
10 
(M) 
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Risk Matrix Severity 
 

1 Insignificant 
 

2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Major 5 Catastrophic 

L
ik

e
li
h

o
o

d
 

1 Unlikely Very Low 
 

Low Low Low Medium 

2 Rare Low 

 
Low Medium Medium Medium 

3 Possible Low 

 
Medium Medium Medium High 

4 Likely Low 

 
Medium Medium High High 

5 Very Likely Medium 
 

Medium High High Very High 

 
Examples of Severity  

R
is

k
 T

y
p

e
s
 Injury Negligible injury but worth 

recording 
Minor cuts, bumps and bruises Injury with short term effect 

or visit to hospital 
RIDDOR Level event Single/multiple fatalities 

Damage/Loss Negligible damage but worth 
recording 

Minor building or equipment 
damage 

Damage to equipment or 
property – short term effect 

Temporary loss of facility or 
equipment 

Total loss of building or 
equipment. 

Effect on Service Negligible effect but worth 
recording 

Effect on some 
Service/Citizens 

Noticeable effect on 
Service/Citizens 

Detrimental effect on 
Service/Citizens 

Loss of Service/ Adverse PR  
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Report to Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Date of meeting 1 July 2021 

Lead Officer Rhian Evans, Scrutiny Co-ordinator 

Report author Rhian Evans, Scrutiny Co-ordinator  

Title Scrutiny Work Programme 

1. What is the report about? 

The report seeks Communities Scrutiny Committee to review its draft forward work   

programme.   In doing so the Committee is asked to reflect on the implications of the focus 

on business critical operations during the emergency phase of the COVID -19 pandemic 

and the programmes of work underway or being planned under the recovery phase, whilst 

also having regard to items of business already on its forward work programme prior to the 

pandemic. 

2. What is the reason for making this report? 

To seek the Committee to review and agree on its programme of future work, and to 

update members on relevant issues. 

3. What are the Recommendations? 

That the Committee  

3.1  considers the information provided and approves, revises or amends its forward 

work programme as it deems appropriate; and 

3.2 identifies key messages and themes from the current meeting which it wishes to 

publicise via the press and/or social media. 
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4. Report details 

4.1 Section 7 of Denbighshire County Council’s Constitution sets out each Scrutiny 

Committee’s terms of reference, functions and membership, as well as the rules of 

procedure and debate.   

 

4.2 The Constitution stipulates that the Council’s scrutiny committees must set, and 

regularly review, a programme for their future work.  By reviewing and prioritising 

issues, members are able to ensure that the work programme delivers a member-

led agenda. 

 

4.3 For a number of years it has been an adopted practice in Denbighshire for scrutiny 

committees to limit the number of reports considered at any one meeting to a 

maximum of four plus the Committee’s own work programme report.  The aim of 

this approach is to facilitate detailed and effective debate on each topic. 

 

4.4 In recent years the Welsh Government (WG) and Audit Wales (AW) have 

highlighted the need to strengthen scrutiny’s role across local government and 

public services in Wales, including utilising scrutiny as a means of engaging with 

residents and service-users.  From now on scrutiny will be expected to engage 

better and more frequently with the public with a view to securing better decisions 

which ultimately lead to better outcomes for citizens.  AW will measure scrutiny’s 

effectiveness in fulfilling these expectations. 

 

4.5 Having regard to the national vision for scrutiny whilst at the same time focussing 

on local priorities, the Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-Chairs Group (SCVCG) 

recommended that the Council’s scrutiny committees should, when deciding on 

their work programmes, focus on the following key areas: 

 

 budget savings; 

 achievement of the Corporate Plan objectives (with particular emphasis on 

their deliverability during a period of financial austerity);  

 any other items agreed by the Scrutiny Committee (or the SCVCG) as high 

priority (based on the PAPER test criteria – see reverse side of the ‘Member 

Proposal Form’ at Appendix 2); 
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 Urgent, unforeseen or high priority issues; and 

 Supporting the Council’s recovery work in relation to the effects of the 

COVID-19 crisis on Council services, the local economy and the county’s 

communities 

 

4.6  Scrutiny Proposal Forms 

 As mentioned in paragraph 4.2 above the Council’s Constitution requires scrutiny 

committees to prepare and keep under review a programme for their future work.  

To assist the process of prioritising reports, if officers are of the view that a subject 

merits time for discussion on the Committee’s business agenda they have to 

formally request the Committee to consider receiving a report on that topic.  This is 

done via the submission of a ‘proposal form’ which clarifies the purpose, importance 

and potential outcomes of suggested subjects.  No officer proposal forms have 

been received for consideration at the current meeting. 

 

4.7 With a view to making better use of scrutiny’s time by focussing committees’ 

resources on detailed examination of subjects, adding value through the decision-

making process and securing better outcomes for residents, the SCVCG decided 

that members, as well as officers, should complete ‘scrutiny proposal forms’ 

outlining the reasons why they think a particular subject would benefit from 

scrutiny’s input.  A copy of the ‘member’s proposal form’ can be seen at Appendix 

2.  The reverse side of this form contains a flowchart listing questions which 

members should consider when proposing an item for scrutiny, and which 

committees should ask when determining a topic’s suitability for inclusion on a 

scrutiny forward work programme.  If, having followed this process, a topic is not 

deemed suitable for formal examination by a scrutiny committee, alternative 

channels for sharing the information or examining the matter can be considered e.g. 

the provision of an ‘information report’, or if the matter is of a very local nature 

examination by the relevant Member Area Group (MAG).  No items should be 

included on a forward work programme without a ‘scrutiny proposal form’ being 

completed and accepted for inclusion by the Committee or the SCVCG.  Assistance 

with their completion is available from the Scrutiny Co-ordinator.  
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 Cabinet Forward Work Programme 

4.8 When determining their programme of future work it is useful for scrutiny 

committees to have regard to Cabinet’s scheduled programme of work.  For this 

purpose, a copy of the Cabinet’s forward work programme is attached at Appendix 

3.  

Progress on Committee Resolutions  

4.9 A table summarising recent Committee resolutions and advising members on 

progress with their implementation is attached at Appendix 4 to this report.   

 Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-Chairs Group 

5.1 Under the Council’s scrutiny arrangements the Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-Chairs 

Group (SCVCG) performs the role of a coordinating committee.  The Group’s next 

meeting is scheduled to be held on the afternoon of 1 July 2021.   

5.2 With a view to raising Scrutiny’s profile and encouraging public engagement the 

Group recently decided that all three scrutiny committees should, for a trial period, 

identify key themes or messages arising from their meetings for publication via the 

Authority’s social media pages and the local press.  The Committee is therefore 

asked to identify which themes or messages it wishes to highlight from the current 

meeting. 

6. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate 

Priorities? 

Effective scrutiny will assist the Council to deliver its corporate priorities in line with 

community needs and residents’ wishes.  Continual development and review of a 

coordinated work programme will assist the Council to deliver its corporate 

priorities, improve outcomes for residents whilst also managing austere budget and 

resource pressures. 
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7. What will it cost and how will it affect other services? 

Services may need to allocate officer time to assist the Committee with the activities 

identified in the forward work programme, and with any actions that may result 

following consideration of those items. 

8. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact 

Assessment?  

A Well-being Impact Assessment has not been undertaken in relation to the 

purpose or contents of this report.  However, Scrutiny through its work in examining 

service delivery, policies, procedures and proposals will consider their impact or 

potential impact on the sustainable development principle and the well-being goals 

stipulated in the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015. 

9. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny 

and others? 

None required for this report.  However, the report itself and the consideration of the 

forward work programme represent a consultation process with the Committee with 

respect to its programme of future work. 

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to 

reduce them? 

No risks have been identified with respect to the consideration of the Committee’s 

forward work programme.  However, by regularly reviewing its forward work 

programme the Committee can ensure that areas of risk are considered and 

examined as and when they are identified, and recommendations are made with a 

view to addressing those risks. 

11. Power to make the decision 

11.1 Section 21 of the Local Government Act 2000. 
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11.2 Section 7.11 of the Council’s Constitution stipulates that scrutiny committees and/or 

the Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-Chairs Group will be responsible for setting their own 

work programmes, taking into account the wishes of Members of the Committee 

who are not members of the largest political group on the Council. 

Contact Officer:   

Rhian Evans, Scrutiny Coordinator 

Tel No: (01824) 712554    

e-mail: rhian.evans@denbighshire.gov.uk  
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Appendix 1 
Communities Scrutiny Committee Forward Work Plan 

 1 

Note: Items entered in italics have not been approved for submission by the Committee.  Such reports are listed here for information, pending 
formal approval. 
 

Meeting Lead 
Member(s) 

Item (description / title) Purpose of report Expected Outcomes Author Date Entered 

        

26 July 
(Monday 
10am) 
 
Special 
Meeting   
 

Leader & Cllr. 
Mark Young 

1. Gypsy and 
Traveller 
Accommodation 
Assessment 
(GTAA) 
 
(tbc) 

To consider the 
Task and Finish 
Group’s work to 
date in reviewing 
the GTAA 
methodology and 
consultants work 
brief, along with 
the proposed draft 
communications 
and stakeholder 
engagement plans 
relating to the 
GTAA process 

To ensure that effective plans are in 
place to actively engage and involve 
elected members and representatives 
of the Gypsy and Traveller 
community throughout the process for 
developing the draft GTAA.  
Identification of any potential areas or 
aspects of the process that may 
benefit from strengthening in order to 
secure the best outcomes for all. 

Emlyn 
Jones/Angela 
Loftus/Kim 
Waller 

May 2021 

        

9 
September 

Cllr. Brian 
Jones 
 
Reps from 
NRW to be 
invited 
 
 

1. Flood 
Management 
Responsibilities 
in relation to the 
Rhyl Cut and 
Prestatyn 
Gutter 
(tbc) 
 

To present the 
conclusions of the 
joint study into 
whether 
improvements 
could be made to 
the management of 
the Rhyl Cut and 
Prestatyn Gutter, 
adjacent drains 
and sewers, and to 
outline each 
organisation’s 
responsibilities in 

An assessment of whether the 
Council effectively fulfils its 
responsibilities in relation to flood 
management and mitigation and 
works effectively with partner 
organisations to reduce the risk of 
flooding and deliver the Environment 
and Resilient Communities priorities 
of the Corporate Plan 

Tony 
Ward/Wayne 
Hope 

March 2018 
(rescheduled 
February 2019, 
June 2019, 
November 
2020 & March 
2021) until 
conclusion of 
the Phase 3 
study which 
has been 
delayed due to 
COVID-19 
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 2 

Meeting Lead 
Member(s) 

Item (description / title) Purpose of report Expected Outcomes Author Date Entered 

relation to flood 
management and 
flood mitigation   

        

        

21 October Leader 
 
  

1. Draft Tourism 
Signage 
Strategy for 
Denbighshire 
(tbc) 

To examine the 
draft Tourism 
Signage Strategy 
for the county 
developed by the 
Working Group 
including potential 
funding sources 
and the anticipated 
timescale for the 
Strategy’s delivery 

The development of a tourism 
signage strategy that complements 
trunk road signage and technological 
innovations in the field of tourism, 
takes into account the aims of ‘The 
Wales Way’ project, attracts visitors 
and increases the value of tourism 
spend in the county in line with the 
corporate priority relating to the 
Environment, and in-keeping with the 
outcomes of Denbighshire’s Tourism 
Strategy 

Mike 
Jones/Peter 
McDermott 

March 2020 
(rescheduled 
due to COVID-
19 (Sept & Dec  
20)) 

 Cllr. Brian 
Jones 

2. The Role of 
Denbighshire in 
Public 
Transport and 
Active Travel 
Provision 
(tbc) 

To examine the 
Council’s work to 
date in planning 
public transport 
and active travel 
provision in 
readiness for the  
likely growth in 
demand due to the 
response to the 
public’s response 
to 
climate change 
and sustainable 
living requirements 

Input into future service provision that 
will meet residents and businesses’ 
needs and help support the delivery 
of the Council’s corporate priorities 
and Corporate Plan 

Peter 
Daniels/Mike 
Jones/Emlyn 
Jones 

By SCVCG 
March 2020 
(rescheduled 
due to COVID-
19 (Sept 20 & 
Jan 2021)) 
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 3 

Meeting Lead 
Member(s) 

Item (description / title) Purpose of report Expected Outcomes Author Date Entered 

NRW reps 
to be 
invited 

Cllr. Brian 
Jones 

3. Section 19 
Flood 
Investigation 
Report into the 
January 2021 
floods in the 
county 
 
(if report 
unavailable for 
21 Oct item to 
be rescheduled 
for 9 December 
2021) 

To examine the 
findings, actions 
and 
recommendations 
emanating from the  
investigation into 
the flooding 
incidents that 
occurred in the 
county in January 
2021 

(i) Assurances that the reasons for 
the flooding are all understood 
and that all agencies are taking 
suitable actions to manage the 
future risk of flooding in these 
areas 

(ii) Identification of measures that 
can be taken to enhance effective 
partnership working to reduce the 
risk of future flooding and the 
damage caused by it and to 
support the delivery of the 
Council’s Environment corporate 
priority    

Tony 
Ward/Wayne 
Hope 

By SCVCG 
April 2021 

        

9 
December 

Cllr. Brian 
Jones 

1. New Waste & 
Recycling 
Model:  Pilot 
Projects Update 
(TBC) 

To detail the 
results and 
outcomes of the 
pilot projects 
undertaken in the 
West Rhyl and 
Bron y Crest, 
Denbigh areas as 
forerunners for the 
new model 

Identification of any problems or 
issues raised during the pilots and 
solutions to address them ahead of 
the final design of the new Service 
model prior to its rollout countywide in 
order to support the delivery of the 
Council’s Environment corporate 
priority whilst meeting statutory 
recycling targets 

Tony Ward/Tara 
Dumas 

May 2021 

 Leader & Cllr. 
Mark Young 

2. Gypsy and 
Traveller 
Accommodation 
Assessment 
(GTAA) 
 
(tbc) 

Pre-decision 
scrutiny of the draft 
GTAA developed 
under the auspices 
of the Task and 
Finish Group prior 
to its submission to 

Assurances that elected members 
and representatives of the Gypsy and 
Traveller community have been 
engaged and involved with the 
development of the draft GTAA prior 
to its submission to Cabinet for 
approval 

Emlyn 
Jones/Angela 
Loftus/Kim 
Waller 

May 2021 
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Meeting Lead 
Member(s) 

Item (description / title) Purpose of report Expected Outcomes Author Date Entered 

Cabinet for 
approval  

        

Jan/Feb 
2022 

Cllr. Mark 
Young 

1. Planning 
Compliance 
Charter 
 
(may be 
presented 
earlier if other 
items are not 
available (tbc)) 

To examine the 
effectiveness of the 
Planning 
Compliance 
Charter with the 
county’s city, town 
and community 
councils in 
addressing 
planning 
contraventions, 
non-compliance 
and enforcement 
issues across the 
county 

An evaluation of the Charter’s 
effectiveness in order to determine 
whether recommendations are 
required to strengthen the Charter or 
increase resources available for 
planning enforcement across the 
county 

Emlyn 
Jones/Adam 
Turner 

By SCVCG 
October 2020 
(rescheduled 
by Committee 
January 2021 
due to COVID-
19) 

 Leader 2. Rhyl 
Regeneration 
Programme 

To examine the 
effectiveness of the 
Programme 
Board’s work in 
delivering the 
regeneration 
programme 

Identification of any barriers or 
slippages and the formulation of 
recommendations to try and address 
them and sustain the delivery of the 
programme to secure the 
regeneration of Rhyl to benefit the 
economy and the lives of the town’s 
residents and the county in general  

Graham 
Boase/Nicola 
Caie 

January 2021 

        

        

June/July 
2023 

Cllr. Brian 
Jones 

1. Llangollen Car 
Park Tariff Pilot 
Scheme 

To outline the 
effectiveness of the 
pilot scheme for 
varying car park 
tariffs in Llangollen  

Identification of lessons learnt from 
the pilot scheme’s implementation 
and operation in readiness for the 
introduction of similar schemes in 
other areas in future 

Emlyn 
Jones/Mike 
Jones/Peter 
Lea 

January 2021 
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Future Issues 
 

Item (description / title) Purpose of report Expected Outcomes Author Date 
Entered 

Flood Risk Management and 
Riparian Land Ownership  
 
(late 2021 tbc) 

To present the findings and conclusions of 
the Task and Finish Group established to 
examine methods of strengthening 
interaction and working relationships 
between public flood risk management 
authorities and riparian landowners 
across the county 

To identify methods and make 
recommendations in relation to 
the provision of clear 
communication channels, building 
levels of mutual trust, and 
strengthening working 
relationships between public flood 
risk flood management authorities, 
riparian landowners and their 
representatives to ensure effective 
management of watercourses with 
a view to reducing the risk of 
flooding in future 

Tony 
Ward/Wayne 
Hope 

December 
2020 

 
 
For future years 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 
Information/Consultation Reports 
 

Information / 
Consultation 

Item (description / title) Purpose of report Author(s) Date Entered 
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INFORMATION 
(for circulation in 

September 2021 tbc 
once COVID-19 

restrictions permit the 
work to take place) 

Community Impact Assessment 
on the communities of Rhewl 
and Llanynys 

To present the findings of the community 
impact assessment undertaken following 
the closure of Ysgol Rhewl as agreed as 
part of the modernising education 
programme 

Geraint Davies/James Curran December 
2020 

INFORMATION  
(for circulation Dec 

2021/Jan 2022) 
(tbc) 

Central Rhyl Coastal Defence 
Scheme & the Central Prestatyn 
Coastal Defence Schemes  
 
 

To examine the work undertaken to date, 
in consultation with the two local Member 
Area Groups (MAGs), on the design and 
development phases of both schemes in 
order to secure effective and efficient use 
of the substantial funding allocated to both 
schemes with a view to securing their 
delivery and realising value for  money 

Tony Ward/Wayne Hope December 
2020 

 
Note for officers – Committee Report Deadlines 
 

Meeting Deadline Meeting Deadline Meeting Deadline 

Special 26 July 12 July     

9 September  26 August 21 October 7 October 9 December 25 November 

 
18/06/2021 RhE 
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Member Proposal Form for Scrutiny Forward Work Programme 
 

 
NAME OF SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
 

 

 
TIMESCALE FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

 

 
TOPIC 
 

 

 
What needs to be scrutinised (and why)? 
 

 
 
 

 
Is the matter one of concern to 
residents/local businesses? 
 

 
YES/NO 

 
Can Scrutiny influence and change 
things?  
(if ‘yes’ please state how you think scrutiny 
can influence or change things) 
 

 
YES/NO 

 
 
 

 
Does the matter relate to an 
underperforming service or area? 
 

 
YES/NO 

 
Does the matter affect a large number of 
residents or a large geographical area of 
the County  
(if ‘yes’ please give an indication of the size 
of the affected group or area) 
 

 
YES/NO 

 
 
 

Is the matter linked to the Council’s 
Corporate priorities 
(if ‘yes’ please state which priority/priorities) 
 

 
YES/NO 

 

To your knowledge is anyone else 
looking at this matter? 
(If ‘yes’, please say who is looking at it) 
 

 
YES/NO 

 

If the topic is accepted for scrutiny who 
would you want to invite to attend e.g. 
Lead Member, officers, external experts, 
service-users? 

 

 
Name of Councillor/Co-opted Member 
 

 

 
Date 
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Consideration of a topic’s suitability for scrutiny 

 

Does it stand up to the PAPER test? 

 

 

 

 

 

NO  (no further action or information report) 

 

 

Proposal Form/Request received 

(careful consideration given to reasons for request) 

Does it stand up to the PAPER test? 

 Public interest – is the matter of concern to residents? 

 Ability to have an impact – can Scrutiny influence and change 

things? 

 Performance – is it an underperforming area or service? 

 Extent – does it affect a large number of residents or a large 

geographic area? 

 Replication – is anyone else looking at it? 

 

No further action required by 

scrutiny committee.  Refer 

elsewhere or request 

information report?   

 Determine the desired outcome(s) 

 Decide on the scope and extent of the scrutiny work required and the most 

appropriate method to undertake it (i.e. committee report, task and finish group 

inquiry, or link member etc.) 

 If task and finish route chosen, determine the timescale for any inquiry, who will 

be involved, research requirements, expert advice and witnesses required, 

reporting arrangements etc. 

YES 

NO 
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Appendix 3 
 

Cabinet Forward Work Plan   

Meeting Item (description / title) Purpose of report Cabinet 
Decision 
required 
(yes/no) 

Author – Lead member and 
contact officer 

 

27 July 1 Queen’s Buildings Rhyl Project To seek approval to award a 
contract for the delivery of 
Phase 1 of the Queens 
Building Rhyl 
 

Yes Councillor Hugh Evans / 
Russell Vaughan 

 2 Replacement LDP revised 
Delivery Agreement and Covid 
Impact Assessment 

To seek Cabinet approval for 
revisions to the Replacement 
LDP Delivery Agreement and 
accompanying Covid19 
impact assessment  for 
submission to Welsh 
Government 

Yes Councillor Mark Young / 
Angela Loftus 

 3 Replacement LDP - Report 
back on Preferred Strategy 
consultation 

Replacement LDP Preferred 
Strategy consultation and 
seek approval for 
subsequent proposed 
amendments to the Preferred 
Strategy 

Yes Councillor Mark Young / 
Angela Loftus 

 4 Llangollen 2020 To seek approval for 
proceeding with the 
Llangollen 2020 project 

Yes Councillor Brian Jones / Mike 
Jones 

 5 Finance Report To update Cabinet on the 
current financial position of 
the Council 

Tbc Councillor Julian Thompson-
Hill / Steve Gadd 
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Cabinet Forward Work Plan   

Meeting Item (description / title) Purpose of report Cabinet 
Decision 
required 
(yes/no) 

Author – Lead member and 
contact officer 

 6 Items from Scrutiny Committees To consider any issues 
raised by Scrutiny for 
Cabinet’s attention 

Tbc Scrutiny Coordinator 

 

21 Sept 1 External Enveloping and Energy 
Efficiency Framework for 
Council Housing 

To award suppliers to the 
framework 

Yes Councillor Tony Thomas / 
Christopher Morris / Glyn 
Forsdick 

 2 Finance Report To update Cabinet on the 
current financial position of 
the Council 

Tbc Councillor Julian Thompson-
Hill / Steve Gadd 

 3 Items from Scrutiny Committees To consider any issues 
raised by Scrutiny for 
Cabinet’s attention 

Tbc Scrutiny Coordinator 

 

19 Oct 1 Finance Report To update Cabinet on the 
current financial position of 
the Council 

Tbc Councillor Julian Thompson-
Hill / Steve Gadd 

 2 Items from Scrutiny Committees To consider any issues 
raised by Scrutiny for 
Cabinet’s attention 

Tbc Scrutiny Coordinator 

 

23 Nov 1 Corporate Plan Update: July to 
September 2021 

To monitor the Council’s 
progress in delivering the 
Corporate Plan 2017 – 2022 

Tbc Councillor Julian Thompson-
Hill / Iolo McGregor 

 2 Finance Report To update Cabinet on the Tbc Councillor Julian Thompson-
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Cabinet Forward Work Plan   

Meeting Item (description / title) Purpose of report Cabinet 
Decision 
required 
(yes/no) 

Author – Lead member and 
contact officer 

current financial position of 
the Council 

Hill / Steve Gadd 

 3 Items from Scrutiny Committees To consider any issues 
raised by Scrutiny for 
Cabinet’s attention 

Tbc Scrutiny Coordinator 

 

14 Dec 1 Finance Report To update Cabinet on the 
current financial position of 
the Council 

Tbc Councillor Julian Thompson-
Hill / Steve Gadd 

 2 Items from Scrutiny Committees To consider any issues 
raised by Scrutiny for 
Cabinet’s attention 

Tbc Scrutiny Coordinator 

      

      

 

Note for officers – Cabinet Report Deadlines 
 

Meeting Deadline Meeting Deadline Meeting Deadline 

      

June 15 June July 13 July September 7 September 
 
Updated 17/06/2021 - KEJ 
 
Cabinet Forward Work Programme.doc 
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Appendix 4 
Progress with Committee Resolutions 

 

Date of Meeting Item number and title Resolution  Progress 

13 May 2021 5.  Gypsy & Traveller 
Accommodation 
Assessment – 
Proposal to establish 
a Task and Finish 
Group 

Resolved: to agree – 
(i) to establish a Scrutiny Task and Finish 

Group to assist with and inform work on the 
new Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 
Assessment; and  

(ii) the draft Terms of Reference for the Group 
attached as Appendix 1 to the report. 

Lead Members and officers 
informed of the Committee’s 
decisions.  The Task and Finish 
Group has started to meet on a 
regular basis and is scheduled to 
present its initial report to this 
Committee at a Special Meeting 
arranged for Monday, 26 July 
2021 at 10am (see Appendix 1) 

 6.  New Waste & 
Recycling Operating 
Model Update 

Resolved: - having considered all the 
information provided and subject to the above 
observations – 
 
(i) to receive the information in relation to the 

progress made to date by the Project Team 
delivering the new Waste and Recycling 
Service to residents by the Summer of 
2023; 

(ii) to endorse the Benefits Realisation Plan 
(Appendix II) and request that the Head of 
Highways and Environmental Services 
track the achievement of the benefits 
through the Annual Service Plan from 
2023/24 onwards; 

Lead Member and officers 
informed of the recommendations. 
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(iii) that the Head of Highways and 
Environmental Services brings a future 
report to Communities Scrutiny Committee 
on the pilot project outcomes in West Rhyl 
(use of microchip in waste containers) and 
Bron y Crest (communal bin service 
change);  

(iv) that further detailed information on the 
financial implications for the Council of the 
service model change be circulated to 
members of the Committee; and  

(v) confirms that, as part of its consideration, it 
has read, understood and taken account of 
the Well-being Impact Assessment 
(Appendix VII) 

(iii) A report on the outcomes of 
the pilot projects has 
provisionally been scheduled 
into the Committee’s forward 
work programme for its 
meeting on 9 December 2021 
(see Appendix 1)  

(iv) The additional information 
requested on the financial 
implications was circulated to 
members during the meeting 
on 13 May.  A copy has also 
been included in the 
‘Information Brief’ document 
circulated to Committee 
members ahead of the current 
meeting. 
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